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Preface 

Data warehousing, Data Mining, Data Science and Big Data Analytics are amongst the emerging trends of the 
day. India being the world’s second most populous country is a very significant contributor of data related to 
medical care and many more areas, which have tremendous value in respect of social welfare and 
development.  

Domain knowledge clubbed with IT can infuse precision and quickness and work wonders. 
Traditionally ‘Statistics’, and now ‘Data Mining’ in the modern days of ICT adoption, have been providing 
information support to critical decision makers. Allana Institute of Management Sciences have set a trend 
in this direction through a sequence of NCDM (National Conference on Data Mining) held in 2011, 2013 
and now in 2015–16.  

We have received more than 30 contributions in the forms of case studies, research papers, and reviews. 
The selected articles constitute these proceedings. These Proceedings can be a useful resource for the research 
workers, students, IT professionals and academia alike.  

Such a product would not have become a reality without support from many. We would like to thank 
Hon. P.A. Inamdar, President, M.C.E. Society, Mrs. A.P. Inamdar, Vice-President, M.C.E. Society,  
Prof. Dr. R. Ganesan, Director, Allana Institute of Management Sciences for the valuable infrastructural 
support. We are also thankful and acknowledge efforts of Prof. Jawed Khan, the chief organizer of the 
conference and his team members of organizing committee for such a wonderful conference. We will also 
thank all the participants for their contribution. The technical contribution were reviewed and evaluated by 
our reviewers and the members of editorial board, we thank them for their invaluable contribution. Finally, we 
thank Excel India Publishers, New Delhi for careful handling of the manuscript both at the editorial and 
production stages.  

Editors  
Dr. H.S. Acharya  

Ms. Sandhya Bhosale 
Ms. Tehniyat Shaikh 

Mr. Tajuddin Bennur 
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Foreword 

Analytics, Big Data or otherwise, can help improve current processes, and take better risk free decisions in 
Health care Management and in Business in general. When a doctor diagnoses, minimization of the 
consequences of a wrong decision are always at the back of his mind. When a biotechnologist searches for a 
new sequence, possibility of a better drug design is his ultimate goal. The nature of analytics and the tools 
used have undergone tremendous changes over the last decade. Data Science has become a very important 
concept. Use of Cloud has made storage and retrieval of data relatively easy. Data visualization and better 
dash boards have made decision making more precise and timely. 

A deep understanding of the knowledge hidden in the organizational data is vital to a firm’s competitive 
position and organizational decision-making. Traditional data analysis methods often involve manual work 
and interpretation of data that is slow, expensive and highly subjective. Data Mining enables firms to make 
calculated decisions by assembling, accumulating, analyzing and accessing corporate data. It uses variety of 
tools like query and reporting tools, analytical processing tools and Decision Support System (DSS).  

Data mining has been used extensively in the banking and financial markets. In the banking industry, it is 
heavily used to model and predict credit fraud, to evaluate risk to perform trend analysis, to analyze 
profitability and to help with direct marketing campaigns.  

Progress in data mining applications and its implications are manifested in the areas of information 
management in healthcare, health informatics, epidemiology, patient care and monitoring systems, assistive 
technology, large-scale image analysis, information extraction and automatic identification of unknown 
classes. Various algorithms associated with data mining have significantly helped to understand medical data 
more clearly, by distinguishing pathological data from normal data for supporting decision making as well as 
visualization and identification of hidden complex relationships between diagnostic features of different 
patient group.  

The first National Conference on Data Mining (NCDM–2011), held in Feb 2011 was aimed at bringing 
researchers in data mining from diversified domains. The next, NCDM–2013 focused on veterinary medicine 
along with other areas. The current one focuses on Health care IT, which is recognized as the ‘big thing’ of 
near future. We received an overwhelming response from the enthusiastic participants. The policy of Allana 
Institute of Management Sciences is to nurture and promote talent in research. This volume is a direct 
outcome of the effort. I congratulate my team who have put in lot of efforts for this publication and sincerely 
hope the contents will be helpful to all those who want to pursue research in the area of data mining.  

 

Prof. (Dr.) R. Ganesan 
Director  

M.C.E. Society’s 
Allana Institute of Management Sciences 
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Proceedings of 3rd National Conference on Data Mining & ICT (NCDM 2015–16) 

Discovery of Web Usage Patterns for Business 
Intelligence using Soft Computing based Data 

Mining Techniques 

Zahid Ahmed Ansari 
Dean (Research), 

P.A. College of Engineering, Mangalore, Karnataka 

Abstract—Real world business applications involving huge 
databases usually contain missing, inaccurate, noisy or inconsistent 
data. Such data imperfections have negative impact on pattern 
discovery process resulting in the discovery of patterns that are not 
trustworthy. Web servers of e-Business organizations accumulate 
huge volumes of user web activity logs corresponding to the requests 
received for various web resources. Exploration and analysis of these 
web logs are critical to provide insight into users web usage behavior 
which can assist the organizations in designing most logical and 
attractive web sites, offer more personalized information to the 
users, help in decision making to attract the new customers and 
retain existing ones. Mining of Web usage patterns from the web log 
data can be achieved by the application of data clustering techniques 
which partition this multi- dimensional user session data into a 
number of user session clusters based on a similarity distance 
measure such as Euclidean distance. These extracted clusters 
represent user access patterns based on their common page interest 
or navigational behavior. 

Some of the prominent issues associated with mining 
user session clusters from web log data include: 

 Web log data is unlabeled, semi-structured and 
mixed with large amount of irrelevant 
information; hence identification of precise 
numeric user session vectors is critical for the 
faithful discovery of web usage clusters 

 Due to the huge volume of web log files, 
dimensionality of user sessions data mixed with 
large number of insignificant user sessions and 
URLs, is very high. Therefore, suitable 
dimensionality reduction strategy without loss of 
valuable information is essential to improve the 
subsequent mining results 

 Due to the human interactions and non-
deterministic browsing patterns of Web users, 
web activity data usually contains inaccurate, 
noisy and missing information. Such 
imperfections in web usage data usually have 
negative influence on the cluster discovery 

process. As a result clusters formed may not be 
reliable and sufficiently valid. 

 Since web usage data possess ambiguous and 
vague boundaries traditional hard clustering 
techniques are not suitable, instead more 
sophisticated techniques are required to model 
non crisp or overlapping clusters of improved 
quality and 

Soft computing techniques such as Fuzzy Sets, Rough 
Sets, Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms provide 
capability to handle most of the above issues by exploiting 
the tolerance against imperfections, uncertainty and 
robustness against imprecision in finding reliable 
solutions. 

In this talk a soft computing based framework for the 
discovery of web usage patterns from the raw web log 
data will be presented that incorporates the solutions to 
above mentioned issues with the objective of improving 
the quality of the extracted patterns. Three main steps 
involved in this framework include i) Web log 
preprocessing, ii) Soft computing based discovery of 
usage patterns and iii) Validation of the extracted non-
crisp clusters. This will briefly cover the following areas: 

1. Discovery of web customers’ usage patterns 
using clustering techniques. 

2. Identification of interested web users using 
classification techniques. 

3. Discovery of frequent web resource URLs 
accessed together using frequent pattern and 
association rule mining to improve the web site 
design. 

Experimental results indicate that the quality of the 
web usage patterns discovered using the proposed 
techniques are much better than existing techniques in 
terms of various pattern validity indices. 
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Proceedings of 3rd National Conference on Data Mining & ICT (NCDM 2015–16) 

Review—Image Processing in  
Medical Diagnostics 

Ashfak Ibrahim Shaikh1 and Amol C. Goje2 
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Abstract—Image processing plays vital role in the field of 
medical diagnosis. It has various applications ranging from doctor’s 
assistance in identification of diseases to the quality control of 
vegetables and fruits in the fruit grading system. Computer vision 
with machine learning makes the results obtained from these more 
reliable and fast as compared to traditional approach. Image 
processing can improve the quality of decision making process in 
health care sector. Various image segmentation techniques are 
discussed for the abstraction of ROI (region of interest) from the 
diseased images of human body parts. Along with image processing 
techniques, data mining techniques also plays important role in 
identification and analysis of parameters from the diseased images. 
This paper mainly focuses on the survey of applications of image 
processing in the field of medical informatics. 

Keywords: Image Processing, Medical-Informatics, Machine 
Learning, Data Mining, Image segmentation, Disease Detection, 
Pattern Recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image processing can provide very important 
information to the doctors which can assist tee doctors in 
the process of disease diagnosis system.  

C.C. Leun, et al. proposed the semi-automatic method 
[1] using estimation of gray level variations in peri-implant 
tissue to assist the researcher an attempt to align two x-ray 
films for diagnosing the condition of bones and tissues 
around the dental implants. This is the great revolution the 
treatment and assessment of periodontal disease. 

“Dental caries is the scientific term for tooth decay or 
cavities. It is caused by specific types of bacteria. They 
produce acid that destroys the tooth's enamel and the layer 
under it, the dentin.”[14] 

Dental caries are, clearly visible in the x-ray changes 
and it can be detected from the caries lesion present in the 
radiographs. Image processing can be used for the 
diagnosis and identification of dental caries by analyzing 
the x-ray images. M.V. Bramhananda Reddy and his team 
have proposed a mechanism to classify the dental caries 
using x-ray analysis. [2] Image segmentation and edge 
detection techniques are used for extracting the region of 
interest (ROI). Rule based classifier is used for the 
classification purpose. 

Kavindra R. Jain and Narendra C. Chauhan discussed 
efficacy of digital image processing techniques in intra 
oral dentistry [3]. Various image processing techniques for 
segmentation and feature extraction are also reviewed. 

Ju-Won Lee and team developed the method for 
disease detection using neural network and image 
processing on chest radiograph. They used median filter, 

image equalization along with back-propagation neural 
network algorithm to detection of interested pattern on 
chest radiographs [4]. 

Blood vessel analysis is very important in the 
diagnosis of eye diseases. Thomas C. Henderson and 
Gyounglwa Choikim used shortest path histogram method 
for segmentation of vessels in the retinal image. 

Shortest path between every pair of pixels is identified 
for the extraction of vessels in the image of eye [5]. 

II. IMAGE PROCESSING IN DISEASE DIAGNOSIS 

Many diseases can be diagnosed just by visual 
analysis based on the texture and colour. Image analysis 
can be act as a tool for visual examination and diseased 
diagnosis to the doctors. For developing the disease 
diagnosis system in the field of medical or agro based 
applications following steps must be performed carefully 
to reduce the error rate.  

A. Challenges in Data Capturing 

While collecting the data/images; standardization of 
image capturing device can help in minimizing the error 
rate in pattern recognition. If the images are collected 
from different devices, sources and hardware; some of the 
statistical and image processing algorithms can be used to 
minimize error rate of data up-to certain extent. The 
amount of variation in images if collected from different 
sources is as shown in Table 1. 

  

a. Dental Caries [15]  b. Dental Caries [16] 

Fig. 1: Variation in Image Colours if Collected from Different Sources 

B. Removal of Noise and Image Enhancement 

Filters can play an important role in the noise 
reduction. We can use various filters like median filter, 
box filter, Gaussian filter, etc. based on the type of noise 
in the image. Removal of noise improves the quality and 
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consistency in the data which helps in decision making 
process in pattern recognition. 

 

a) Low Contrast Chest X-Ray Image, (b) Low Contrast Histogram 

 

(a) Contrast-Stretched Chest X-Ray Image, (b) Modified Histogram 

Fig. 2: Noise Removal of X-Ray using [17] Contrast Streaching  

Arianna Mencattini, et al. proposed the image 
enhancement technique using Wavelet Transformation to 
enhance the mammogram of breast cancer [9].  

 

Fig. 3: Mammographic Image Enhancement and Diagnosing  
for Breast Cancer [9] 

 

Fig. 4: Macrocalification Detection-breast Cancer  
a.) Orignal Mammogram b) Enhancement without Denoising.  
c) Piecewise Linear Enhancement in Range [0, 1] d) Maximul  

Visualization Range [9] 

 

Fig. 5: Mass Detection-breast Cancer  
a) Original Mammogram b) Boundaries of the Segmented Mass  

c) Enhance Mammogram in [0, 1] Range d) Maximum  
Visualization Range [9] 

 

Fig. 6: De-noising of Mammographic Image by using  
2 Classical Algorithms [9] 

C. Image Transformation 

In many cases we have to transform an input image 
into transformed image by applying the transformation 
function to improve the quality of image or to make the 
image more relevant for the solution of given problem.  

The image transformation equation is as bellow 
G(x,y)=T{f(x,y)} 
F(x,y)=input image on which transformation function 

has to be applied. 
G(x,y) = the output image or processed image. 
T is the transformation function. 

 

Fig. 7: Image Transformation Function 

In the Fig. 3 if r=255 and p=127 then the 
transformation function for an image in figure 3 can be 
mathematically represented as bellow 

(a) (b) 

(b) (a) 

Wavelet 
Decomposition  

Mass Processing 
Microcalcification Processing 

Lesion 
type 

Levels 
Selection 

Segmentation  Enhancement  
Wavelet  

Reconstruction  

(b) 

(a) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 

(d) (c) 

Gaussian  Wiener  

1 

0 
p r 

T(R) 
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0 f (x, y) 127

g(x, y)
1 f (x, y) 127





 

  

a. Image before Transformation b. Negative of Image after Appliying 
Transformation 

Fig. 8: Mammogram Image to Detect Cancer [6] 

D. Identifying Region of Interest 

 

(a)    (b) 

Fig. 9: Effect of the Enhancement Procedure on the whole  
Mammogram–breast Cancer a) Original Mammogram which Indicates 
the ROI Containing the Mass Lesion. b) Processed Image in which the 
Mass the Lesion Appears Enhanced and much more Recognizable [9] 

Image segmentation is the process of abstraction of 
meaningful area from the diseased image. Segmentation 
can be performed based on 

1. Colour attributes using Colour image 
2. gray level intensities using grayscale images 
3. Shapes and size of ROI using binary or grayscale 

image  
While selection the type of image (colour, grayscale 

or binary) is the critical study in the research. It depends 
upon the features available in the input image. Features 
may be texture based; colour based, or can be based on 
shape of spots available in the input image. Computation 
complexity also be considered by the researcher in 
selection of the approach of image segmentation. There 
are various techniques for image segmentation like pixel 
based and region based [6]. 

 

Fig. 10: Image Segmentation to Extract the Brain Tumor [13] 

 

Fig. 11: a) Satellite Image b) Image after Segmentation in  
Four Class (Left to Right) 

III. IMAGE PROCESSING: FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Feature extraction is one of the critical stages of 
analysis. Identification of appropriate number of features 
requires trial and error method. Features can be based on 
the colour, texture, shape descriptor, frequency 
components, etc or it can be combination of these. Sanjeev 
S. Sannakki, et al. used the texture features in 
identification of diseases of grape leaves are listed in table 
1. These features can be extracted using Gray level co-
occurrence matrix [8]. “The colour co-occurrence texture 
analysis method was developed through the use of spatial 
gray-level dependence matrices (SGDM’s). Co-occurrence 
matrices measure the probability that a pixel at one 
particular gray-level will occur at a distinct distance and 
orientation from any pixel given that pixel has a second 
particular gray-level” 

TABLE 1: TEXTURE ATTRIBUTES FOR IDENTIFICATION OF DISEASES [7] 

No. Features Formula 
1. Contrast 

 j

2
, , ,

i
p i j di j  

 

2. Uniformity (Energy)  2

j
, , ,

i
p i j d    

3. Maximum probability Max  , , ,ij p i j d   

4. Homogeneity  j
, , , (1 )

i
p i j d i j     

5. Inverse difference 
moment of order 2 

 2
j
1 (1 ) , , ,

i
i j p i j d     

6. Difference variation Variance of  j
, , ,

i
i j p i j d    

7. Diagonal variance Variance of  , , ,p i j d   

8. Entropy     j
, , , log , , ,

i
p i j d p i j d    

9. Correlation 
i j

i, j i j

(i )( j )p(i, j)
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The SGDM’s are represented by the function 
P(i,j,d,θ) where i represents the gray-level of location (x,y) 
in the image, and j represents the gray-level of the pixel at 
a distance d from location (x,y) at an orientation angle of 
θ., where i is the row indicator and j is the column 
indicator in the SGDM matrix P(i,j,d,θ).[7] 

 

Fig. 12: Directions Considered in Co-occurrence Matrix 

IV. IMAGE PROCESSING USING DATA MINING  
AND MACHINE LEARNING 

In the diagnosis and treatment management of hart 
diseases 2D echocardiographic images play vital role. 
Extraction of cardiac border, measurement of Left Atrium 
(LA), Right Atrium, Valve size, etc. are essential part in it 
[10]. S. Nandagopalan, et al. proposed automatic 
segmentation and ventricular border detection of 2D 
echocardiographic images using K-Means Clustering and 
Active Contour Model. The research process is shown in 
Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13: A Proposed Method of Automatic Segmentation and Ventricular 
Border Detection of 2D Echocardiographic Images using K-Means 

Clustering and Active Contour Model [10] 

 

Fig. 14: LV Object, Minor and Major Axis Calculations [10] 

 

Fig. 15: Final Contour of Ventricles a) LV b) RV [10] 

Himanshu Yadav, Prateek Bansalt and Ramesh 
Kumar Sunkaria proposed a Color Dependent K-Means 
Clustering for Color Image Segmentation of Colored 
Medical Images by using K-Means clustering and Support 
Vector Machine (SVM). The RGB color image is 
converted into Lab color model for segmentation and 
disease classification of medical images.  

 

Fig. 16: Proposed Algorithm for Color Image Segmentation and Disease 
Identification of Medical Images [11] 

 

 

1350 900 450 

00 
6 7 

1 

8 

4 2 
* 5 
3 

Calculation of Left Ventricular Dimensions (a) LV 
Object (b) Minor and Major Axes. 

(a) (b) 

 

Step 1: Original Colored Image 

 
Step 2: RGB to L* a* b* 

Step 3: Classification of Colors 
 Using K-Means 

 
Step 4: Segmentation of the  
Nuclei as a Separate Image  

 
Step 5 & 6: Segmented Image and 

Selected Clustered Image 

 

Step 7: SVM Classifier  

Echocardiographic Image 

Median Filter 

K-Means SOL Segmentation 

Average Filter 

Ventricle Boundary Detection 
(Active Contour: snakes) 

Extract Object  

Find Midpoint  

Compute Area, Volume, Width, 
Length, etc. 

Initial Contour  
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TABLE 2: WHITE BLOOD NUCLEUS SEGMENTATION RESULTS [12] 

 

 

Fig. 17: Brain; a) Original Image b) Object in Cluster 1 c) Object in 
Cluster 2 d) Object in Cluster 3 e) Object in Cluster 4  

f) Object in Cluster 5 [11] 

Anjali Gautam and H.S. Bhadauria proposed a 
mechanism for White Blood Nucleus Extraction Using K-
Mean Clustering and Mathematical Morphing with 
accuracy rate of 87% in segmentation of white blood 
nucleus. The RGB colour image is converted to CMY 
color model in segmentation process. The proposed 
approach is as depicted in Fig. 18. 

 

Fig. 18: Steps for White Blood Cell Identification and Segmentation [12] 

V. CONCLUSION 

Diseases if timely identified can prevent the big losses 
in medical filed. Visual examination from doctors and 
experts is one of the principal components in diagnosis of 
diseases. Image processing is an emerging field which 
plays an important role in automation process of disease 
diagnosis.  
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Abstract—This being a conference on Data Mining with special 
focus on Medical Informatics, it would be appropriate to present a 
case study on the computerization efforts at the Inamdar Hospital, 
Pune. Computerization of the hospital management is the first step. 
Storage of every transaction, every medical case in detail from 
admission of the patient to his or her discharge, meticulous 
recording of all treatments, pathological examination results, data on 
monitoring of the patient along with other information like financial 
bills is important. Data mining starts only after the hospital has 
adequate data stored over years. In this case study we give a brief 
account of our computerization efforts through some third party 
products and some innovative indigenous extensions created by  
our team. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Importance of Hospital Information Systems, which 
can help the management of the hospital, which can help 
doctors and health care personnel in providing efficient 
services to the patients is the need of the day. Many 
hospitals in Pune already have tried to implement such 
systems. We are presenting here the case of Inamdar 
Hospital, which is one of the prominent multispecialty 
hospitals in Pune, for the benefit of the young IT 
graduates, and the participants in this conference. 

II. THE HOSPITAL 

A. Inamdar Multispeciality Hospital 

 

Fig. 1: The Hospital 

Pune, is an endeavour to alleviate suffering of 
patients, by providing the best of healthcare at an optimal 
cost. A multi-speciality hospital that is centrally located 
and adorned with state-of –the-art infrastructure and an 

eminent panel of doctors is in a nutshell what we are all 
about. A highly sophisticated set up and a panel of super 
specialists functioning smoothly in a culture of care, 
commitment, dedication and concern. 

Commitment to excellence and giving the patients 
and attendants, homely and secured facilities ensuring a 
speedy recovery. We understand the importance of your 
time. Administering a drug at regular intervals or the 
prompt emergency care, our forte is precise time 
management which is important in healthcare. 

III.  IT USE IN THE HOSPITAL  

A hospital information system (HIS) is an element of 
health informatics that focuses mainly on the 
administrational needs of hospitals. In many 
implementations, a HIS is a comprehensive, integrated 
information system designed to manage all the aspects of a 
hospital's operation, such as medical, administrative, 
financial, and legal issues and the corresponding 
processing of services. 

A. Functional Split 

HIS has data warehousing as the core concept, hence 
a more static model of information management. HIS is 
often composed of one or several software components 
with specialty-specific extensions, as well as of a large 
variety of sub-systems in medical specialties from a multi-
vendor market. Specialized implementations name for 
example Laboratory Information System (LIS), Policy and 
Procedure Management System,[2]Radiology Information 
System (RIS) or Picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS). 

Portable devices such as smartphones and table 
computers may be used at the bedside. Providing WiFi 
connectivity for the benefit of patients and their relatives, 
doctors and nurses is a common thing these days.  

IV. AIM 

Hospital Information Systems provide a common 
source of information about a patient’s health history. The 
system have to keep data in secure place and controls who 
can reach the data in certain circumstances. These systems 
enhance the ability of health care professionals to 
coordinate care by providing a patient’s health information 
and visit history at the place and time that it is needed. 
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Patient’s laboratory test information also visual results 
such as X-ray may reachable from professionals. HIS 
provide internal and external communication among 
health care providers. 

The HIS may control organizations, which is Hospital 
in these case, official documentations, financial situation 
reports, personal data, utilities and stock amounts, also 
keeps in secure place patients information, patients 
medical history, prescriptions, operations and laboratory 
test results. 

The HIS may protect organizations, handwriting 
error, overstock problems, conflict of scheduling 
personnel, official documentation errors like tax 
preparations errors. 

V. PACS 

A picture archiving and communication system 
(PACS) is a medical imaging technology which provides 
economical storage and convenient access to images from 
multiple modalities (source machine types).[1] Electronic 
images and reports are transmitted digitally via PACS; this 
eliminates the need to manually file, retrieve, or transport 
film jackets. The universal format for PACS image storage 
and transfer is DICOM (Digital Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine). Non-image data, such as 
scanned documents, may be incorporated using consumer 
industry standard formats like PDF (Portable Document 
Format), once encapsulated in DICOM. A PACS consists 
of four major components: The imaging modalities such 
as X-ray plain film (PF), computed tomography (CT) and 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a secured network for 
the transmission of patient information, workstations for 
interpreting and reviewing images, and archives for the 
storage and retrieval of images and reports. Combined 
with available and emerging web technology, PACS has 
the ability to deliver timely and efficient access to images, 
interpretations, and related data. PACS breaks down the 
physical and time barriers associated with traditional film-
based image retrieval, distribution, and display. 

Uses 
 Hard copy replacement: PACS replaces hard-

copy based means of managing medical images, 
such as film archives. With the decreasing price 
of digital storage, PACSs provide a growing cost 
and space advantage over film archives in 
addition to the instant access to prior images at 
the same institution. Digital copies are referred to 
as Soft-copy. 

 Remote access: It expands on the possibilities of 
conventional systems by providing capabilities of 
off-site viewing and reporting (distance 
education, telediagnosis). It enables practitioners 
in different physical locations to access the same 
information simultaneously for teleradiology. 

 Electronic image integration platform: PACS 
provides the electronic platform for radiology 
images interfacing with other medical automation 

systems such as Hospital Information System 
(HIS), Electronic Medical Record (EMR), 
Practice Management Software, and Radiology 
Information System (RIS). 

 Radiology Workflow Management: PACS is 
used by radiology personnel to manage the 
workflow of patient exams. 

VI.  INTEGRATION 

A full PACS should provide a single point of access 
for images and their associated data. That is, it should 
support all digital modalities, in all departments, 
throughout the enterprise. 

 

Fig. 2: A Chest Image Displayed via a PACS 

All PACS, whether they span the entire enterprise or 
are localized within a department, should also interface 
with existing hospital information systems: Hospital 
information system (HIS) and Radiology Information 
System (RIS). There are several data flowing into PACS 
as inputs for next procedures and back to HIS as results 
corresponding inputs: 

In: Patient Identification and Orders for 
examination. These data are sent from HIS to 
RIS via integration interface, in most of hospital, 
via HL7 protocol. Patient ID and Orders will be 
sent to Modality (CT,MR,etc) via DICOM 
protocol (Worklist). Images will be created after 
images scanning and then forwarded to PACS 
Server. Diagnosis Report is created based on the 
images retrieved for presenting from PACS 
Server by physician/radiologist and then saved 
to RIS System. 

Out: Diagnosis Report and Images created accordingly. 
Diagnosis Report is sent back to HIS via HL7 
usually and Images are sent back to HIS via 
DICOM usually if there is a DICOM Viewer 
integrated with HIS in hospitals (In most of 
cases, Clinical Physician gets reminder of 
Diagnosis Report coming and then queries 
images from PACS Server). 

Interfacing between multiple systems provides a more 
consistent and more reliable dataset: 

 Less risk of entering an incorrect patient ID for a 
study–modalities that support DICOM worklists 
can retrieve identifying patient information 
(patient name, patient number, accession number) 
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for upcoming cases and present that to the 
technologist, preventing data entry errors during 
acquisition. Once the acquisition is complete, the 
PACS can compare the embedded image data 
with a list of scheduled studies from RIS, and can 
flag a warning if the image data does not match a 
scheduled study. 

 Data saved in the PACS can be tagged with 
unique patient identifiers (such as a registration 
number) obtained from HIS. Providing a robust 
method of merging datasets from multiple 
hospitals, even where the different centers use 
different ID systems internally. 

An interface can also improve workflow patterns: 
 When a study has been reported by a radiologist 

the PACS can mark it as read. This avoids 
needless double-reading. The report can be 
attached to the images and be viewable via a 
single interface. 

 Improved use of online storage and nearline 
storage in the image archive. The PACS can 
obtain lists of appointments and admissions in 
advance, allowing images to be pre-fetched from 
off-line storage or near-line storage onto online 
disk storage. 

VII. HAND HELD DEVICES: APPS AND THEIR UTILITIES 

Apps which patients can have on their hand held 
devices are most important. Inamdar hospital provides 
many apps for the convenience of patients. 

A. Patient App 

 

Fig. 3: The APP ‘PFT Inamdar’ 

The following Fig shows apps provided by the 
hospital for the benefit of patients, which integrate well 
with the main information system. 

We have provided an Android APP to patients with 
proper integration of the APP with our existing HIS. This 
facilitates  

1. Quick Accessibility to their medical reports. 
2. Patient can view their past history on their 

mobiles. 
3. Online ordering of medication by attaching 

prescription. 
4. Book an Appointment. 
5. On line access for home care services. 
6. Patient can get Notifications. 

B. Doctor APP 

Similarly a well integrated ‘Doctor App’ is also 
integrated with the HIS. 

 

Fig. 4: The Doctor App 

The Android APP, integrated with our existing HIS 
and provided to doctors, facilitates following 
functionalities 

1. Quick access to patient information. 
2. Quick access to patient reports. 
3. Quick access to patient history. 

VIII. SMS AND EMAIL INTEGRATION 

We have integrated SMS and email communication in 
a seamless manner to achieve 

1. Better communication. 
2. Quick response. 

IX. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

A good and efficient Document Management System 
is prominent part of the system, through with following 
functionalities have become integral part of the system 
and many benefits have been derived. 

Dashboard  

My Profile  IPD 

My Referral  About Us 

My Profile  

About Us 

Health Record 

Appointment  Dashboard  

Home Care  Health Check  

Notifications  

PFT Inamdar  
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1. Reducing the physical storage cost. 
2. Reduced waiting time. 
3. Easy accessibility. 
4. Less storage required on server. 

X. PATHOLOGY MACHINE INTERFACING 

We have done interfacing with different equipments 
in Lab due to which manual inputs from the end users 
reduced, results automatically gets transferred to HIS 
system.  

1. Increased accuracy. 
2. Increased efficiency. 
3. Qucikerturn around of work. 
4. Reduction in errors. 
5. Better monitoring of system. 

XI.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We hope that the case study presented here is 
motivational enough for the young IT professionals so that 
they realize the potential of IT in health care. They need to 
understand that health care domain is a very important 
domain. With storage requirements increasing day by day 
and the increased requirement to handle variety and 
velocity use of Cloud computing and Cloud supported 
data have become the need of the day. Big Data analytics 
is becoming more and more relevant in the heal care 
domain. 
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Cyber Physical Objects which Can Help to Gather 
and Transmit Data and Help in Decision Making  

Pradeep Chatterjee 
E-mail: pradeep.chatterjee@cummins.com 

Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is something which existed for years within us in a different form. What has changed recently from 
past is earlier data of a domain used to exist in isolation. Now people are finding linkages with data across domains and trying to draw 
meaning insights and set triggers to do certain actions. Penetration of internet, communications and mobility are making IoT popular as 
people can now derive meaningful insights proactively, which adds value to business and even their daily lives. Demand of such requirements 
are leading to development of cyber physical objects which can help not only to gather and transmit data but going forward can also help in 
decision making. These intelligent cyber objects will take some load away from servers and develop integrated intelligent objects, which has 
capability to derive required data from cyber world and take meaningful decisions and actions without human intervention. The objects can 
be a heart monitor implant, a farm animal with a biochip, an automobile with sensors to alert driver—or any other object with unique identity 
and ability to transfer data over a network. The journey has started and there’s lot to come. 
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Part II 
Case Studies 
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Spreadsheet Templates in Healthcare Analytics 

Pankaj Kulkarni1 and Haridas Acharya2 
1,2Allana Institute of Management Sciences, 

Azam Campus, Pune–411001 

Abstract—Spread Sheet Analytics is very popular with all types 
of managers in the corporate world. Financial managers, marketing 
managers, project managers have been using complex spreadsheet 
templates in their work for many years. There is no reason why 
mangers working in Health care units should not be using spread 
sheets. It is known that Spreadsheet Risk is a reality, at the same 
time the simplicity of use and convenience of customization are plus 
points and out weight the risk factor. 

In this paper more than 30 popular Spreadsheet Templates, 
exclusively designed for Healthcare Applications, have been 
identified, analyzed and classified. The parent websites which 
provide these templates and related services have been subjected to 
Web Analytics. 

Web analytics of these templates clearly points out to the fact 
that:  

1. Advanced Spreadsheets can be very useful in healthcare 
management 

2. Doctors, Nursing staff, even Patients can use these 
templates easily. 

3. From the point of view of developers, designing useful 
templates provides a vast scope of products. At least two 
such agencies have been doing considerable business in 
this area and are highly ranked. 

4. From the point of view of research, it is to be noted that 
big data analysis is possible with newer spread sheet 
products. Health care research at community level 
involved BIG DATA.  

It is interesting to see that, spread sheet templates have 
provided quite a bit of commercial opportunities to template 
developers and it can be attractive alternative to young 
entrepreneurs in the field of computer applications. 

Keywords: Spread Sheet Templates, Web Analytics, Health Care 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spread sheets are among the most widely used 
software tools by researchers, managers and other 
professionals in the world. A wide variety of applications 
ranging from simple calculation to building complex 
financial models, many complex scientific computations, 
and statistical data processing are easily carried out using 
spread sheets [1,2,13]. The Fact that there is an inherent 
risk associated with spread sheets has not affected the 
intensity of use of spread sheets in decision making 
activities, in finance and corporate management. It has 
been argued in literature that spread sheets are simply 
unavoidable [2] in enterprises and research environments. 
Spreadsheet packages are ubiquitous and are used by 
various managers and professionals. 

When it comes to the convenience of Managers in 
health care units the scenario is not different in any way. 
Spread sheet templates, as against the spread sheet work 

books, can act as go between the experts who prepare the 
sheets on the basis of their experience and learners and the 
not so experienced who want to take benefit of the 
experience of others. 

Spreadsheet packages are widely used for developing 
simple applications, and used like decision support tools, 
in many practical situations, where providing exclusive 
dedicated solutions is not possible for want of improperly 
laid our business rules. PoC of many dedicated solutions 
are initially tested on spread sheets. 

Spreadsheet modeling is a very important part of the 
growth in end-user computing. Managers are attracted to 
spreadsheet packages because they are "actually" cheap, 
"really" easy to learn and are “quick” to provide results in 
a form required by managers and analysists. Abundantly 
available add-on macros really help. It is clear that 
spreadsheet modeling has the potential to allow users to 
develop their own reliable, robust and flexible decision 
support systems but the independence they facilitate can 
create problems. [2] 

Key reasons behind spreadsheet being in demand are [3] 
 They are flexible. 
 Instant results are produced, with possibly very 

short development times. 
 They can be arranged, customized to the personal 

requirement of the user. 
 Spreadsheets can support the download and 

analysis of data from core support. 
Spread sheet Dashboards are diagnostic tools 

designed to provide busy managers with a quick over view 
of a company‘s performance. [15]. Dashboards 
incorporate visual and 

Functional features, which in combination they help 
improve cognition and interpretation. Spread sheet Dash 
boards can provide a heath care professional a complete 
visualization of what is happening to his patient during the 
course of a long treatment schedule. 

II. A SPREADSHEET TEMPLATE 

Spread sheet templates are basically reusable sheets, 
with all ready computational plan meticulously designed, 
tested and ready to use. Templates are different from 
documents. Documents are finished products. Templates 
are reusable frame works. A simple comparison is given in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 1: SIMPLE COMPARISON OF DOCUMENTS AND TEMPLATES 

Documents Templates 
Users can open and modify a 
document, unless it is set to be 
read-only. Any saved changes 
are kept in the original. 

Users can open a template to create a 
local copy as a new document. They 
cannot modify the original unless 
they are given special permissions. 

When opened, the document 
raises the Open event. 

When opened, the template raises the 
New event. 

Since these are reusable frames, if properly designed 
they can be used to transfer the expertise of the 
experienced practitioners to novices in the same domain. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this research we have considered 
33 health care related templates selected from 
12 different websites. 
All the above were identified using exhaustive key 

word searches. Details of the search are discussed in the 
later part of this document. 

Websites identified are generally the portals of the 
software companies or the IT companies which distribute 
the templates and do a considerable amount of business 
based on this activity. We have restricted to Healthcare 
domain, though few of the site belong to general 
domains with only part of their business being in relation 
to Health care. 

These websites were initially categorized into 
‘product based’ and ‘service based’. The categorization 
was based on the content available on the web sites. Thus 
the whole process of data collection, categorization and 
analysis constituted of a combination of:  

1. Keyword search 
2. Web analytics 
3. Classification 
4. Use of Statistical Methods 

A. Keyword Search 

The keyword which we have used were 
“Spreadsheet templates in healthcare domain’,  
“Spreadsheet cardiovascular’  
and many similar word combinations, as generally 

indicated in the health care literature. 

B. Web Analytics 

All the websites were subjected to web analytics. 

Web analytics is the measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of web data for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing web usage[17]. Measure of 
usage of web site can give a good idea of many other 
aspects related to the business itself. Web analytics is the 
process of analyzing the behavior of visitors to a web site. 
The use of web analytics is said to enable a business to 
attract more visitors, retain or attract new customers for 
goods or services, or to increase the dollar volume each 
customer spends [18]. Web provides business 
opportunities, through well designed portals for the 
business.  

As we all know there is competition in business. The 
competitors are not restricted for the particular area like 
city, state, country. Everybody will find competitor across 
the world. So for the every business, customer is 
important. By using this web analytic term we can 
measure customer’s interaction or visitors with our web 
sites. By using this we can make our website more 
popular. Web analytics gives you an opportunity to 
identify competitors and study their behaviors. The 
analysis of qualitative and quantitative data from a website 
and its competitors, can help to drive continual 
improvement of the online experience. 

That customers and prospects, which ultimately 
translates into the website’s desired outcomes (online and 
offline)[18], help us a lot. 

In the current study following major attributes have 
been considered, for the purpose of web-analysis. 

1. Alexa Rank. 
2. Moz Rank. 
3. Back Links. 
4. Page Views. 
5. Worth. 
A brief description of each of the attributes and their 

relevance to the study is given below. 

1) Alexa Rank 

Alexa rank is a ranking produce by Alexa corporation 
i.e. Alexa.com. That basically audits and makes public 
frequency of visits on various websites. Lower ranking 
number is better. if we analyze this table we would know 
word excel website having more traffic than any other.  

TABLE 2: ALEXA RANKS ( JAN 2016) OF SOME OF THE SITES UNDER STUDY 

Website Alexa Rank Website Alexa Rank 
http://www.wordexceltemplates.com 7 http://seer.cancer.gov 13976 
http://www.asoprs.com 22 http://chandoo.org 16420 
http://spreasheetjournalism.com 36 http://exceltemplates.net 97090 
http://www.makeuseof.com 1145 http://www.instituteforquality.org 149110 
http://www.free-power-point-templates.com 8923 http://enterprise-dashboard.com 189768 
http://www.vertex42.com 9461 http://www.xltemplates.org 2233656 
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2) Moz Rank 

Moz Rank its variable used for web analytic. It represent 
link popularity score. It reflects the importance of any 
given web page on internet. The higher quality of the 
incoming links, higher moz rank. Moz rank score is 
between 0 to 10. Average rank is 3. Now here we have 
data. We can see average moz rank is 3 and 13 websites 
are within 3–4 average. It means the websites which we 
have collected that are quite popular for their business. 4 
of them are more than 5 ranks which is good for the 
business. Surprisingly 3 of them are 0 moz rank means 
they are not popular. 

TABLE 3: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MOZ RANKS IN THE SITES 
UNDER STUDY 

Mozrank Frequency 
0 3 

3.68 12 
3.95 1 
4.52 1 
4.68 2 
5.01 2 
5.38 1 
5.4 1 
6.04 1 
6.32 1 

It is evident that many had ranks above 5. Which is a 
good indication of the importance of the templates under 
consideration. 

3) Backlinks 

Back links are very important. They indicate how 
many related websites direct the traffic to the site under 
investigation. Which is an indication of the referrals. The 
purpose of back link is to ensure popularity of web page. 
Back link is hyper link that links from webpage, and back 
to your own page or website. As per the Google search 
engine it will consider more back links then more relevant 
in search web pages. 

In the above table we can observe seer. cancer. gov. 
Has more backlink than others, means backlinks which is 

provided by other sources are more. Followed by this 
enterprises and chandoo.org. 

4) Page Views 

Page views variable is used to show the number or 
count of particular webpage access on each day of 
websites. Page views are again very important indicators 
of the significance to these products. 

 

IV. USER WISE AND DOMAIN WISE FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF TEMPLATES AND WEBSITES 

 

Fig. 1: Distribution of Templates User-wise 

Templates are classified according to user i.e. Patient 
and Doctor Following Bar graph. shows 18 templates are 
useful for patient, and 10 are more useful to the doctors. 
The fact that there are many templates which are used by 
patients directly is an indicator of the fact that with 
medical informatics, participation of patients in health 
care is increasing. 

V. BIG DATA HEALTH CARE ANALYTICS AND  
CLOUD USAGE 

A look into the literature clearly indicates that health 
care domain is one of the dominant users of Cloud servers 
and storage facilties. Size of the data stored requires use of 
BigData Analytics. There are big-data spread sheets 
available [7] for such analytics. 

TABLE 4: FREQUENCY OF BACK LINKS 

Company Name BankLinks Company Name BackLinks 
http://seer.cancer.gov 21713 http://www.vertex42.com 48 
http://enterprise-dashboard.com 2662 http://www.asoprs.com 28 
chandoo.org 1638 www.instituteforquality.org 2 
http://www.makeuseof.com 1274 www.wordexceltemplates.com 0 
http://exceltemplates.net 215 www.xltemplates.org 0 
www.free-power-point-templates.com 58 http://spreasheetjournalism.com 0 

TABLE 5: PAGE VIEWS 

Website Page Views Website Page Views 
www.makeuseof.com 960.7K/ day http://www.wordexceltemplates.com 3.11k/ day 
http://www.free-power-point-templates.com 123.28K/ day http://enterprise-dashboard.com 1.25K/ day 
http://www.vertex42.com 116.27K/ day http://www.asoprs.com 661/day 
http://seer.cancer.gov 116.27K/ day http://www.instituteforquality.org 579/day 
http://chandoo.org 66.99K/ day http://www.xltemplates.org 492/day 
http://exceltemplates.net 11.33k/ day http://spreasheetjournalism.com 73/ Day 
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VI. RISK IN SPREADSHEETS 

Fundamental problem with spreadsheet is the 
untrained users tend to place undue trust in the integrity of 
the analysis that is prepared in them [4]. It can always be 
argued that inspite of spread sheet risk being a reality, the 
presence of a large unstructured data in all domains makes 
use of spread sheet unavoidable [2] 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Use of spread sheet templates in heal care is a quite 
useful and popular practice in health care domain. The 
web analytics presented in this paper shows that large 
business opportunities exist for doctors and Software 
Developers alike. 
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Abstract—Increasing demands from consumers for enhanced 
healthcare quality and increased value, health care providers and 
payers around the world are challenged by pressures to deliver better 
outcomes. Healthcare systems make effective use of IT applications to 
deliver affordable, quality healthcare to human community. Today, 
the web users including healthcare provider are in search of cost 
effective and better quality application and they surf many different 
websites regularly in the course of their daily lives. The higher 
usability and conversion rate of a website reflect the popularity of 
application among the web users. 

Web analytics is a technique that you can employ to collect, 
measure, report, and analyze your website data. It is normally carried 
out to analyze the performance of a website and optimize its web 
usage [12]. There are various web analytics tools are available, used 
by online businesses and market researchers to collect and measure 
web traffic data for the purpose of finding the usability and 
conversion rate.  

This paper analysis and compare the various web analytic 
metrics such as page rank, bounce rate, page views for healthcare 
websites by using three web analytic tool namely alexa.com, 
websiteoutlook.com and silmilarweb.com  

Keywords: Healthcare, Web Analytics, Page Rank, Bounce Rate 
and Page Views 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A healthcare system is the organization of people, 
Institutions, and resources that deliver health care services 
to meet the health needs of target populations [8]. 
Improvement of health is via diagnosis, treatment & 
prevention of disease. The care given by physician, 
pharmacist, nurse, clinical officer, ayurvedic or traditional 
medicine is termed as Primary care. Secondary care 
includes dental specialist, cardiologist, and urologist and 
Tertiary care covers cancer management, plastic surgery, 
neurosurgery, cardiac surgery to name a few. there is an 
always scope of improvements in healthcare of all types 
through Healthcare research in biomedical & 
pharmaceutical as massive increase of chronic disease 
conditions and age-related illness are predicted as the 
dominant forces driving the future health care [13]. The 
health care system are striving for increase patient safety, 
reduce medical errors, support good health, fair financial 
contribution, and excellent services. Primary care 
physician and nursing shortages require overworked 
professionals to be even more productive and efficient. 
[14]. IT applications significantly impact healthcare 
systems ranging from hospital management system to core 
pharmaceutical research and drug development systems 
[15]. Since last two decades use of information systems in 
health care industry has grown drastically. The thought of 
healthcare today is quite different from what it was 10 
years ago. Healthcare is now more than simply medical 

care and treatment [16]. Web based applications have 
evolved significantly over recent years in health care with 
improvements in security, better performance. New web 
applications allow healthcare decision makers to explore 
projected effects of various treatments and innervations. 
Not only desktop, various web based application, ERP for 
physician, doctors, management working hand in hand. 
But medical forums, telemedicine healthcare, patient 
support website, and no of medical apps has captured the 
entire health care industry,  

Challenges: due to an enormous growth of e-
Commerce sites and web information system. Service 
providers of all domains including HIT provider facing 
intense competition in retaining users. Identify business 
needs and develop IT processes is a biggest challenge for 
them. To achieve quality compliance, performance and 
security, identify improvements opportunities. Feedback 
for continuous improvement web Analytics can assist in 
designing most attractive web sites. 

II. WEB ANALYTICS 

An important strategy of any organizations for 
increasing business sales is to get new customers–this is 
what marketing and promotion are all about, and for many 
businesses this lies on their websites According to 
Iwaarden et al. A website which cannot effectively 
communicate with its web users does not serve its purpose 
to the organization. [4]. Using Web Analytics, we can 
monitor web traffic, Figure out potential keywords, 
Identify segments for improvement, Find out referring 
sources and assess web content problems so that they can 
be rectified [3] According to the Web Analytics 
Association [12], the official definition of Web Analytics 
is “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of 
Internet data for the purposes of understanding and 
optimizing Web usage.” It helps in taking businesses 
decisions, measure performance and track/monitor 
operations. If implemented and consumed correctly it 
helps in improving websites to increase their profitability 
can serve as a trustworthy compass guiding you to the 
right direction. [9] [11] The objective of Web Analytics is 
to understand and improve the experience of online 
customers, while increasing revenues for online 
businesses[9]. Analytics offer summarized views of the 
information–metrics and data points that can be sliced and 
diced by different dimensions (viewpoints). Besides, the 
ability to drill-down on data also gives the added 
capability to look at lower level details and facts. Such 
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features are ideal for getting clarity on issues and finding 
out the root cause.[9] Web analytics consists of a series of 
metrics and techniques which can be used to analyze the 
website’s usability like page views, time on site [1]. Basic 
level of web analytics can be categorized under three 
categories namely Visitor, Acquisition and Interaction.  

A. Visitor: Visitor Helps you Understand the 
Characteristics of Your Visitors Like  

TABLE 1: VISITORS DETAILS  

What can you 
Analyze?  

How can it Help?  

User profile 
analysis 

evaluate effectiveness of content by checking 
time spent with the intended purpose  

Geographical view 
of audience 

focus on marketing efforts in locations where 
needed or invest in business development in areas 
where there is more potential  

Technology & 
device used 

Studying the Bounce Rates by device gives an 
indication if the site is optimized or needs to be 
responsive  

B. Acquisition 

Acquisition Gives you information on how your users 
actually find you. It usually shows the percentage and 
absolute number of visitors that came from each type of 
source. 

Direct Traffic: represents visitors that show up on the 
website by entering the website’s URL or from a 
bookmark. When looking at the direct traffic, a website 
owner can understand how much traffic s/he is getting 
from people who know the website deep enough to know 
the URL or have it bookmarked.  

Organic traffic is the traffic coming through all search 
engines (Google, Yahoo!, MSN, Ask, and others) will 
include both organic and paid (PPC/SEM) traffic. 

Referral traffic is the traffic coming through where 
your website is linked. These could be a result of banner 
ads, campaigns, or from blogs interested on your website. 

Social traffic is the traffic coming through all social 
media platforms (like- Face book, Twitter, Google+, etc). 

Acquisition can help you distinguish which site or 
traffic source is best for investing your advertising dollars. 

C. Interaction 

Tells you how users interact and engage with your 
content–what do they look at and how do they navigate 
between the pages. 

TABLE 2: INTERACTION 

What can you 
Analyze?  

How can it Help?  

Site Content 
Statistics 

Helps you identify low performing pages that need 
improvement or high performing content that can be 
used as a guide for future reference 

Site Search These stats can be studied to identify missed 
opportunities or investigate if your site navigation 
needs any improvement 

Event 
Tracking 

Event based goals can help you measure and manage 
effectively, the desired actions you want your users to 
take 

Web metric data are easy to collect but analysis and 
interpretation are time-consuming.[10] Sophisticated 
reporting and analytical tool were accessible previously 
only to large companies that could afford them, today they 
are now easily obtainable, with many of them absolutely 
free! Analytics Tools offer an insight into the performance 
of your website, visitors’ behavior, and data flow. Google 
Analytics is a kind of free analytic tool that provides a 
detailed statistics of the web traffic; evaluate the overall 
usability of e-commerce sites. It is used by more than 60% 
of website owners. Web analytics in healthcare industry 
gain better insights can help demonstrate value and achieve 
better outcomes, such as new treatments and technologies. 

III. DATA COLLECTION 

Medical Software are the products, we are trying to 
analyze in this study. We have examined 45 software 
products, through web-analytics of their URLs and direct 
inspection of their websites. The Period of study is from 
October 2015 to January 2016. The period is important 
because the indicators reported by web analytic are 
dynamic and hence keep changing. We have identified 
their websites, and used web analytic tools to determine 
their popularity, and other business related performance 
indicators. 

A. The Key Metrics of Web Analytics 

1. Bounce Rate: Bounce rate reflects the percentage 
of visitors returning back only after visiting one 
page of your website.  

2. Page Views: Page views is the number of views 
of a page. Multiple page views are possible in a 
single session. If page views is improved, it will 
directly influence average time on website. 

3. Global Rank: calculating the reach and number of 
page views for all the sites on the Web on a daily 
basis for certain period decide the rank of 
website.  

4. Pages per Session: Pages/session is the number 
of pages surfed in a single session.  

5. Time on Site: The average time a visitor spends 
accessing your site in a time.  

6. Search keywords sending traffic to the site. 
7. Traffic: Ttotal number of visits to a website is 

called traffic to the site.  
8. Traffic Sources: The source from where traffic 

originates.  
9. Total Sites Linking In: The other web sites that 

choose to create links to your site. 
10. How Fast Site Loads: Speed is calculated 

depending upon time taken to load web pages. 
11. Page Rank: Rank given by the Google to each 

website is called as page rank. Google measures 
how many links point to a website or page, and 
more importantly the quality or importance of the 
sites that provide those links 
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12. Back Links: Back link is any link received by a 
web node (web page, directory, website, or top 
level domain) from another web node. 

13. Page Authority: is a score (on a 100-point scale) 
developed by Moz that predicts how well a 
specific page will rank on search engines.  

14. Monitory Worth: Worth of  

B. Tools Used 

Google Analytics, Alexa.com, Websitesiteoutlook.com 
and similarweb.com are other web analytical tools which 
are easy to use and freely available. We have collected the 
data for above metrics using these tools. 

The software selected and reported are in no-way for 
the purpose of promotion of specific product. Our study is 
generic in nature and our motive is to determine the 
impact on health care software development as an activity, 
Identify the Generic areas in which Software are 
Available, Identify areas of Interest (potential for) not 
explored so far. Level of competition in Medical Info 
software development 

The three web analytics tool presents a summary 
report, a group of basic metrics.  

 

Image 1: Alexa Tool Shows Global Rank, Country Rank 

 

Image 2: Geographical View of Audience in Alexa.com 

 

Image 3: Bounce Rate, Daily Page Views Time on Site, Keywords Send 
to the Traffic and Traffic Sources in Alexa.com 

 

C. Data Cleaning 

In order to convert web data into a manageable 
format, data cleaning, was done. The three different tool 
gives data in different formats. Like bounce rate was in 
percentage for Alexa.com and while it was in decimal 
format for websiteoutlook.com and similar web.com.so all 
the metrics which have numeric data is converted into 
decimal format and correlation was performed. 

TABLE 3: LIST OF KEY METRIC FROM ALEXA.COM 

Sr. No. Metric Name 
1 Global Rank  
2 Rank in India/us  

3 Bounce Rate(%) 
4 Daily Pageviews per Visitor 
5 Total Site Linking 
6 How fast site load? 
7 Keywords 

TABLE 4: LIST OF KEY METRIC FROM SIMILARWEB.COM  

Sr. No. Metric Name 
1 Global Rank 
2 Country Rank 
3 Category 
4 Category Rank 
5 Visits 
6 Time On Site 
7 Page Views 
8 Bounce Rate(%) 
9 Country wise traffic 
10 Direct 
11 Referal 
12 Search 
13 Social 
14 Mail 
15 Display 
16 Keyword searched 

TABLE 5: LIST OF KEY METRIC FROM WEBSITEOUTLOOK.COM 

Sr. No. Metric Name 
1 Alexa Rank 
2 Page Rank 
3 Backlink 
4 Page Authority 
5 Domain Authority 
6 Moz Rank/10 
7 Pageviews /Day 
8 Worth(K) 
9 Title 
10 Description 
11 Important Html Tags 
12 Page size(kb) 
13 Code to Text Ratio 
15 Server Location 
16 Keywords found 

IV. RESULTS OF DATA MINING 

Domain, technology, category wise classification, 
cross tables and frequency table for different key metrics 
have been generated. Rank wise, Popularity wise, Traffic 
source and worth wise bar and pie charts have been 
obtained.  
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TABLE 6: LIST OF OPEN SOURCE HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE 

Sr. 
No. 

Software 
Name 

Database Programming 
Written in 

Operating 
System 

1 CottageMed FileMaker PHP Cross-platform 
2 FreeMED MySQL PHP Cross-platform 
3 GaiaEHR MySQL PHP Linux, Unix-

like, OS X, 
Windows 

4 GNUmed 
practice 
software 

PostgreSQL Python Cross-platform 

5 GNU Health PostgreSQL Python Cross-platform 
6 Hospital OS PostgreSQL Java Linux  
7 HOSxP MySQL, 

SQLServer, 
PostgreSQL 

Pascal BioLinux, 
Ubuntu-
Med,Debian-
Med 

8 Mirth Connect MySQL PHP Cross-platform 
9 OpenEMR MySQL PHP Windows, 

Linux, Mac OS 
X,  

10 OSCAR 
McMaster 

MySQL PHP Cross-platform 

Table 6 show that most of the open source software 
are developed in PHP as a programming language. While 
they are compatible to the postgre SQL data base. while 
the all the operating system for all the software are cross 
platform and they are registered under GNU public 
license. While HOSxp is Bio Linux and can be considered 
as bioinformatics software 

TABLE 7: CORRELATION TABLE AND GLOBAL RANK FOR ALEXA.COM, 
WEBSITOUTLOOK.COM AND SIMILAR WEB.COM  

 Alexa.com  
Global 
Rank  

Websitoutlook.com  
Global Rank 

Similar 
web.com 

Global Rank 
Alexa.com  
Global Rank  

1   

Websitoutlook.com  
Global Rank 

0.16 1  

Similar web.com 
Global Rank 

0.16 0.81 1 

Global rank of Similarweb.com and 
Websiteoutlook.com are highly correlated with each other 
in 81 % of time if Websitoutlook.com Global Rank 
increases Similar web.com Global Rank also increases. 
While Only 16% of time Alexa rank increases with 
Websiteoutlook.com & Similarweb.com 

TABLE 8: CORRELATION TABLE BETWEEN PAGE RANK, PAGE 
AUTHORITY AND DOMAIN AUTHORITY 

 Page Rank Page 
Authority 

Domain 
Authority 

Page rank 1   
Page Authority 0.83  1  
Domain Authority 0.83  0.90  1 

 

Chart 1: Bar Chart for Page Rank, Page Authority and Domain Authority 

Positive correlation was found among Domain 
Authority increases 90% of time page authority also 
increases and 83% of time page rank also increases 

 

Chart 2: Global Rank vs. Worth (k) 

The web analytic tool assigns rank to any website 
based on its popularity. if the rank is low popularity will 
be high Alexa.com revises the global rank after every 
three months. At a time it consider the 10 million website 
for ranking. Chart 2 show that the as global rank given by 
websiteoutlook.com decreases the worth website 
increases. 

TABLE 7: LIST OF SEARCH KEYWORDS SENDS TRAFFIC TO THE SITE 
Sr. No. Keywords Count 

1 Healthcare 17 
2 Software 12 
3 Practice Management 16 
4 Medical Record 7 
5 Information 3 
6 Medical 2 
7 E HR+electronic health record+ehr 3+7+11 
8 Medical Billing 5 
9 Medical Equipments 2 
10 Open Source 4 
11 electronic health record+emr 6+9 
12 Buisness 4 
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Each of the web analytic tools gives the details of key 
words which send the traffic to these websites. In the 
above table key words which are mostly related with the 
health care system were identified. And it was found that 
Maximum keywords are found for 1. CottageMed 2. 
Kareo.com 3. eClinicalWorks 4. NextGen Ambulatory 
EHR. if web site has keywords related to its domain it will 
improve chances of sending more traffic to your website. 
key word are greatly used for interaction purpose. 

TABLE 8: HOW FAST SITE LOADS 

Speed Count of S/W 
Average   2 
Fast   4 
Not Found  33 
Slow 6  
Grand Total 45  

Alexa.com calculates the how fast you website load. 
if website take more time to load its speed will be low. 
This is an indication that your website needs to more 
optimized and responsive. 

 

Chart 3: Acquisition for Healthcare Websites  

Interesting results were found when traffic sources 
were identified for the said data. it was found that zero 
percent traffic is coming from social media. And it is an 
opportunity for the healthcare system provider to focus on 
social media which can be helpful to grow their business. 

V. INDIAN IT COMPANIES FOR HEALTH CARE 

Health care IT is definitely a part of activities in 
Indian IT companies. Key word search was used to 
determine the extent to which Indian IT giants are in to 
health care. The presence of special divisions in these 
companies indicate their involvement in this domain. 
Exclusive health care divisions exist in Infosys, TCS, HC 
Linfo, Cognizant. These are all active members in 
developing healthcare applications. There are many 
applications developed by cognizant for example. One 
application they have developed will allow consumers to 
easily manage their health plans from a variety of 
computing platforms, including smart phones and tablets. 
The app enables them to search for providers, receive 
immediate explanation of benefits notices, get messages 
about coverage changes, obtain a secure ID card for use at 
physician offices and emergency departments, and use a 

variety of ease-of-use features, such as click-to-call. 
Another app offers personalized wellness management via 
smart phone or tablet. This app enables patients and 
members to easily enter or automatically download health 
information, such as blood pressure, blood sugar, 
cholesterol levels, weight, body measurements, etc. Then, 
in easy-to-read charts, the app shows them how their 
current results relate to their goals and offers a variety of 
tips and information to help them achieve those goals. [6] 
[7] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A. Opportunities in Web Analytics 

The world wants to be online, but only a handful of 
people understand the medium in depth. The art of 
understanding the web data is the key to develop your 
business on the ever-changing platform. A web analytics 
consultant helps with understanding a company's web 
presence and uses those insights to chase a larger horizon 
one must have knowledge and be well-versed in concepts 
of statistics, marketing, and technology to be able to 
optimize their career. You may carve your own niche in 
the field by focusing on different web analytics tools or 
aspects of the web. Some of the specific skills that a web 
analyst should possess website design, information 
architecture, page layout and various internet marketing 
options like SEO, PPC, online advertising, email 
marketing, etc, Experience in using Excel and web 
analytical tools like Google Analytics, Site Catalyst, Web 
Trends. Upcoming areas of specialization in web analytics 
Website analyst: Social media analyst, Competitive 
analyst: Campaign analyst: Tool specialist.  

B. Indian Software Companies in Health Care 

Our study has shown that Indian software companies 
do have exclusive health care divisions and are quite 
active. 
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Abstract—Physiotherapy requires generally continuous 
measurement recording and long duration monitoring of health 
related parameters. Treatments extend over months and in few cases 
over years depending on the nature of the condition of the patient. 
Continuous recording of patient data and instant and online analysis 
of trends, averages, and differentials are all important in the process 
of decision making and arriving at future course of advisory by the 
doctor. Same observation applies to research, where the researchers 
have to be keenly observing the changes in the patient’s condition 
over a certain time period and relating the changes to other 
parameters, intensity of exercises and nutritional care. With mobile 
devices becoming very common every practitioner, researcher and in 
many cases even the patients carry a smart phone with them now a 
days. It is a forgone inference that any convenient App which can 
continuously record and instantly analysis the observations could be 
a great help to all concerned. 

This paper presents business analytics and web-analytics for 
determination of the extent of need. Analytics leading to 
identification of a generic model, and detailed functional 
requirements to suite all the stakeholders. Most important we 
propose to release a typical android App with advisory capabilities 
built in. 

Keywords: Physiotherapy, Mobile App, Data Analytics and Data 
Handling, Outcome Measures 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays mobile device are becoming common 
because of the rapid improvement in communication 
technology and computation capabilities these devices. 
The number of the smartphone users is increasing rapidly 
across the globe. According to the U.S Food and Drug 
Administration 500 million smart phone user will be using 
the healthcare application by 2015.(1)Medical smart 
phone applications are now common point-of-care 
references for health care professionals, researcher and 
practitioners. There are number of application available 
are across the different mobile distribution platform that 
could be used for benefiting and can be optimal used in 
health care management and clinical based practices. 
There are medical apps available for physiotherapy, but 
evidence based practice is a critical aspect in 
physiotherapy that would make their treatment efficient. 
The proposed app would help physiotherapists’ to save 
patient data and get research values, thus making the 
practice fine.  

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN PHYSIOTHERAPY 

Research is a very vital element of health care. 
Research gives us scope to enhance our present day 
knowledge and clinical practice. Maximal treatments’ 
these days are based on Evidence Based Practice. 

Basic types of data with which the researcher is 
concerned and the relevance of these are:  

1. Qualitative data 
 Motivation to cliental 
 Support to practitioner 

2. Quantitative data 
 Validates the treatment protocol through 

statistical inferences 
Evidence based Practice it is the conscientious, 

explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in 
making decision about the care of individual patient. 

Evidence Based Practice requires support form:  
1. High quality of clinical research 

 Empirical in nature 
 Experiment and observation to generate 

knowledge 
2. Low quality of clinical research(2) 
Evidence based practice involves the use of evidence 

from systematic reviews and randomized trials. 
A survey was carried out in 2006 about the 

Physiotherapists’ current practice(3). The aim of the study 
was to investigate physiotherapists’ self-reported practice, 
skills and knowledge of evidence based practice and to 
examine differences between recent and experienced 
graduates. 

The study concluded that respondents had a positive 
attitude towards evidence based practice and also that the 
main barriers of evidence based practice where the time 
required to keep up to date. (3)Evidence based practice 
improves the Clinical Decision Making skills. One can 
equate 

Clinical Decision making= High quality clinical 
research 

+Patient preferences + Practice knowledge. 
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Neumann in 2003 [ ], through the General Inductive 
Approach, has given steps of data handling. This approach 
is followed by maximum physiotherapists:  

Step 1: Converting information needs to answerable 
questions 

Step 2: Tracking down the best evidence with which 
to answer those questions. 

Step 3: Critically appraising the evidence for its 
validity impact and applicability 

Step 4: Integrating the evidence with clinical 
expertise and patient's unique biologics, values and 
circumstances. 

Step 5: Evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency in 
executing steps 1-4. 

Quantitate approach is associated with following 
concepts: 

1. Type of reasoning 
2. Type of questions 
3. Type of analysis 
Where Type of reasoning are:  
 Deduction 
 Objectivity 
 Causation 
And the Type of questions are:  
 Pre-specified 
 Outcome oriented.(4) 
The Fig. 1 is a diagram representing the general 

approach that is followed by the practitioners in 
assessment of a patient. 

 

Fig. 1: General Approach Used by Practitioners  
in Assessment of a Patient 

As the patient would come to the practitioner, step 1 
would be history taking. In this step all the personal and 
professional details of the patient are made note of. Step 2 
includes examining the patient. In this step the local and 
general assessment of the patient in regards to their 
problem is taken. After step 1 & 2 the differential 
diagnosis of the ongoing problem can be drawn. 
Differential diagnosis is an approximate estimation of the 
ongoing problem. As we come at this step, an evidence to 
support the thought process is essential. Then 
permutations and combinations of the evidences are 
critically done and then with the help of the suitable 
evidence and the expertise of the practitioner the suitable 
treatment is designed. After the treatment the patient is 
reassessed to check for the improvement of the 

complained disability. And the same process is repeated 
until complete recovery. 

III. STUDENT RESEARCH PROJECTS 

In the current case study, our focus will be on 
possible use of Mobile Apps by Students and researchers. 
Hence we discuss their needs in some detail. Student and 
researchers who adopt the clinical decision making 
approach discussed so far, follow an approach, as given in 
Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2: General Approach Used by Student  
and Researchers for Research Project 

This diagrammatic representation shows the steps 
involved when students and researchers are handling a 
Research project. 

Patients demographic Information: Is the initial Input 
Data to the whole system 

An inclusion and exclusion criteria, is applied next. 
They have pre-defined criteria to include and exclude the 
patient as per the requirements of their study. This can be 
considered as a part of research design.  

The patient assessment and examination are 
performed, which generate lot of initial data. 

Once this is done, they have to set a fixed treatment 
protocol, to assist them in laying the hypothesis and 
subsequently to prove their hypothesis. The outcome 
measures, which are fixed on the basis on treatment 
protocol, form the basic data which help in proving the 
statistical part of the hypothesis. 

As their treatment protocols are completed, they have 
outcome measure, which is subjective and objective, 
where they give a numerical representation to their 
treatment progress. This is a tremendous help in 
monitoring the status of the health of the patient. 

 

(1) History Taking 

(2) Examination (general and 
local) 

(3) Differential conclusion 

(4) Best evidence with which to 
answer that question 

(5) Critically appraising the 
evidences 

(6) Integrating the evidences 
to best suited the cliental 

(8) Re assessment 

(7) Treatment 

Patient demographic 
(INPUTdata(INPUT) 

Inclusion and Exclusion criteria 

Patient examination details 

Treatment protocol 

Implementing outcome measure 

Result 
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Once the numerical data is filled, a statistical 
inference is obtained which is used to prove the 
hypothesis. Graphs are a diagrammatic representation of 
the statistical study, which is also included in the research 
paper for understanding. 

A. Who are the People who need Apps on Hand Held 
Devices? 

A look into the number of postgraduate and graduate 
students alone shows (Table 1) that potential user across 
the country in academic institutes alone could be 

According to our finding Hospital in India 
 States: 25 
 Total Hospital: 273 
College/Institution of U.G and P.G Physiotherapy in 

India 
 U.G Government College/ Institution: 23 
 U.G Private College/ Institution: 167 
 P.G College/ Institution: 12 
 Total U.G and P.G College/ Institution:202 

 

Fig. 3: Number of U.G and P.G Physiotherapy Colleges in India 

TABLE 1: SIZE OF THE STUDENT COMMUNITY IN PHYSIOLOGY COLLEGES 
(INDIA) (COMPLIED FROM SECONDARY SOURCES) 

Course No. of Year Student No. Of Colleges No. Of User 
B.P.T 4 40 190 30400 
M.P.T 2 15 12 360 
Total 30760 

We have already shown in Table 1 that around 31000 
is the number of students who may need Apps during their 
research projects. When we add the potential practitioners 
to this size the size will really be a significant number. 

IV. MOBILE APPLICATIONS 

Mobile applications are small individual software 
specially designed for the handheld devices like mobile 
phone, smart phones, tablet PDAs and so on. These 
applications are limited in functionality and are commonly 
known as “app”. Devices that are sold with the bundle 
application are called as preinstalled apps while some are 
of the apps that are not preinstalled are available on the 
difference distribution platforms called as App Stores. The 
common distribution platform are App store (Apple), 
Google Play Store (Android), Nokia Store (Nokia), 
Blackberry World (Blackberry), Windows Phone store 
(Window) and etc.(5). These apps can be downloaded 
from these distribution stores and can be accessed directly 

on the small handheld devices.(6) Some of the apps are 
free as some are paid. Some free apps are fully functional 
while other are partially functional need a payment (paid 
in app). (7) 

A. Overview of Mobile Healthcare App 

In the recent year the healthcare professional have 
introduce many new technologies like Information 
applications such as 1) Electronic Healthcare Record 
(EHR), Laboratory Information System, Hospital 
management Information Systems (HISs), Electronic 
Medical Records Systems (EMR), Clinical Decision 
Support Systems (CDSSs), Picture Archiving and 
Communication System (PACSs). 2) Clinical 
Communication such as voice calling, text messaging, 
email and video conferences. 3) Evidence based resources 
such as Pub Med and Up-to Date 4) Clinical application 
such as medical calculator, disease diagnosis and drug 
databases. These applications provided the access to the 
information through a stationary computer hence mobility 
in accessing the information on the go is not supported. 
There were new advance wireless mobile information 
communication technologies (MICTs) were introduced 
such as Computer on Wheels (COWs) or Workstation on 
Wheels.(8) 

With an increase in the use of smart phones by the 
healthcare professional drives an opportunity to improve 
the efficient access to the clinical information data from 
anywhere and at any time.(7)(9) The mobile healthcare 
app used by the healthcare practitioner, professional and 
students has added an efficiency in clinical and evidence 
based practices(10) used by variety medical surroundings 
right from the classroom to hospitals and it has also lead to 
a rapid development of health care app across multiple 
platforms that support difference handheld devices in 
various medical fields.(7). Many patient uses the 
healthcare app as a tool for self-health monitoring so that 
they can take the corrective step before any server 
circumstance. Many self-monitoring app like heart rate 
measure, diabetes measure recorder, weight record, stress 
measure, pedometer, health and nutrition guides etc. 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration have 
accepted the importance of mobile health care apps. As a 
result the FDA has issued FDA issued the Mobile Medical 
Applications Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug 
Administration Staff on September 25, 2013(11). Apple 
App Store & Google Play have over 800,000 apps 1.2 
billion people worldwide were using mobile apps at the 
end of 2012. This is forecast to grow at a 29.8 percent 
each year, to reach 4.4 billion users by the end of 2017 
(12). The Apple iTunes store has over 12,000 apps related 
to health care.(13)And it is estimated that there are over 
40,000 mobile health applications across multiple 
platforms and that 247 million people have downloaded a 
health app.(14) 

B. PhysioAssist+: The App Proposed in this Study 

PhysioAssit+ app helps the doctors in continuous 
recording of patient data and at instant can generate the 
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differential diagnosis which helps the doctor in decision 
making and arriving at future course of advisory. 
Researchers and student can maintain the patient treatment 
observation and outcome measure details of the patient 
treatment which is carried for a specific time period and 
further analytics, downloads of outcome measure sheets 
and graphical representation of the patient data recorded. 

In reference with Fig. 1, the Physio Assist+ app 
covers the history taking, recording the examination 
process, integrating the evidence to best suit the cliental, 
reassessment. And in Fig. 2 the app covers the patients’ 
demographic data, patient examination details, 
implementing outcome measures, results. 

C. PoC: The Proof of Concept 

The APP PhysioAssist+ has been planned with 
following essential features. The screen shots provide an 
ample evidence of the proof of the concept. 

 

Fig. 4: The Sign up Screen 

 

Fig. 5: The Login Screen  

The Home screen, contains 9 tabs with very obvious 
facilities. For example Project tab, takes the user to that 
environment where creation and modification of projects 
is possible.  

 

Fig. 6: The Main Home Screen after Login 

Adding of Project: Details of Project title, Sample 
Size, Nos of week the treatment carried out and the 
outcome measure maintained in the study 

 

Fig. 7: Adding Patient Demographic Data 

 

Fig. 8: Marking Outcome Measure for Patients 
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Fig. 9: Outcome Measure 

Progress Report of a patient for all the outcome 
measure maintained. Next Fig. shows the relevant snap 
shot. 

 

Fig. 10: The Visuals of Progress Report  

Different types Chart provided  

 

Fig. 11: Various Chart Options 

Chart for a the selected outcome measure of a 
selected patient and saving chart to gallery 

 

Fig. 12: A Sample Chart 

Download of excel sheet for the outcome measure 
maintained, is facilitated. 

 

Fig. 13: Down Loading the Excel File 

Various evaluation sheets are available, as shown in 
the following screen shots. 

 

Fig. 14: Evaluation Sheet: Screen 1 
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Fig. 15: Evaluation Sheet: Screen 2 

Facility for online Statistical Analysis report, of 
mean, mode, median and T- test calculations, are all made 
available to the doctor or user. 

D. Physioassist+ App Features 

Following addtitional features are all built in. 
 Creating a project for a group of patients 
 Store–retrieving patients details  
 Patient personal evaluations sheet. 
 Maintain the outcome measure for the patients 
 Generate Charts (8 types)–for Analyzing the treat 

given to the patient on the go–(MPAndroidChart 
API) 

 Download of Excel Sheet of Outcome measure 
maintained 

 Statistical Analysis–mean, mode, median and  
T-test 

For practitioner in particular following advantages are 
natural consequences. 

E. Use of PhysioAssit+ App 

PhysioAssist+ for Practitioners 
 Good tool for evidence based practice. 
 Good tool for clinical reasoning. 
 Repository of patient details for future research 

and reference. 
 Information and time management. 
For students in particular following advantages are 

natural consequences. 
PhysioAssist+ for students 
 Maintaining accurate project details 
 Retrieving statistical inferences for project data 
 List of 331 validated outcome 

measures(15,16,17,18,19)to be selected 
 Retrieving graphs for the results obtained. 
 Downloads for outcome measures and graphs. 

PhysioAssist+ for patient 
 Patient will be able to save his personal 

evaluation details. 
 Patient can keep record of his progression of his 

condition by referring to the graphs. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed PhysioAssit+ mobile app can be used 
by practitioners to follow a general evidence based 
practice. 

The student can benefit from the PhysioAssit+ app in 
carrying out their academic research project efficiently. 

It is a recommended android based mobile app from 
all the practitioners and students. 
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Part III 
Medical Informatics 
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Abstract—(Introduction) This work proposed highlights the 
role of Artificial intelligence has significantly contributed in the 
evolution of health care applications and variety of tools. It is mostly 
used applications in healthcare industry with artificial intelligence. 
In this article we highlight mainly three types of the applications. 
first type of apps are of informative nature and they are created for 
care providers, second type apps are for patient support which are of 
passive to active nature, and the third type of apps are created for 
health-care of common public. (Method) The Applications which 
topped in reviews under “Medical” category in both Android and 
iOS platforms information on such applications were collected. 
Publications were selected on the basis of their popularity amongst 
health-care providers and seekers. They were then prioritized on the 
basis of algorithms used to create them such as are the algorithms 
artificial intelligence oriented or not? We calculated usage likeliness 
percentage for each application. This percentage was compared 
against the total number of installations done and then ranked 
according to their functionality and popularity. This study 
concentrates on applications using artificial intelligence oriented 
algorithms. (Results and Discussion) There are around 25964 
applications in Android under Medical Category and around 6480 
applications in Apple iOS. This study focuses on health applications 
which use artificial intelligence as their basis concept we shortlisted 
the list of applications to applications which are popular and use 
artificial intelligence Health applications are categorized in the 
groups Disease Diagnosis, Drug Reference, Medical Calculator, 
Literature Search, Clinical Communication, Medical Training, 
General applications.75 % of these applications are free and easily 
available to everyone. Most of these applications are health 
trackers/monitors, information about diets and exercises available 
for public or focusing on drug references. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial intelligence has significantly contributed in 
the evolution of health care applications and variety of 
tools. Nowadays, a Smartphone has an application for 
almost everything that can be found on a personal 
computer. On account of these features, the healthcare 
industry has come up with multiple applications which can 
help both the healthcare providers and healthcare seekers. 
In this study, we are discussing some of the mostly used 
applications in healthcare industry with artificial 
intelligence. Applications for Healthcare professionals 
were recognized in a Summit of the Foundation for the 
National Institutes of Health (FNIH) as the delivery of 
health care services through mobile communication 
devices which was termed as mHealth [1]. It was not until 
2011, when Apple Inc, released a category in their 
application store termed as “Apps for Healthcare 
Professionals” as a sub-category of Medical Apps (Apple 

launches dedicated 'Apps for Healthcare Professionals' 
Collection, 2013). Android application store soon 
followed them and released their own version of 
applications for healthcare professionals [2]. To include, 
wide variety of users, healthcare companies have made 
their applications for both operating systems Apple and 
Android. These applications provide: access to medical 
journals, imaging, patient monitoring, personal care, and 
medical education [3]. Mobile apps evolving in health care 
field have mainly three types, first type of apps are of 
informative nature and they are created for care providers, 
second type apps are for patient support which are of 
passive to active nature, and third type of apps are created 
for care monitoring which work in real time, according to 
a report authored by Mitchell Pasada, 2014. The 
underlying principle of an application is the logic that has 
been used to create it. One of that logic is artificial 
intelligence which is a machine-learning technique used in 
software development. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides an application to 
behave in an intelligent manner. The agents of AI perform 
deduction, reasoning and problem-solving. An agent is 
capable of analyzing its behavior, error rate and success; 
studies and improves by interrelating with the 
surrounding; grasp big data; and has memory storage for 
all the parameters to be assessed. In this study, we will 
also study applications which are favoring AI in their 
applications to help in problem solving. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this article, methodical search through NCBI 
database and Google Scholar for journal articles and 
reviewed articles with key terms such as “android”, “apps” 
(short for applications), “smartphone”, “handheld”, 
“medical”, and “healthcare”. Articles which deliberated 
about blueprint of Smartphone applications which are used 
by healthcare professionals or healthcare seekers. Articles 
citing the assessment of such applications were also 
considered in this study. Applications which topped in 
reviews under “Medical” category in both Android and 
iOS platforms information on such applications were 
collected. The principles in exploring health applications 
were not inhibited by its publication date the earliest 
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article on healthcare application dates back to 2009. 
Articles which were cited in these articles were also 
meticulously surveyed.  

A. Selection Criteria 

Applications were selected on the basis of their 
popularity amongst healthcare providers and seekers. 
Selection was also based on the design, assessment and 
their built. They were then prioritized on the basis of 
algorithms used to create them such as are the algorithms 
artificial intelligence oriented or not? Articles which were 
surveyed and used in this review were only in English no 
other language based articles were selected in this study. 
Furthermore, each developer’s website were manually 
retrieved for more information on such applications. Each 
application store on all platforms has a review section 
where people using the software have reviewed the 
applications. Through, this information we calculated 
usage likeliness percentage for each application. This 
percentage was compared against the total number of 
installations done and then ranked according to their 
functionality and popularity. This study concentrates on 
applications using artificial intelligence oriented 
algorithms. Hence, the applications not using such 
algorithms were excluded from this ranking system.  

According to Seabrook, H.J., et al., state that medical 
applications in Apple iOS is more than Android. Apple 
had about 4561 applications and Android about 293 
applications [4]. So, a total of 4854 applications were 
deemed as non-redundant. Out of these, applications we 
have shortlisted 18 applications which were most popular 
amongst healthcare providers and seekers as shown in 
Appendix A. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

There are around 25964 applications in Android 
under Medical Category [6] and around 6480 applications 
in Apple iOS [7]. As, this study focuses on health 
applications which use artificial intelligence as their basis 
concept we shortlisted the list of applications to 
applications which are popular and use artificial 
intelligence as shown in Appendix A. Android health 
applications are mostly replicates of the same in multiple 
languages. After removing replicates and concentrating on 
applications which are in English it’s comes out to be 
lower than 5,000. Out of which only 580 applications were 
classified into different groups. Whereas, for Apple iOS 
5860 applications were classified into different groups. 

A. Health Applications are Categorized in the Following 
Classes 

1. Disease Diagnosis 
2. Drug Reference 
3. Medical Calculator 
4. Literature Search 
5. Clinical Communication 

6. Medical Training 
7. General applications [8] 
Given that, iOS applications were more than Android 

we have divided the distribution of category in two 
different charts for appropriate visualization as shown in 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 [4]. 

 

Fig. 1: Different Categories of Health Applications Seen in Android 
After Removing the Replicates from the Total of 580 Applications 

 in English Only 

 

Fig. 2: Different Categories of Health Applications Seen in Apple iOS 
after Removing the Replicates from the Total of 5860 Applications 

 in English Only  

The shortlisted health applications were the ones who 
could potentially have artificial intelligence and were rated 
positively in their reviews. In those 18 health applications, 
the distribution of artificial intelligence oriented systems 
has been shown in Fig 3. These applications were 
categorized on the basis of concepts given as follows: 

1. If the application uses any type of sensor or 
monitors a person’s movement 

2. If the application predicts and remembers search 
parameters 

3. If the application gives a list of diseases when a 
person enters symptoms 

4. If the application identifies a drug on the basis of 
search parameters 
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Fig. 3: AI Distribution 

Figure 3 Bar chart represents which applications are 
Artificial Intelligence oriented applications. About, 12 
applications mostly consisting of sensors and calculators 
to predict and diagnose patients were with artificial 
intelligence. These applications were mostly used by 
healthcare professionals rather than by patients.  

75% of these applications are free and easily available 
to everyone. Although, more than 40% of these 
applications are targeted towards healthcare providers and 
others were meant for public. Most of these applications 
are health trackers/monitors, information about diets and 
exercises available for public or focusing on drug 
references. 

TABLE 1: TABULAR REPRESENTATION OF SHORTLISTED APPLICATIONS 
ALONG WITH THEIR RANKS ON THE BASIS OF THEIR DOWNLOADS BY 

THE USER AS SHOWN BY ANDROID’S PLAYSTORE AND APPLE IOS 

Shortlisted Applications Ranks 
Pregnancy + 1 
iPharmacy Pill ID and Drug Info 1 
Omnio-Skyscape medical Resources 2 
Epocrates 2 
Medpage Today 3 
Doctor on Demand MD & Therapy 3 
Instant Heart Rate 4 
DDS Anywhere 5 
Cardiograph 6 
VisualDX 7 
AHRQePSS 8 
Radiology 9 
MuscleTriggerPoint 9 
3D4Medical Images and Animations 9 
Medscape Mobile 10 
Practo 11 
Calculate by QxMD 12 
AirstripCardiology 13 

We have ranked selected applications according to 
their popularity and their positive reviews. Even though, 

each application has its own area of expertise but, we 
preferred Omnio-Skyscape medical resources as one of the 
best applications for both healthcare providers and 
seekers. As, Omnio is one stop for all the groups 
mentioned above. Other than that, Epocrates [10] and 
iPharmacy [11]Pill Id and Drug Info are almost similar in 
their services to users. Also, Pregnancy + [12]can be 
added along with Epocrates but it is only users who are 
pregnant and seeking healthcare. 3D4 medical images and 
animation is an application which brings visualization of 
human anatomy in handheld to the next level. It provides 
three-dimensional image visualization. This application is 
divided into several smaller applications focusing each 
part of the body. Owing to its uniqueness, this application 
has won many awards for being one of the best 
applications amongst other health applications [9]. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps 
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 Company Purpose Hits Links O.S. Target 
Audience 

Year AI 
Y/N? 

1 Epocrates  Epocrates to enable better patient care by 
delivering the right information when it’s 
needed most. 

1 million http://www.epocr
ates.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Health care 
providers 

2008 in 
the market 
after 2010 

Y 

2 Practo 
 

This app helps you find the best doctors and 
book appointments instantly. Get detailed 
information about the doctor including 
qualifications, fees, years of experience as well 
as detailed feedback from other patients before 
choosing the doctor best for you. Practo lists 
over 120,000 verified doctors and clinic 

17,145 https://www.pract
o.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Patients Aug, 2013 Ranki
ng but 
no AI 

3 Azumio Inc. The first, fastest, and most accurate mobile heart 
rate monitor 

235,003 http://www.azumi
o.com/s/instanthe
artrate 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone Oct, 2010 Y 

4 MacroPinch  Cardiograph is an application which measures 
your heart rate. You can save your results for 
future reference and keep track of multiple 
people with individual profiles. 

188,144 http://macropinch
.com/cardiograph
/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone March, 
2011 

Y 

5 WebMD, 
LLC 

Medscape from WebMD (medscape.com) is the 
leading medical resource most used by 
physicians, medical students, nurses and other 
healthcare professionals for clinical information. 

37,646 http://www.meds
cape.com 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone May 1995 N 

6 QxMD 
Medical 
Software Inc. 

From the maker of the apps 'Read', 'The ECG 
Guide' and 'Pedi STAT' comes 'Calculate', a 
next-generation medical calculator and decision 
support tool, freely available to the medical 
community. 

5,580 http://www.qxmd
.com/apps/calcula
te-by-qxmd 

iOS 
Android 
and 
Windows 

Everyone November
, 2014 

Y 

7 Health & 
Parenting 
Ltd 

Pregnancy+ was created by leaders in the fields 
of healthcare, childbirth and parenting to 
provide you with the most up-to-date, evidence-
based information. 

5,000,000 http://www.health
-and-
parenting.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone 2012 Y 

8 MedConnecti
ons.com 

Find the lowest price to fill your prescription, 
identify your pill by color, shape and imprint, 
understand & manage your medication 
treatment, lower your health bill, all in ONE. 

5,000,000 http://medconnect
ions.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone February, 
2014 

Y 

9 Doctor On 
Demand, Inc  

Doctor On Demand Video Visits allow our 
physicians, psychologists and lactation 
consultants to provide focused care–without you 
having to leave your home. With Video, they 
can Look, Listen, and Engage with you to 
diagnose your issues and provide an effective 
treatment plan. 

500,000 http://www.docto
rondemand.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone October, 
2013 

N 

10 RSaNAorg  Radiology mobile application allows immediate 
access to full-text articles published in the 
Radiology journal for RSNA members and 
subscribers with personal and institutional 
subscriptions. 

50,000 http://rsna.org/Jo
urnal_App_FAQs
.aspx 

iOS and 
Android 

Everyone October,2
013 

N 

11 MedpageTod
ay LLC 

MedPage Today Mobile puts breaking medical 
news, comprehensive reference information and 
FREE CME/CE credits at your fingertips, with 
daily coverage of over 30 specialties and annual 
coverage of over 60 meetings and symposia. 

500,000 http://www.medp
agetoday.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Healthcare 
professionals 

July, 2014 N 

12 3D4Medical.
com, LLC 

Essential Anatomy 3 represents the latest in 
groundbreaking 3D technology and innovative 
design. A cutting edge 3D graphics engine, 
custom built by 3D4Medical from the ground 
up, powers a highly-detailed anatomical model 
and delivers outstanding quality graphics that no 
other competitor can achieve. 

50,000 http://www.3d4m
edical.com/splash
/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Health Care 
professionals 

May, 2009 Y 

13 Real 
Bodywork 

A Reference for the most common trigger points 
and referral patterns for over 70 muscles. Each 
muscle includes the visual referral pattern and 
point location, plus a written muscle action, 
referral and comments for each muscle. 

50,000 http://www.realb
odywork.com/ 

iOS and 
Android 

Some 
Healthcare 
providers 

2010 N 

14 Logical 
Images 

The VisualDx decision support and reference 
tool for physicians includes 1,300+ diagnoses 
and 29,000+ medical images to aid diagnosis 
and therapeutic decisions. 

100,000 http://www.visual
dx.com/features/
mobile-access 

iOS and 
Android 

Healthcare 
providers 

2009 Y 
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Abstract—Cognitive psychology focuses on the human’s 
behavioral approach, thought process & mental status. 
Neuroimaging is the tool most commonly associated with cognitive 
neuroscience. By using neuroimaging techniques like MRI, fMRI, 
CT scan & PET cognitive psychology is able to analyse the relation 
between the psychology of human brain & mental process. Cognitive 
psychology collaborates with closely related field with artificial 
neural network. 

Perhaps the majority of search in cognitive neuroscience is in 
system level, which is concerned with the structure and function of 
neural circuits, and often depends on animal models. 

This paper has focused on developments of three different 
aspects including psychology, neuroscience & artificial neural 
network. It shows that how the different feature of fields is 
integrated. 

Keywords: Cognitive Psychology, Neuroscience and Artificial 
Neural Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cognition means “knowing”. In other words, cognitive 
psychology is to study of human mental processes and their 
role in thinking, feeling, and behaving. It is the branch of 
psychology that works with cognitive mental process. 
Cognitive science is an inter disciplinary subject which 
includes various fields like psychology, philosophy, 
linguistic, Artificial intelligence and neuroscience. 

 

Fig. 1 

Computer science, neuroscience & cognitive 
psychology create a new science called cognitive science. 

These are the three powerful area of scientific 
development. Cognitive psychology may be closer to 
neuroscience; others to computer science. 

As a most emerging science new model is introduce 
including parallel distributed processing & in association 
with neural network systems. 

Neuroscience and cognitive psychology a new science 
has been called neuro cognition or cognitive neuroscience. 
It defined as “the study of the relationships between 
neuroscience & cognitive psychology. Especially it is the 
theory of mind dealing with memory, knowledge 
representation, perception, problem solving and cognition. 

A. Brief Description of Cognitive Psychology 

 

Fig. 2 

The Cognitive Approach in psychology is a relatively 
modern approach to human behavior that focuses on how 
we think, with the belief that such thought processes affect 
the way in which we behave. Cognitive psychologists 
assume that behavior is the result of information 
processing. By describing thinking as information 
processing, cognitive psychologists are making a 
comparison between minds and computers (i.e. they are 
adopting a computer metaphor for the mind). This is 
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useful because minds and computers have some attractive 
similarities: both have inputs, outputs, memory stores and 
a limited capacity for how much information they can 
process at any one time. 

 

Fig. 3 

Cognitive psychologists try to build up cognitive 
models of the information processing that goes on inside 
people’s minds. The mind is assumed to be organized into 
modules, each of which has a function. It has two main 
components, one for working memory, and another for 
storing all the information long term memory. These 
components are assumed to be interconnected, because 
current information processing may need to draw on past 
experience and because the outcome of current 
information processing might need to be stored for future 
reference. One of the aims of cognitive psychology is to 
clearly specify all the different information 
processing modules in the human mind in 
terms of their features and relationships with 
each other. 

B. Cognitive Neuroscience 

Neuroscience is a scientific study of the nervous 
system. Neuroscience has been a branch of biology. It is 
an interdisciplinary science that links the various fields of 
neuroscience, cognitive science and psychology, computer 
science, physics and mathematics. 

Cognitive neuroscience studies how the structure and 
function of the brain explains the cognitive process. 
Neuroscience would relate to things like neurons, 
electrical activity and functional areas of the brain and 
mental process like reasoning, learning and emotions. 

Cognitive neuroscience has multiple techniques to study 
about the brain is called neuroimanging. Neuroimaging 
create structure and functional computational models. 

Non-invasive functional neuroimaging includes: 
positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI), magneto encephalography 
(MEG), optical imaging, anatomical MRI, and diffusion 
tensor imaging (DTI) new technologies evolved that are 
now the foundation of the methodology of cognitive 
neuroscience, including TMS and fMRI. An earlier 

method used in cognitive neuroscience includes EEG and 
MEG. Occasionally cognitive neuroscientists utilize other 
brain imaging methods such as PET and SPECT.  

New brain mapping technology, particularly fMRI 
and PET, allowed investigating experimental strategies of 
cognitive psychology by observing brain function.  

C. Artificial Neural Network 

Cognitive neuroscience & artificial neural network is 
the part of cognitive psychology. 

The basic building blocks of the brain are a special 
sort of cells called neurons. There are approximately 100 
billion neurons involved in information processing in the 
brain. 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an 
information processing paradigm that is inspired by the 
way biological nervous systems, such as the brain, process 
information. It is composed of a large number of highly 
interconnected processing elements like neuron to solve 
specific problems.  

Our brains use large interconnected networks of 
neurons to process. Electrical inputs are passed through 
this network of neurons which result in an output being 
produced. A neuron collects inputs using a structure called 
dendrites, the neuron effectively sums all of these inputs 
from the dendrites and if the resulting value is greater than 
it is firing threshold, the fires. When the neuron fires it 
sends an electrical impulse through the neuron’s axon to 
its boutons. These boutons can then be networked to 
thousands of other neurons via connections called 
synapses.  

 

Fig. 4 

The artificial neural network consists of three groups, 
or layers, of units: a layer of "input" units is connected to a 
layer of “hidden" units, which is connected to a layer of 
"output" units. The input units represent the raw 
information that is fed into the network. Each hidden unit 
is determined by the activities of the input units and the 
weights on the connections between the input and the 
hidden units. The output units depend on the activity of 
the hidden units and the weights between the hidden and 
output units. 

D. Future Trends  

In cognitive sciences it is also important to bring the 
theories and the experimenting together because it 
comprises so many fields. The psychological experiments 
should be interpreted through a theory that expresses 
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mental representations and procedures. The most 
productive and revealing way to perform research in 
cognitive sciences is to combine different approaches and 
methods together. 

In the future, cognitive psychology will likely focus 
on computer-based methods. Thus, the field will profit 
from improvements in the area of IT. 

Recently the focus of research have expanded from 
the localization of brain area(s) for specific functions in 
the adult brain using a single technology, studies have 
been diverging in several different directions such as 
monitoring REM sleep via polygraphy, a machine that is 
capable of recording the electrical activity of a sleeping 
brain. Advances in non-invasive functional neuroimaging 
and associated data analysis methods have also made it 
possible to use highly naturalistic stimuli and tasks such as 
feature films depicting social interactions in cognitive 
neuroscience studies. 

An upcoming technique in neuroscience is NIRS 
which uses light absorption to calculate changes in oxy-
and deoxyhemoglobin in cortical areas. Other methods 
include micro neurography, facial EMG, and eye-tracking. 
Integrative neuroscience attempts to consolidate data in 
databases, and form unified descriptive models from 
various fields and scales: biology, psychology, anatomy, 
and clinical practice. 

Cognitive Science has to work on better models that 
explain natural processes and that are reliably able to 

make predictions. Neural networks play an important role 
in medical image processing. 

II. CONCLUSION 

This paper has focused on development of three 
different technology cognitive psychology, cognitive 
neuroscience & artificial neural networks. It shows how 
different facts of fields are integrated. It also shows the 
current as well as the future trends in all three fields. 
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Abstract—Data mining consists of a series of techniques for the 
discovery of patterns in large databases. This article provides an 
introduction to Text mining technique with a view toward their use 
in Medical informatics. The amount of data produced within 
Medical Informatics has grown to be quite vast, and analysis of this 
big data grants potentially limitless possibilities for knowledge to be 
gained. Presently, many organizations including modern hospitals 
are collecting huge amounts of data which requires an automated 
way to extract useful knowledge. Therefore medical informatics 
domain can be one of the major areas for applying Text Data mining 
techniques. Through Text Data mining technique, interesting 
knowledge can be extracted and applied to increase the working 
efficiency. 

Keywords: Medical Informatics, Text Mining, Nursing Records, 
Rule-Based Classifier 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Medical informatics has three areas specific to 
medical and health care management, research, and 
delivery. These three general areas are shown as things 
related to a patient/doctor relationship like prescriptions 
and records, involving the accumulation of considerable 
data; the area of three-dimensional imaging like PET and 
MRI scanning and the entire image processing data; and 
medical literature review and compilation. All three areas 
involve the accumulation of large amounts of data, and 
thus the possibility/need of analyzing these data to learn 
how to be more efficient and more accurate in 
management and diagnosis. Medical informatics data are 
structured, factual, numeric, and historical. These data 
contain textual data referred to as “unstructured,” in that 
they do not consist of numbers or codes that can be 
contained in a database. We can categorize the patient/ 
doctor type of medical informatics data coming from the 
following activities:  

 Personal health records 
 Identity management of patients 
 Patient level data 
 Electronic Prescribing 
 Electronic Health Records 
Because of the large numbers of research papers and 

amount of data in text format medical informatics requires 
text processing in addition to standard data mining 
methods. Thus, Text mining algorithms must be added to 
data mining algorithms in the arsenal of tools needed to 
make sense out of all these data. Knowledge gathered 
from the both data mining and text mining methods is 
needed to, at the very least, formulate new hypothesis, and 
at its highest level, provide the foundation for making 
decisions and taking action (which may be needed 

“immediately” in life-and-death health situations) [1]. 
While standard data mining algorithms can be used to 
discover patterns or knowledge that were previously 
unknown to medical science, text mining is needed to 
extract needed information for document classification, 
document clustering, entity extraction, information 
extraction and summarization [2]. This research used a 
text data mining technique to extract useful information 
from nursing records within Electronic Medical Record. 
The results of this research will contribute to nursing work 
evaluation and education. 

II. NURSING RECORDS 

Nursing records is related to patient level data.  
It consists of paper notations about inspection reports,  
in-patient care plans, nutrition management plans, 
bedsore-prevention plans, fall checks, operation notes, and 
summaries. The doctor fills in the passage record and the 
nurses fill in the nursing records, which include the life 
and inspection history of a patient. Nurses remember or 
take notes about what their patients say while working. 
There are four recording categories: subjective data (S), 
objective data (O), assessment (A), and plans (P). 

 S ＝ information directly gleaned from patients 
 ＝ objective facts and observations about the 

patient appearance or state by co-medicals 
 A ＝ evaluations and judgments derived from 

this information 
 P ＝ future plans and care actually taken [2]. 
Information on patients is recorded by computers 

instead of by paper. 

III. TEXT MINING PROCESS 

Text data mining is often used to analyze information 
hidden in the text of a document and to extract key words, 
phrases, and even concepts from written documents. Text 
data mining or data mining, which is roughly equivalent to 
text analytics, refers to the process of deriving high-
quality information from texts. Text data mining usually 
structures the input text (often by parsing, adding derived 
linguistic features, removing others and insertion into a 
database), deriving patterns within the structured data, and 
finally evaluating and interpreting the output. When 
applying text data mining to a medical context two aspects 
should be considered. First, side effects from medication 
can be highlighted to improve understanding of their 
occurrences. Second, decisions can be obtained regarding 
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courses of treatment. One difficulty with applying text 
data mining to medicine is the entire process of identifying 
symptoms for understanding the associated risks while 
taking appropriate action [2].  

The text mining process is shown in Fig. 1 is as follows: 

A. Document Gathering 

In the first step, the text documents are collected 
which are present in different formats [4]. The document 
might be in form of pdf, word, html doc, css etc.  

B. Document Pre-Processing 

In this process, the given input document is processed 
for removing redundancies, inconsistencies, separate 
words, stemming and documents are prepared for next 
step, the stages performed are as follows [4][9]:  

1) Tokenization 

The given document is considered as a string and 
identifying single word in document i.e. the given 
document string is divided into one unit or token [4].  

2) Removal of stop word 

In this step the removal of usual words like a, an, but, 
and, of, the etc. is done [7].  

3) Stemming 

A stem is a natural group of words with equal (or very 
similar) meaning. This method describes the base of 
particular word. Inflectional and derivational stemming are 
two types of method [5]. One of the popular algorithms for 
stemming is porter’s algorithm [6]. e.g. if a document 
pertains word like resignation, resigned, resigns then it will 
be consider as resign after applying stemming method [7].  

C. Text Transformation 

 

Fig 1: Text Mining Process Flow 

A text document is collection of words (feature) and 
their occurrences. There are two important ways for 
representations of such documents are Vector Space 
Model and Bag of words [8].  

D. Feature Selection (Attribute Selection) 

This method results in giving low database space, 
minimal search technique by taking out irrelevant feature 
from input document. There are two methods in feature 
selection i.e. filtering and wrapping methods.  

E. Data Mining/Pattern Selection 

In this stage the conventional data mining process 
combines with text mining process. Structured database 
uses classic data mining technique that resulted from 
previous stage [8].  

F. Evaluate 

This stage Measures the outcome. This resulted 
outcome can be put away or can be used for next set of 
sequence [8] [3]. 

We have applied rule–based classifier in text mining 
process. We worked in two directions by: (i) creating the 
list of lemmas (called dictionary) to represent the 
keywords of interest and (ii) developing the anaphylaxis 
lexicon, building the grammar, tagging and parsing the 
free text. The grammar rules supported the extraction of 
major and minor criteria and patterns from the case 
reports. Using these patterns, the corresponding part of the 
algorithm (i.e., the rule-based classifier) classifies the 
reports into potentially positive and negative [10]. 

IV. TEXT MINING RESULTS 

To demonstrate the text mining process we have 
consider one case study of anaphylaxis which is a serious 
allergic reaction that is rapid in onset and may cause 
death. It typically causes a number of symptoms including 
an itchy rash, throat swelling, and low blood pressure. The 
most common areas affected include: skin, respiratory, 
gastrointestinal, heart and vasculature, and central nervous 
system.  

The application of our text mining techniques and the 
vectorization of the text mining results are shown in Fig. 
2. An example of text mining processes for a case report 
for anaphylaxis using either the dictionary (left branch of 
the diagram) or the lexicon and the grammar rules (right 
branch of the diagram). The output of each case report is a 
vector of lemmas (type I vector), a vector of low-level 
patterns (type II vector), or a set of high-level patterns. 
The two types of vectors are extended by one position to 
include the class label for the report. The rule-based 
classifier classifies this report as potentially positive based 
on the identification of a high-level pattern (‘class’=1, i.e.,  
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potentially positive). GI, gastrointestinal; MCDV, major 
cardiovascular; MDERM, major dermatologic; mDERM, 
minor dermatologic; MRESP, major respiratory; mRESP, 
minor respiratory. 

The semantic tagger assigned tags to the lemmas of 
each case report, while the parser interpreted the grammar 
to fit each tagged lemma into a rule; the rules were 
executed in order. Thus, the parsing process returned the 
low-and high-level patterns (Fig. 2, right branch). Again, a 
binary vector was created to indicate the presence or 
absence of the low-level patterns in each class-labeled 

report; each vector (hereafter called type II vector) had 
nine positions corresponding to the eight low-level 
patterns plus the class label. As for the high-level patterns, 
no vectorization was performed since the rule-based 
classifier processed this output directly by classifying a 
case report as potentially positive when the parser output 
matched any of ‘pattern1,’ ‘pattern2’, ‘pattern3’, or 
‘pattern4’; the report was otherwise classified as negative. 
The rule-based classification was straightforward and was 
applied to the case reports of all sets without getting into 
any training process. 

 

Fig. 1: An Example of Text Mining Processes for a case Report for Anaphylaxis using Either the Dictionary  
(Left Branch of the Diagram) or the Lexicon and the Grammar Rules (Right Branch of the Diagram) 

[ (‘123456’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’),(‘1’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), 
(‘facial’, ‘face_ANATOMY’), (‘swelling’, 

‘swell_RESPIRATORY’), (‘6hrs’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), 
(‘h1n1’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), (‘nasal’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), 

(‘mist’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), 
(‘vomiting’,’minor_GASTROINTESTINAL’), (‘tired’, 

‘UNIMPORTANT’), (‘eating’, ‘UNIMPORTANT’), 
(‘urticaria’, ‘minor_DERMATOLOGIC’), (‘face’, 

‘face_ANATOMY’), (‘neck.’, ‘ANATOMY’)] 
 

123456-1 “FACIAL SWELLING 6HRS AFTER H1N1 NASAL MIST VOMITING, TIRED NOT 
EATING, URTICARIA IN FACE/NECK.” 

Normalization 
Tokenization 

[ ‘123456’, ‘1’, ‘facial’, ‘swelling’, ‘6hrs’, ‘h1n1’, ‘nasal’, ‘mist’, ‘vomiting’, ‘tired’, ‘eating’, ‘urticaria’, ‘face’, 
‘neck.’] 

Stemming Tagging 

[ ‘123456’, ‘1’, ‘face’, ‘swell’, ‘6hr’, ‘h1n1’, 
‘nasal’, ‘mist’, ‘vomit’, ‘tire’, ‘eat’, ‘urticaria’, 

‘face’, ‘neck.’] 

Vectorization 

[0       0         0        0  0 ] 1 0 
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1 
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class 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The result analyzed the qualitative in-patient nursing 
records using the Text Data mining technique and 
achieved our initial goal: a visual record of this 
information. In addition, this result identified vocabularies 
relating to the proper methods of treatment, resulting in a 
concise summary of the vocabularies extracted from the 
in-patient nursing records. We constructed important 
vocabularies characterizing each nursing record. Our study 
demonstrated that it is possible to apply Text Mining 
strategies on nursing records for Text Classification 
purposes based on informative feature selection;  
rule-based classifiers performed well in this context. 
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Comparative Study of Medicinal Plants using 
Bio-Informatics Approach 

Alaka Kulkarni1, Vidya Pratisthan2 and Baramati Shailaja Shirwaikar3 
1,2,3Savitribai Phule, Pune University, Pune 

Abstract—Bio-Informatics databases offer rich, organized 
biological data that can be analyzed statistically and mathematically 
using computational techniques. A comparative study of different 
medicinal plants is traditionally carried out using information 
gathered from literature and laboratory experiments. Bio-
informatics approach supports comparative study by gathering 
information from Bioinformatics databases and applying analytical 
methods. The paper presents a comparative study of four medicinal 
plants Amla, Jamun, Kher and Umber with rich medicinal value 
using Bio-Informatics approach. Comparative analysis of nucleotide 
and protein sequences are presented graphically. By using Clustal 
Omega software, Multiple Sequence Alignment of these medicinal 
plants and comparison between them shows the identical residues 
and also show the conserved portion of sequences. 

Keywords: Medicinal Plants, Bio-Informatics, DNA Sequence, 
Protein Sequence, BLAST 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bio-Informatics provides a suite of essential techniques 
for analyzing and interpreting large volumes of biological 
information, stored in a well organized format, generated 
using molecular biology based techniques. Bio-Informatics 
approach can be used to gain an insight into the world of 
medicinal plants with its complex biological system. 
Several medicinal plants are well known in Ayurveda, the 
traditional Indian medicine, for their medicinal potential. 
We have considered in this paper four medicinal plants 
given in the Table 1 that are commonly used in preventing 
and curing specific ailments and diseases and are widely 
used in human and veterinary health care. Their 
effectiveness is accepted by practitioners of traditional 
medicine and are very well used at the household level by 
men and women including tribals.  

Amla, commonly known as 'Indian gooseberry', apart 
from having numerous other beneficial medical properties, 
is a rich source of vitamin C. 

Jamun, commonly known as 'Indian plum' has 
tremendous medicinal properties specifically in curing 
diabetes. Every part of Jamun tree including leaves and 
bark possess medicinal qualities[8]. 

Umber is a popular medicinal plant with a wide 
variety of photochemical constituents extracted from its 
different parts and used in treating various diseases and 
disorders.[ Ahmed F., Urooj A.] 

The wood extract of Kadhira is used as an ingredient 
in various medicines and is considered to be the best for 
treating skin diseases. 

 

TABLE 1: FOUR MEDICINAL PLANTS 

Sr. 
No. 

Regional 
Name 

Common 
Name 

Botanical Name Family 

1 Amla Amla Emblica officinalis Euphorbiaceae 
2 Jambhul Jamun Eugenia jambolina Myrtaceae 
3 Umber Umber Ficus racemosa Articaceae 
4 Khair(Kaat) Kadhira Acacia catechu Mimosaceae 

The medicinal properties of the four plants as shown 
in Fig. 1 are presented in Table 2. As seen from the table 
there are many disorders for which more than one of these 
four plants are being used. 

  

Amla Fig 

  

Jamun Kadhira 

Fig. 1: Medicinal Plants Amla, Umber, Khair and Jambhul 

II. BIO-INFORMATICS APPROACH 

Bio-Informatics provides researchers a large source of 
biological information obtained from biological 
experiments in the form of databases that can be easily 

The NCBI's nucleotide database can be used to get the 
DNA and protein sequence and lot other gene related 
information [7].  

 queried. These databases are efficiently designed so 
that the researcher's can share and use this information and 
analyze it further using statistical tools [10]. 

Here, genomic context and scientific classification 
shows the comparison between four medicinal plants. 

In four medicinal plants similarities in their scientific 
classification categories as like in–Domain–Eukaryota, 

Kingdom–Plantae 
Division-Magnoliophyta 
Class–Magnoliopsida 
But these are differentiated with subclass, Order and 

super order. 
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All these plants are useful to some common diseases 
as like diabetics, skin diseases or liver disorder. 

In Table 5, it is denoted that the value of Adenine, 
Guanine, cytosine and Thymine in Emblica Officinalis 
(Amla), Eugenia Jambolona, Ficus Racemosa and Acacia 
Catechu. 

The nucleotide and protein sequences obtained from 
these databases are further analyzed. The C+G percentage 
and kappa index of coincidence is computed and the table 
4 shows the distribution of nucleotides and protein it is 
also graphically presented in Fig. 2 and 3. 

 

TABLE 2: COMPARISON OF MEDICINAL USES OF GIVEN FOUR PLANTS 

Emblica Officinal is (Avla) Eugenia Jambolina (Jambhul) Ficus Racemosa (Umber) Acacia Catechu (Khair) 
Stomach ache Cholesterol Reduction Night fall, strength and digestion improves quality of teeth 
Diabetes prevention Insecticide Urinary disorders and diabetes relieves itching, pruritis 
Liver Antibacterial Baby massage oil Useful in cough, cold 
Detoxication Blood Sugar Control Skin diseases worm infestation 
Cancer treatments Stomach Aid heart, brain, urinary system Treating obesity 
Skin recovery Liver Protection  Urination and Diabetes Diabetes and urinary tract disorder 
Stimulating the hair growth Anti-Cancer Action  fever 
Beautiful skin, nails Diabetes  Leucoderma 
 Polyuria  Inflammation 
 Piles  Indigestion 
 Liver Disorders  Bleeding disorders 
 Diarrhea and Dysentery  Anemia and liver diseases 
 Sore Throat  Skin diseases 

TABLE 3: GENOMIC CONTEXT OF THE FOUR MEDICINAL PLANTS 

Med_plant Scientific Name Gene Gene_ID Accession No. Taxon ID 
Amla Emblica officinalis Chs1 594019641 ALL54441 296036 
Jambhul Eugenia jambolina rpsl2 25398128 YP_009163459 119951 
Umber Ficus racemosa psbA 26120002 YP_009175985 100569 
Khair Acacia catechu rbcL 452090247 JX856622 138017 

TABLE 4: SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION 

Med_Plant Scientific Name Domain Kingdom Division Class Subclass Superorder Order 
Amla Emblica officinalis Eukaryota Plantae Magnoliophyta Magnoliopsida Phyllantheae Phyllanthaceae Malpighalis 
Jambhul Eugenia jambolina Eukaryota Plantae Magnoliophyta Magnoliopsida Rosidae Tracheobionta Myrtales 
Umber Ficus racemosa Eukaryota Plantae Magnoliophyta Magnoliopsida Rosidae Urticanae Rosales 
Khair Acacia catechu Eukaryota Plantae Magnoliophyta Magnoliopsida Fabales Fabaceae Fabales 

TABLE 5: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE 

Nucleotide Emblica Officinalis (Amla) Eugenia Jambolina (Jambhul) Ficus Racemosa (Umber) Acacia Catechu (Khair) 
Adenine 306 337 258 168 
Cytosine 245 430 378 186 
Guanine 346 173 227 147 
Thymine 244 155 218 133 
C+G% 51.70903 29.95434 41.16559 44.16404 
Kappa index of coincidence 0.255064 0.293279 0.263319 0.252874 

 

Fig. 2: Nucleotide Distribution Chart 
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Fig. 3: Protein Distribution Chart 

TABLE 6: SHOWS THE SUMMARY OF THE STATISTICS OF SEARCH OUTPUT, IT ALSO INCLUDES BITSCORE,  
EVALUE, PERCENTAGE OF IDENTITY, SIMILARITY, POSITIVES AND GAPS 

Species Max_Score Total Score Query Cover E-Value Identity Positives Gaps 
Emblica officinalis 357 357 100% 6e-123 100% 100% 0% 
Eugenia jambolina 233 233 100% 5e-76 100% 100% 0% 
Ficus racemosa 729 729 100% 0.0 100% 100% 0% 
Acacia catechu 430 430 100% 4e-150 97% 99% 0% 

 

All these plants are commonly useful to some 
diseases as  

like diabetics, skin diseases or liver disorder. 
In this table it is observed that value of Guanine and 

Thymine is more in Emblica officinalis (Amla) other than 
remaining three plants. And the value of Adenine and 
Cytosine is more in Eugenia jambolina(Jambhul). 

In individual sequence comparison with protein query 
to protein query, it calculates the sequence similarity by 
using BLAST(Basic local Alignment Search Tool). It 
gives the output as follows: 

For all plant sequence similarity search BLAST uses 
Composition matrix adjusts method. 

E-value (Expectation value)–It indicates the 
probability that the resulting alignments from a database 
search because of random alignments[13]. 

In this E-value of Emblica officinalis, Eugenia 
jambolina and Acacia catechu is more than 1e-50 or 
(1*10-50) so that it is unrelated or related by extremely 
distant relationship or purely nonhomologus. 

Ficus racemosa–it gives the e-value 0.0. So that there 
should be an extreamly high confidence that the database 
match is considered a result of homologous relationships. 

A score or bit score it measeures sequence similarity 
independent of query length and database size and is 
normalized based on the raw pairewise alignment score. 
Thus the higher the bit score, the more highly significant 
match is. 

In this table, Ficus racemosa shows the highest bit 
score and so that more signiicant match is there. 

Eugenia jambolina–it shows low bit score that 
provides the less significant match. 

Query cover in all species is 100% i.e. database 
search is fully covered. 

Identity: Sequence identity is to the percentage of 
matches of the same amino acid residues between two 
aligned sequences. 

Emblica officinalis, Eugenia jambolina and Ficus 
racemosa shows the 100% identity. 

Acacia catechu shows 97 % identity. 
Similarity: Similarity is the percentage of aligned 

residues that have similar physiochemical properties and 
can be more readly substitued for each other. 

Here, similariy of Emblica officinalis, Eugenia 
jambolina and Ficus racemosa shows the 100% similarity 
or positives.And Acacia catechu shows 99 % similarity. 

Gaps: there is optimal alignment between sequences 
it involves gaps. Gaps represents insertion and 
deletions.Here, in our table, All species, in sequence 
alignment shows that htere is no gap.So gaps is 0% [13]. 

III. IDENTIFICATION OF MOTIFS AND  
DOMAINS IN MULTIPLE SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT 

In four medicinal plants Amla, Jambul, Umber and 
khair, in their protein sequences we have to identify 
Motifs and Domains. 

Functional assignment of unknown protein functions 
is difficult. Short sequences which are associated to 
different and known functions these patterns of sequences 
are known as motifs and domains. Domain is also 
conserved sequence pattern and generally longer than 
motifs [4]. 

Normally motifs and domains are constructed from 
multiple sequence alignment of protein sequences. From 
this identification of conserved regions this is stored in 
databases. 
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Fig 4: Shows the Comparison between Protein Sequences of Medicinal Plants Amla, Jambul, Umber and Khair.  
Dark Regions Show the Conserved Blocks of Protein Residues 

 

In this Fig. comparison between the protein sequences 
of four medicinal plants by using Clustal Omega. Clustal 
Omega is a new multiple sequence alignment program. 

In this program, conserved regions are functionally 
important[9]. 

Further these multiple sequences can be used to create 
phylogeny tree. Other examples of Multiple Sequence 
Alignment programs MUSCLE,T-Coffee  

IV. BIOINFORMATICS IN VARIOUS FIELD 

Bioinformatics has so many applications E.g. 
automatic genome sequencing, automatic identification of 
genes, identification of functions of gens, predicting the 3D 
structure modelling and pair-wise comparison of genes. 

Using polymerase chain reaction or bacterial artificial 
chromosome, small fragments of genome can be 
amplified. But the limitation of amplified fragments is that 
have nucleotide reading errors, repeats; these gives an 
output as generate multiple copies of the same genome 
fragments. Before the finalization of assembly of all 
genome fragments these repetitions are removed and 
problem can be solved by using mathematical models.[1] 

Bioinformatics programmes such as GLIMMER and 
GenBank are used to identify the coding region or open 
reading frames in the genome.  

Identifying Gene Function:  
 

After identifying the open reading frames present in 
the genome, next step is to annotate the structure and 
function of the genes. Bioinformatics tool such as 
sequence search and pair-wise gene alignment technique 
are used to identify the gene function. The major four 
algorithms such as BLAST, BLOSUM, ClustalX and 
SMART are used for the functional annotation of genes. 

Bioinformatics is also used for pair-wise genome 
comparisons. 

To get the details of duplicated genes that have the 
same base sequence with some functional variations. In it 
pair wise comparison can be used. It is also used to get the 
information such as orthologus genes. These genes are 
equivalent genes present in two different genomes due to 
speciation. This technique is also used to identify different 
types of gene-groups and adjacent genes. 

Bioinformatics technique is also used to analyse gene-
fusion or gene-fission, Gene-group duplication. 

Thus bioinformatics has so many applications in 
various field. 

In drug discovery, synthetic drugs, vaccine designing 
bioinformatics techniques are used. 

It is also used in knowledge based drug design, 
forensic DNA analysis and agricultural biotechnology. 

Bioinformatics are also used in the designing of 
antimicrobial agents. And also in automating microbial 
genome sequencing. 
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To identify conserved function within genome family 
and to identify a specific genes in a group of genomes. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Here we compared four medicinal plants0020as–
Amla, Jambul, Umber and Khair. 

We have to identify conserved regions from each 
sequence and these are further used for identifying 
conserved functions within genome family. 

e.g PROSITE and Pfam are the sequence pattern 
database. It uses single consensus pattern or “sequence 
signature” to characterize a protein function and sequence 
family. The consensus sequence patterns are derived from 
conserved regions of protein sequence alignments and are 
represented with regular expressions. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Here we compared the four medicinal plants as stated 
above. It shows the significance of medicinal use for 
appropriate diseases. 

Nucleotide and protein sequences are bonded in graph 
with their Index of coin and kappa Index. 

In another graph shows the graphical representation 
of amino acids percentage in a single FASTA sequence. 

By using BLAST calculated the summary of the 
statistics of search output, it also includes bitscore, Evalue, 
percentage of identity, similarity,positives and gaps. 

By using Clustal Omega software, Multiple Sequence 
Alignment of these medicinal plants and comparison 
between them shows the identical residues and also show 
the conserved portion of sequences with their GI value. 
Further it is used for phylogenetic construction to state the 
evolutionary relationships. 
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Java based Tool to Determine Statistical 
Properties of a Protein Sequence 

Farhana Sarkhawas and R.K. Kamat 
Department of Computer Science, Shivaji University, Kolhapur 

Abstract—The statistical properties of protein sequence like 
Isoelectric Point, Molecular Weight, Extinction Coefficientetc. with 
precision and accuracy is required for the characterization, 
thermostability and quality control of proteins. Current available 
Bioinformatical tools are online i.e web-based and difficult to run 
large datasets. In this paper we provide a desktop application to 
determine the statistical properties of a protein sequence. The tool 
could be used to calculate several statistical properties of a protein 
like Isoelectric Point, Molecular Weight, Aliphatic index, GRAVY 
(Grand average of hydropathicity) and Extinction Coefficient. 
Further, the tool is also capable to find the frequencies of amino 
acids (i.e the number of residues) and its percent identity. The tool 
has the option to save the result along with the sequence in an auto 
generated filename and also finds the time required to calculate the 
result.  

Keywords: Protein Sequence, Amino Acid, Statistical Properties, 
Java 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Proteins are the building blocks of life. The most 
common physical properties of protein includeIsoelectric 
Point, Molecular Weight and Extinction Coefficient. 
Protein identification is a central mass spectrometry-based 
service offered by the Proteomics Core where as protein 
characterization requires the identification and location of 
post-translational modifications, detection of mutations or 
truncations, and intact mass molecular weight 
determination. The analysis of statistical properties would 
help in quality control and characterization of proteins, 
thermostability, greater hydrophobicity. Further the 
analyses could also be used to support research, process 
development and analytical documentation. Protein 
identification and analysis software performs a central role 
in the investigation of proteins from two-dimensional (2-
D) gels and mass spectrometry. Information regarding the 
frequency of certain amino acids may also be used to 
choose which protease to use for digestion of the protein. 
Many of the tools for protein identification and 
characterization are available at Expasy [1]. ProMoST 
[2]is a a web based tool to calculate only pI and mass 
which also gives freedom in calculating the unmodified 
and modified pI values along with the facility to change 
the default pKa values also. Another tool that calculates 
the statistical properties is the ProPAS[3](Protein Property 
Analysis Software) that calculates the basic property of 
peptides/proteins such as hydrophobicity(Hy), Molecular 
weight (Mw), Isoelectric Point (pI) as well as composition 

of amino acids of that particular protein/peptide. It accepts 
the protein sequence in fasta format, single plain sequence 
and multiple sequences. A distribution chart can be 
obtained from the results as the results can be copied to 
Excel worksheet. The web based tool requires a 
compatible browser and sometimes an internet connection. 
The current tool determines several protein properties like 
Isoelectric Point, Molecular Weight, Extinction 
Coefficient, GRAVY, Aliphatic Index, Amino acid 
Composition with percent residues and lastly saves the 
result in an auto generated filename. The current tool is a 
java application which requires the java development kit 
to be installed on the computer or laptop.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

The current tool is an easy-to-use, open source java 
application used to determine the statistical properties of a 
protein sequence. The tool is written using javax. swing 
functions and requires a java development kit to execute 
(Jdk1.6). It has been tested on Windows 7. The statistical 
properties include Isoelectric Point, Molecular Weight, 
Extinction Coefficient, GRAVY, Aliphatic Index, Amino 
acid Composition with percent residues. 

A. Determination of Extinction Coefficients 

The molar absorption coefficient of a protein is 
realated to the number of tryptophan (W), tyrosine (Y) and 
cysteine (C) residues per molecule it contains [4]. The 
molar absorption coefficients of these three constituent 
amino acids can then be calculated using  

ε = (nW*5500) + (nY*1490) + (nC*125) 
where ‘n’is the number of each residue and the stated 

values are the amino acid molar absorptivities at 280 nm [5]. 

B. Determination of Isoelectric Point (PI) 

The proteins Isoelectric point mainly depends on n 
seven charged amino acids glutamate (E), aspartate (D), 
cysteine (C), tyrosine (Y), histidine (H), lysine (K) and 
arginine (R). Basic proteins have a pI value greater than 
7.0 whereas acidic proteins have a pI value less than 7.0 
value. The relationship between pH, pK and charge for 
individual amino acids can be described by 
the Henderson-Hasselbalch [6] equation as below 

pH = pKa + log  
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The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation can be used to 
prepare buffer solutions and to estimate charges on 
ionizable species in solution. 

C. Determination of Molecular Weight (MW) 

Protein Molecular Weight is calculated by the 
addition of average molecular masses of each amino 
acid in the protein and the average water molecular 
weight. Molecular weight values are given in Dalton (Da).  

 Molecular weight = ∑individual residues weights-
water molecular weight (18.015) * ( number of residues-1) 

D. Determination of Aliphatic Index 

Aliphatic index can be regarded as a positive factor 
for the increase of thermostability of globular proteins. 
The aliphatic index of a protein is calculated from the 
volume occupied by aliphatic side chains (alanine(A), 
valine(V), isoleucine(I), and  

leucine(L))asfollows:  
Aliphatic index=n(A)+a*n(V)+b*(n(I)+n(L)) 

Where ‘n’ is number of each residues.The constants a 
and b are the relative volume of valine (a=2.9) and 
leucine/isoleucine (b=3.9) side chains compared to the 
side chain of alanine [7] 

E. Determination of Grand Average of Hydropathicity 
(GRAVY) 

The GRAVY of the linear protein sequence is 
calculated as the sum of hydropathy values[8] of all amino 
acids, divided by the number of residues in a protein 
sequence. The calculation of GRAVY is based on the 
Kyte-Doolittle [9] scale, which is described below: 

GRAVY = 
∑  

  
 

Increasing positive score indicates greater 
hydrophobicity.  

F. Determine Composition of Amino Acids 

It is often desirable to know the composition of an 
unordered amino acid of a protein prior to attempting to 
find the ordered sequence, as this knowledge can be used 
to discover errors in the sequencing process or to 
distinguish between ambiguous results. Despite that, 
amino acid composition was often used to describe protein 
sequences and to design predictive algorithms. The 
percentage occurrence (per)of an amino acid (aa) in 
protein sequence can be computed as: 

per =
( )

( )
∗ 100  [10] 

where n(aa) is the number of a single amino acid and 
nresi are the number of residues observed in a protein 
sequence. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

PropCalc is one of the tools that calculate four of the 
physicochemical properties as compared to five properties 
calculated by the current tool along with the option to save 
the result. The tool computes the time required for the 
output which the other tools don’t have the option for it. 

The GUI of the tool is build using the jdk 
environment which makes its quite user friendly as 
compared to the other tools such as ProPas which is build 
using Perl programming, Pepstats which is web based and 
SeqCalc [11] works a protein calculator which is also 
developed using Perl. 

A. Input Data 

The sequence to be analyzed for its properties is typed 
or pasted in the left window of the frame (figure 1). The 
sequence needs to be only amino acid sequence and the 
format supported is fasta. The text area accepts only a 
single sequence. The tool handles for about 700 residues 
in a file and displays an error message if its greater than 
that. If it’s a fasta file the line containing the sequence 
name with “>” character is skipped and starts reading the 
sequence from the second line. The length of the input 
sequence depends on the size and the speed of one’s 
computer.  

B. Output Data 

The result of the calculated statistical properties of the 
given sequence is displayed in the respective textboxes at 
the right side of the frame. A dialog box is popped up if 
any of the values is not calculated due to some missing 
amino acid. Further, time required to calculate the 
properties are also displayed in milliseconds. The amino 
acid composition along with its percent identity is 
displayed in the table which is at the bottom of the frame. 
The given protein sequence and the result is saved in the 
current folder with an auto generated filename. The 
filename is generated as “ProtStat” with a random number 
postfixed (eg. ProtStat25). Once the “Save” button is 
clicked a dialog box is popped saying “Your Output is 
Saved in the file ProtStat25”.If the user wants to test for 
another sequence, a reset button is available which clears 
all the data on the frame.  
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Fig. 1: The Graphical User Interface of the Tool 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We present here a new tool with an efficient and 
generic design to calculate maximum properties of a 
protein sequence. The tool is easy to install and execute 
for the biologists and also saves time. It is under active 
development to add more properties related to a protein 
and work for multiple protein formats. Besides we are 
planning to integrate the current tool with STRAP. Also 
the input and output data will be separated either using 
two separate windows or a tabbed window. 
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Review: Visual Analytics in Healthcare 

Simmi Aggarwal1 and Pooja Mankar2 
1,2Allana Institute of Management Sciences, Pune, India 

Abstract—Medical informatics is a multidisciplinary field that 
uses health information technology (HIT) to improve health care 
with the help of efficient technologies. Use of Electronic health 
records (EHRs) creates, gathers, and manages their information 
about patients is shared among multiple facilities and agencies. As a 
result, the amount of data available to hospitals continues to grow at 
a high rate, so this big data remains largely unexploited for medical 
improvement purposes. Data visualization is an important 
component of analytics. It finds previously unknown hidden 
information and patterns within that data. In this paper, we review 
the emerging research field of visual analytics to recognize visual 
patterns in healthcare domain with the help of case study. 

Keywords: Electronic Health Records (EHRs), Data Visualization, 
and Visual Analytics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Medical informatics is a multidisciplinary field that 
uses health information technology (HIT) to improve 
health care with the help of higher quality and very 
efficient machines[1].As medical organizations modernize 
their operations, they are using electronic health records 
(EHRs) and deploying new health information technology 
systems that create, gather, and manage their information. 
As a result, the amount of data available to clinicians, 
hospitals, and researchers in the healthcare system 
continues to grow at ahigh rate [2]. But with terabytes and 
petabytes of data pouring in to hospitals, traditional 
architectures and infrastructures are not up to the 
challenge. Decision makers become frustrated because it 
takes hours or days to get answers to questions and for 
their future study purpose. Many users want to access 
information in a form; they can easily understand and 
share with others. The issue of this study is presentation of 
data in a way that decision makers can quickly understand 
and use. Mining millions of rows of data of different 
volume, variety and velocity creates a big headache for 
analysts to analyses and present data. It finds previously 
unknown hidden information and patterns within that data. 
In this paper, we review the emerging research field of 
visual analytics to recognize visual patterns in healthcare 
domain with the help of case study [3]. 

II. VISUAL ANALYTICS 

Visual Analytics is the science of analytical reasoning 
supported by interactive visual interfaces [5]. Today, data 
is produced at an incredible rate and the ability to collect 
and store the data is increasing at a faster rate than the 
ability to analyze it. From the last many years, a large 
number of automatic data analysis methods have been 
developed. However, the complex nature of many 
problems makes it indispensable to include human 

intelligence at an early stage in the data analysis process. 
Visual Analytics methods allow decision makers to 
combine their human flexibility, creativity, and 
background knowledge with the enormous storage and 
processing capacities of today’s computers to gain insight 
into complex problems [5]. Using advanced visual 
interfaces, humans may directly interact with the data 
analysis capabilities of today’s computer, allowing them 
to make well-informed decisions in complex situations. 
Visual analytics involves turning numbers into pictures 
that anyone can access, understand and interact for better 
decision making from vast data sources. 

The review of the paper aims at the ability to analyze 
and identify meaningful patterns in data in order to 
provide better understanding, reasoning and decision 
makingon the basis of very large and complex datasets. 

We can elaborate this definition to state that visual 
analytics is the creation of tools and techniques to enable 
people to: 

 Process information and derive insight from 
massive, dynamic, ambiguous, often conflicting 
data. 

 Detect the expected and discover the unexpected. 
 Provide timely, defensible, and understandable 

results. 
 Communicate these results effectively for action 

[6]. 

III. VISUAL DATA EXPLORATION 

 

Fig. 1: Feedback Loop 

Figure 1 The visual analytics process is explained 
through interaction between data, visualizations, and 
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models about the data and the users in order to discover 
knowledge [6]. 

Selecting the right visualization for your data It is 
easy to generate the data from different data sources, and 
to analyze it and represent it or can use various 
visualization tools. It might seem easy way to understand, 
analyze data and to shift from structured and unstructured 
to visualizations, but it’s not so simple. There are many 
visualization options to choose from. The goal is to select 
a visualization that shows the relationship you want the 
end user to understand. Comparisons? Relationships? 
Distributions? [9]. 

 

Fig. 2: Types of Information Visualizations 

 

 

Fig. 3: Visualization Maturity Scale 

 

The visualization maturity scale can be used to 
explain a number of issues in the visual analytics space. 
For example, why aren’t companies leveraging 
visualization to analyze their data? What are the 
requirements to implement visual analytics services? Or 
why don’t we have more visual analytics products? 

Organizations that are implementing visualization 
processes passes through each of the steps from left to 
right. For better results, decisions making and for proper 
representations, we need to support the phases on the left 
side so that we can build better products on the right side. 
We will discuss the different stages of Visualization 
Maturity Scale in more detail: 

 Data Collection: No data, no visuals. This is the 
foundation. Data needs to be available and 
accessible. This step generally involves parsing 
data. Turning unstructured data or semi-
structured data into structured data.  

 Data Analysis: Once data is centralized or 
accessible, then next step is data analysis. Tools 
like Excel, R, SAS, or other statistics can be used 
for data analysis. One of the core problems here 
is data cleansing. Another huge problem is to 
understand the data. 

 Context Integration: Aftercollecting data, 
analyzing it, and then realizing that the data 
doesn’t really contain enough information to 
understand it. This is where we start adding more 
contexts: roles of machines, roles of users, etc. 
This increases the value of data analytics. 

 Visualization: Here comes the concept of 
visualization. Visualization means reporting and 
dashboards. Reports are static summaries of 
historical data. They help to communicate 
information. Dashboards are used to 
communicate information in real-time. 

 Visual Analytics: Here the things are getting 
interesting. For Analytics, we use Interactive 
interfaces to understand and for data reasoning. 
Technologies used to analyze the data are linked 
views, brushing, and dynamic queries. 

 Collaboration: In this phase, analyst looks at data 
and applies own knowledge to understand the 
data. The data is collaborated here and worked 
upon by different analyst jointly. 

 Dissemination: Once an analysis is done, the 
newly found information has to be shared and 
communicated to other groups or usersin order 
for them to take decisions based on the findings. 

 Put in Action: In this phase analyst 
operationalizes the information. Here, knowledge 
is encoded in correlation rules to catch future 
instances of the same or similar incidents. 

The visualization maturity scale outlines the 
individual steps, organizations has to go through in order 
to achieve analytical maturity. 
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Visual analysis tools these tools are useful for 
applications with limited budget. These tools offer 
different viewing options like graphics, tree-maps to 
display hierarchical data, word clouds and geographic 
representations. 

Google fusion tables Fusion Tables is a Google app 
that turns data into graphics. Data can be represented in 
tables, maps, graphs charts, animations and much more. It 
canbe customizable and craft visual data with own 
personal touches attached to it.  

Quadrigram is used to create excellent visual 
representations of data. it’s very intuitive and flexible, 
providing a lot of options for translating information into a 
variety of visual forms. 

A. Many Eyes Project (IBM)  

Many Eyes is a very versatile way to translate stats 
into pictures. It offers pie charts, word clouds, tree maps, 
Venn diagrams and much more. 

Zoho Reports is used for visual presentations for 
business purposes. It imports data directly from other file 
formats, such as Excel files, and turns them automatically 
into tables, pivot tables, pie charts and much more. The 
service also allows publishing reports on the web. 

Data Wrapper it’s not too advanced, but to do 
something simply and quick, it can be used. 

Jolicharts this is a great tool because it allows 
importing statistical data from Excel or Google 
Spreadsheets and then analyzing it and creating visual 
representations of it in real-time online. Visualizations can 
be converted into slideshows for sharing. 

Piktochart allows importing information from already 
existing spreadsheets. It provides over 2,000 graphics to 
choose from in order to create a graphic visualization with 
your data.  

Instant Atlascreatesvisual data that is strictly related 
to maps and geography. It enables to combine statistics 
with great mapping visuals easily. 

Exhibit can be used to create web pages that give you 
advanced filtering options and advanced text search 
possibilities.  

Visualize free great tool for building interactive 
visualizations in order to express data in picture form. 
There are lots of options to choose like charts, graphs and 
diagrams. 

Microsoft Excel might not have the greatest amount 
of features and options, but still can use it to make simple 
charts and graphs from your spreadsheet data. 

Tableau the greatest thing about Tableau is that it 
gives suggestions on the type of visualization to create 
based on the data entered. The drag and drop options for 
creating your visualizations is very effective [7]. 

SAS Visual Analytics from SAS 
It is easy to use, web-based product. This tool offers 

high performance analytic technologies. Using SAS visual 
analytics, user can process huge volumes of data very 
quickly and transform into different visualizations or 

patterns for further analysis. SAS Visual Analytics 
provides highly visual, drag and drop data interface. It 
helps in fast computations and enables organizations to 
derive value from massive amounts of data.  

From the above mentioned tools…we used Tableau 
for our casestudy. Tableau is a data visualization tool for 
presenting the data that even a non-analyst can easily 
analyze and understand. It offers a perfect blend of artistic 
elements like colors, dimensions, labels for creating visual 
masterpieces, hence enlightening surprising 
understandingswhich in turn helps user to make better 
decisions. 

Tableau offers five main products for providing 
visualization needs for professionals and other users.  

They are: 

B. Tableau Desktop 

Used for making reports, graphs  
Explore, visualize, and analyze data 
Create dashboards to consolidate multiple views 
Deliver interactive data experiences 

C. Tableau Server 

Share visual analytics with anyone with a web 
browser 

Publish interactive analytics or dashboards 
Secure information and manage metadata 
Collaborate with others 

D. Tableau Online 

Share visualizations & dashboards on the desktop  
Filter, sort, and page through the views 
“Acrobat for Data” free download 

E. Tableau Reader 

Share visualizations & dashboards on the desktop  
Filter, sort, and page through the views 
“Acrobat for Data”free download 

F. Tableau Public 

Create and publish interactive visualizations and 
dashboards  

Embed in websites and blogs.[11] 
Case Study: Transforming Patients Records of Unani 

Hospital into Interactive dashboard with Tableau Visual 
Analytics. 

G. Introduction of Topic 

In this case study, we collected the daily patient 
records of the Unani Hospital of year 2015.The collection 
are of 8000 records. Data is in Excel formatshown in 
Figure 4. We demonstrated 500 entries for month January 
and February. 

Using Tableau Desktoptool, we demonstrated the data 
into visualinteractive dashboard. 
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Fig. 4: Snap Shot of Data in Excel Format 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Fig. 5: Patient Visit/ Revisit/ M/ F  

In this case study, records of patient’s data is 
processed and the association between different fields has 
been shown. The collection of data is very simple task but 
to show associations between the fields ofrecords is 
challenging task as the correct associations can represent 
meaningful information. In the following sheet the 

association between fields: Patient Name, Patient Visit 
Type and Patient Sex have been shown.The sheet is name 
by Patient Visit/Revisit/M/F. The data is representation in 
the sheet by using bar chart.The sheet provides the 
information that Patient is either male orfemale and 
weather patient is visiting the hospital for first time or its 
revisit. Instead of making new sheet for sex field, we had 
combined this field into patient Visit Field. The columns 
in the following sheet are Sex, Visit, and Revisit. The 
rows are the names of the patient. Each data value 
explains the name of the patient, sex and patient is visiting 
the hospital for the first time or its revisit.As shown in the 
following sheet, the corresponding data value shows that 
the patient name is Abdul Muttalib and the Sex is Male 
and the visit type New Visit. 

The next association in the fields of the patient’s data 
of Unani hospital is between the doctor name and the 
patients. As each doctor is associated with each patient, so 
association is very important to consider. So, the next 
sheet is named as Doctor/Patient. The data in the 
following sheet is represented by using graph.This sheet 
shows which patient is visiting which doctor. The columns 
in the sheet are the name of the doctors and the rows are 
the name of patients. Each data value tells us about the 
name of the doctor and name of the patient visiting the 
doctor. In the following sheet Doctor/Patient the data 
value tells us that the patient Abdul Jabbar is visiting Dr. 
Asif Khan. 

 

Fig. 6: Doctor/ Patient 

Another important association in the fields of the 
patient’s data is between the doctor name and department. 
As, there are different departments in the hospital and 
each doctors is associated with each department depending 
upon the specialization. So, the next sheet is named as 
Doctor/Dept. Data in the following sheet is represented by 
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chart. This sheet shows which doctor is associated with 
which department. Another association that is shown in 
this field is date. This fields shows that the doctor is 
available in which month. The columns in the sheet are the 
name of the departments and the month and the rows are 
the name of doctors. Each data value tells us about the 
name of the doctor and name of the department and the 
month forwhich doctor was available. In the following 
sheet the data value tells us that the Dr. Aamir Sayed is 
associated with casualty department and was available in 
the month of January. 

The association between the feesand doctor is also 
shown by line bar graph. The name of the sheet is Doctor/ 
fees. The horizontal axis represents the numeric values 
and the vertical axis shows the names of the doctors. At 
each point of line graph data represents the name of the 
doctor and the amount of fees associated with doctor. In 
the following graph, the data value represents that Dr. 
Heena is associated with Rs.4, 300 fees. 

The important association between the doctor and the 
total records of hospital is represented by bar graph. The 
sheet is named as Doctor_Records. The horizontal axis 
shows the number of records in the hospital and the 
vertical axis shows the names of the different doctors. 
Each data value represents the doctor name and no of 
records associated with each doctor in the graph. Each bar 
in the graph represents each doctor. The data value in the 
following graph shows that Dr. Asif Khan has 159 no. of 
records associated with him. The highest no. of records is 
shown in Dr. Asif bar and the lowest no. of records is 
shown by Dr. Sameer, only one record. By this graph, user 
can easily understand the maximum footage of the patient 
with concerned doctor. 

 

Fig. 7: Doctor/ Dept  

 

Fig. 8: Doctor/ Fees  

 

Fig. 9: Doctor_Records  
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The one more important association that represents 
the overall footage of patients in concerned department is 
represented by the number of records and the name of the 
department. The sheet is named as Department/ Records. 
One more association is aligned in the sheet i.e. the sex of 
the patient. From these two associations the user can 
easily understood that in particular department, how many 
patient visited and either the patient was male or female. 
In the following sheet two bar graphs has been shown, one 
for male and another for female. The horizontal axis 
shows the number of records in the hospital and the 
vertical axis shows the names of the different departments. 
Each data value represents the name of department and no. 
of the patients visited the concerned department and the 
patients were male or female. The data value in the 
following graph shows that in Neurology department no. 
of male patients visited are 92. The highest no. of records 
is shown by neurology bar and the lowest no. of records is 
shown by Casualty bar, only one record. The data value in 
the second graph shows that, In Orthopedics department 
no. of female patients visited are 72. By this graph, user 
can easily understand the maximum footage of the patient 
in concerned department. 

 

 

Fig. 10: Department/ Records 

The data collected from the Unani hospital that was in 
excel format of about 500 entries, was successfully 
represented in different sheets. The associations between 
the different fields of the records have been successfully 
done. Now for the user to understand the data quickly for 
analysis purpose or for the decision making, the next step 
here is to combine the sheets into one interface, from 
which user can easily view the data. Here comes the 
concept of Visualization. Here, we construct the 
interaction dashboard which combines all the sheets 
representing different fields of the patient records. This 
dashboard allows us to convert the numeric data in excel 
format into graphs and charts that the user can easily 
understand and analyses and can also share with others. 
The interesting thing in this dash board is that when we 
add more entries into the excel sheet, the data in the dash 
board will be upgraded automatically as the connection 
with the database is live. In the following dashboard, 
Department/Records, Doctor/ Dept, Patient Visit. Revisit/ 
M/ F, Doctor_Records, Doctor/ Fees, Doctor/ Patient sheet 
has been uploaded. This dashboard explains the complete 
information about the doctors, their concerned 
departments, and their fees records, no. of male and 
female patients associated with each doctor and associated 
department, patient is visiting the hospital for first time or 
its revisit. 

 

Fig. 11: Dashboard  

A. Tool Information 

To demonstrate this case study, we downloaded 
Tableau Desktop software. We used the trial version of the 
tool. The trial version is free for 14 days. The tool is 
downloaded from site named www.tableau.com. The 
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software is fully functional. After 14 days user must have 
to pay for the software. Tableau has multiple options to 
represent data in different views, applying filters /drill 
downs /formatting, creating sets, groups, generating trend 
lines and performing forecasting. One big dilemma that 
you will face while creating data visualization is which 
object you should choose to represent data. The first step 
is to connect to the data source. The data source can be 
excel file, access file, text file, statistical file or can be any 
other data source. The connection with the data source 
will be live connection. So, when we add new entries in 
the database, the corresponding graphs and charts in the 
dashboard will be automatically upgraded. As we add the 
database, the next step is to plan the different associations 
between the fields of the records. As this step is most 
important because the correct association can only result 
in meaningful information. 

V. RESULT 

The aim of the study is to represent the data collected 
in a way that decision makers can quickly understand and 
use. The case study taken by us successfully shows that 
the data in numeric form is not feasible to understand 
quickly in such a busy schedule and as the no. of rows 
increases with the increasing number of patients visiting 
the hospital, it becomes more complex for the user. With 
the help of tableau tool, we successfully converted the 
numeric data into the graphical and interactive form. The 
result of the case study comes in the form of interactive 
dashboard that can be used by user for study purpose and 
to identify opportunities for further analysis. The 
interactive dashboard provides the capability to solve 
complex problems, improve business performance, and to 
avoid the risk. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have successfully presented here that any student 
of IT or even a slightly IT say Doctor can with his  
little efforts can create quite useful visualization for his 
own use. 

Visual Analytics allows user to summarize data, join 
data, and enhance the analytical power of their data. Users 
can prepare data for exploration and mining quickly and 
easily. And also allows users to share insights with 
anyone, anywhere, via the web or a mobile device. 
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Review on Picture Archiving and Communication 
System and Cloud PACS for Radiology 
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Abstract—PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication 
System) is progressively more important part of the radiologist’s 
workflow. The persistent growth of CTs, MRI applications, and 
other digital imaging drives the necessity for effective image 
examination and management results PACS has to offer. As the 
necessity for image processing produces, the demands on the speed 
and capabilities of image storage and visualization increases. PACS 
has become a crucial tool for communicating diagnostic outcomes 
across healthcare systems, and is progressively being combined with 
other healthcare enterprise systems, such as image-enabled 
EHR/EMR and HIS. Because the use of images is expanding, and the 
technology is ever evolving, in hospitals are ten problem of PACS are 
discussed.  

Using Cloud computing, radiology users can efficiently manage 
multimodality imaging units by using the latest software and 
hardware without paying huge upfront costs. Cloud computing 
systems usually work on public, private, hybrid, or community 
models. Using the various components of a Cloud, such as 
applications, client, infrastructure, storage, services, and processing 
power, Cloud computing can help imaging units rapidly scale and 
descale operations and avoid huge spending on maintenance of costly 
applications and storage. Cloud computing allows flexibility in 
imaging. In this paper I have review how the cloud based storage 
solution is beneficial than local storage solution. The architecture of 
Pacs server and clouds Pacs are discuss in detail. In this what are 
recommended duration for medical image data should be 
considering that is also discuss.  

Keyword: PACS, Image Processing, Medical Imaging, Diagnosis, 
Radiology, RIS, Cloud Computing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Timely management of medical imaging information 
is one of the greatest challenges facing medicine today. 
Patients with complex medical problems may require a 
large number of radiologic studies, which may be 
performed at physically separate locations; as a result, 
preexisting studies may be in advertently duplicated 
immediate access to radiologic images may be needed for 
exact interpretation. Electronic picture archiving and 
communication systems (PACS) have been developed. In 
an attempt to provide economical storage, rapid retrieval 
of images, access to Images acquired with multiple 
modalities, and simultaneous access at multiple sites. 
Input to a PACS may come from digital or analog sources. 
A PACS consists primarily of an image acquisition device, 
data management system, image storage devices (both 
short-and long-term archives), transmission network 
display stations and devices to produce hard copy images. 
Picture archiving and communication system (PACS) 
includes a gathering of different devices working together 
to eliminate the use of physical films generated by 
different imaging modalities by digitizing them. With the 

recent growth in imaging technology, the capacity of film-
based systems to meet the increasing needs of radiology 
departments have decreased. Electronic picture archiving 
and communication systems bring comfort and 
convenience in the economical storage and transmission of 
these digital images, as the need to file, retrieve or 
transport the physical films is eliminated. With ever-
increasing costs and price sensitivity, the need to reduce 
costs is as important as ever. PACS vendors are trying to 
provide scalable, high-quality systems with flexible 
configurations while providing cheaper hardware and 
software support. In addition, multiple physicians 
terminating for a patient may want to review the images. 
As Medical centers increase in size, illnesses increase in 
complexity and the demand for rapid transfer of 
information increases accordingly, the storage capacity of 
pacs to meets these demands decreases. Pacs server are 
often expensive and costs are relatively high. This is 
achieved by shifting data from traditional onsite storage 
and archiving system to the cloud storage. Cloud 
computing, in lay terms, is similar to accessing one’s e-
mail from Gmail or Yahoo! Mail, as all of the data is 
remotely stored at a secure location, without worrying 
about the storage capacity or failure of a local system. The 
data can be tailored as per the needs of the end-user from 
any location and through any system after the provision of 
the appropriate password. While cloud computing has 
been around for more than a period, health care is finally 
implementation in information technology today. [1,2] 

II. PICTURE ARCHIVING AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM  

Picture Archiving and Communication System refers 
to the host of technologies that contribute to the creation, 
distribution, and archiving of digital images. Its 
components include a digital imaging modality or device, 
a network with sensible bandwidth, an archive device, 
diagnostic workstations, archive/ routing software, and 
usually some interplay with the hospital or radiology 
information system. Bandwidth, defined as the rate at 
which information can be transmitted in a specific time 
interval, is important because of medical image files. The 
Picture Archiving and Communication System is a 
currently used procedure and methodology for processing 
medical multimedia data obtained from picture acquisition 
machines like x-ray, ultrasound or computer tomography. 
Medicine picture data obtained from these machines are 
stored in central PACS server. The PACS server then 
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provides these multimedia data to viewing stations. 
Viewing stations serve for the radiologists to analyze and 
evaluate the multimedia data. Viewing stations allow 
image change, combination of images from more 
modalities etc. [3,4] PACS has transformed radiology. But 
as more imaging-based fields jump on the cause and adopt 
or customize their own versions of PACS, many in 
radiology are reporting more problems with PACS. Health 
Imaging & IT spoke they have spoken with radiologists 
and administrators to compile and address the 10 most 
vexing challenges. The 10 most vexing challenges are  
1. Integration 2. Downtime 3. Hanging protocols.  
4. Interoperability 5. Support 6. Training 7. Out with the 
old 8. Who’s PACS? 9. Ergonomics 10. Disaster 
Recovery is the 10 most vexing challenges [5] 

 

Fig. 1: Common Structure of Picture Archiving and Communication[6] 

A. Pacs System has its Own basic Structure it is Systems 
is An Integration of Below 7 Steps 

1. Input from digital or digitized analog devices, 
which may be any radiological modality like X-
ray, CT, MRI or ultrasound 

2. Image acquisition device 
3. Image storage device/server for short or long 

term storage of data 
4. Transmission network: local or web based 
5. Display stations: imaging workstation and user 

interface 
6. Camera: to convert into hard-copy images on 

need basis 
7. Integration with radiology information system 

(RIS) and hospital information system (HIS). [7] 

III. DIGITAL IMAGING AND COMMUNICATIONS  
IN MEDICINE (DICOM) 

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DICOM) is a standard for handling, storing, printing, and 
transmitting information in medical imaging. It includes a 
file format medical imaging. Communications protocol. 
The communication protocol is an application protocol 
that uses TCP/IP to communicate between systems. 
DICOM files can be exchanged between two entities that 
are capable of receiving image and patient data in DICOM 
format. The storage and transmission of medical images, 
the standard of Digital Imaging and Communications in 
Medicine (DICOM) is popular to the people of the world. 

And as a result, almost all the outputs of the computerized 
tomography (CT), magnetic resonance (MR), digital 
subtraction angiography (DSA) and ultra sonography (US) 
they are saved as DICOM format. DICOM format files 
into general image/ media files. The procedure is to 
convert DICOM format files into bitmaps and then 
convert the bitmaps into other general image/ media files. 
The DICOM format files can be displayed while being 
converted; the images displayed can also be done with 
some further operations, such as the process of lightness 
and contrast gradient of image, image filtering and 
segmentation. [8,9]. 

A. Where do you Keep all those Images Ad What  
are the Duration of Keeping that Digital Image ? 

The cardiology department at Henry Ford Health 
System in Detroit was facing a dilemma in 2011: With 
more than 25,000 patient heart images piling up each year, 
it was running out of space in the archiving system it used 
to store them. 

Rather than invest nearly $200,000 in new hardware 
and software upgrades to the system, the hospital decided 
to try a newand less expensive solution: cloud storage. 
Health-care providers are starting to embrace the fast-
growing area of technology known as cloud services, the 
model of shared computing in which data is stored on 
remote servers that hospitals can access via desktop, tablet 
or smartphone. Instead of big capital investments in their 
own storage, they are paying a relatively modest upfront 
charge and monthly usage fees for cloud services. About 
15% of health-care systems in the U.S. are using cloud-
based storage for images, according to consulting firm 
Accenture, which estimates that more than half of the 
country's health systems will use cloud storage for medical 
imaging in the next three years. 

B. Flood of Data 

The need for storage is immense and growing rapidly. 
About 600 million imaging procedures are performed each 
year by health-care providers in the U.S., including CT 
scans, X-rays, ultrasounds and MRIs. In addition, images 
are taking up more space because they are becoming more 
complex, such as the 3-D pictures that show organs or 
tissues during image-guided surgical procedures, or an 
ultrasound image of a fetus in the womb that is continually 
updated to provide a live-action view. 

Hospitals generally are required by law to keep 
images for seven years, but many keep them longer. They 
also retain backup copies as part of disaster-recovery 
planning and to comply with the federal health-care 
privacy law. As a result, image archives are increasing by 
as much as 40% annually, according to AT&T Inc.'s For 
Health group. 

Marketers of cloud services say that by allowing 
health-care providers to store, view and share patient 
medical images expeditiously over a secure network, they 
can help doctors make diagnoses faster, reduce the need 

PACS 
SERVER 
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for duplicate images and protect patients from the extra 
radiation exposure of having another CT scan because an 
original can't be found. Cloud-based storage systems also 
can let doctors call up historical images for comparison 
quickly and easily.[20][21] 

IV. MEDICAL IMAGING 

With the widespread use of picture archiving and 
communication system (PACS) in the hospitals, the 
amount of medical image data is rapidly increasing. Thus, 
the more efficient and effective retrieval methods are 
required for better management of medical image 
information. Medical imaging is the technique and process 
of creating visual representations of the interior of a body 
for clinical analysis and medical intervention.[10] 

V. CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing uses various software, data access, 
and data storage services that do not demand end-user 
knowledge of actual physical location and arrangement of 
services.[11]Cloud computing in simpler terms also means 
the concept of using an interconnected grid of computers 
allowing sharing of resources and using the Internet as a 
medium and working on a pay-per-use model. Cloud 
computing in radiology is not simply a web-based image 
sharing platform, but also includes web-based Radiology 
Information System (RIS) modules. RIS modules can be a 
part of web-based Electronic Health Record (EHR) 
modules. 

The following are the components of the Cloud:  
1. Application: This is the major component of the 

Cloud, which radiologists as “end users” utilize. 
This is known as “Software as a Service.” 
Examples are image reviewing, reporting 
software, or radiology billing software. 

2. Client: Client refers to the web browser. It is the 
medium which end users use to access the Cloud 
via the Internet. This can be a computer or a 
smartphone. 

3. Infrastructure: This consists of computer 
hardware and servers which run the software and 
store data. 

4. Service: This is the actual benefit the end users 
derive from Cloud. A service can be either web-
based Picture Archiving and Communication 
System (PACS) or web-based film library. 

5. Storage: This is an important feature of Cloud 
computing. Entire database of cases and years of 
data can be stored in the form of documents and 
DICOM image libraries. In contrast, physical 
storage at site (hospital or imaging center) is 
expensive and difficult to maintain. 

6. Processing Power: Cloud has the potential of 
providing infinite processing power at a very low 
cost.[12] 

VI. CLOUD CLASSIFICATION 

Cloud is classified into three categories: 
Public Cloud Computing: Public Cloud Computing is 

the IT infrastructure that is used by many companies and 
services at the same time. Data users of the clouds are not 
able to manage and maintain this cloud, the entire 
responsibility for these matters rests with the owner of the 
cloud. Subscriber services can be offered by any company 
and individual user. They offer an easy and affordable 
way to deploy Web sites and business systems, with high 
scalability, which in other solutions would be available.  

Private Cloud Computing: Private Cloud 
Computingis secure IT infrastructure is controlled and 
operated for the benefit of a single organization. The 
organization can manage its own private cloud or 
outsource this task from an external contractor. 
Infrastructure can be placed either on the premises of the 
customer, or in a data center. Ideal private cloud is the 
cloud that is deployed in the organization premises, served 
and controlled by its employees. 

Hybrid Cloud Computing: Hybrid Cloud is the IT 
infrastructure using the best qualities of public and private 
clouds, with the task. Frequently this type of cloud is used 
when an organization has seasonal periods of activity, in 
other words, once the internal IT infrastructure cannot 
cope with current challenges, some facilities are 
transferred to a public cloud (e.g. large amounts of 
statistical information, which is in its raw form or 
something that does not represent value for the enterprise), 
as well as to provide user access to enterprise resources 
(for private cloud) via a public cloud.  

Community Clouds Computing: It allows information 
to be shared by the same community. Few 
hospitals/imaging centers can team up in a Cloud while 
sharing similar infrastructure and software[13][14]. 

VII. USE OF CLOUD COMPUTING TO THE  
RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT 

Cloud computing permits administrators of radiology 
departments dynamic upscaling and downscaling 
operations without the burden of maintaining software and 
hardware. This makes imaging truly virtual. Radiologists 
need not maintain many IT products like software and 
hardware, but simply have a single central processing unit. 
This system allows radiologists to focus on their practice 
and not how or where the service is processed, hosted, or 
routed.[15] 

Lower IT Costs: You can make better use of a small 
number of physical resources. If you’re having someone 
else manage your computing. 
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Automate Storage Management: You adjust the 
storage as you need it as opposed to paying for permanent 
storage. 

Improve Scalability: You can access 100 servers in 
seconds. 

Enjoy Easy Access: They are very easy to access, 
some with the push of a button.[16] 

VIII. IMPACT OF CLOUD COMPUTING ON  
RADIOLOGY WORKFLOW 

1. Knowledge of IT: At present, radiologists in 
imaging departments (end users) have total 
control over its IT infrastructure by purchasing 
and balancing them as per their need. In contrast, 
Cloud computing allows end users to use these 
IT-related services without knowledge or control 
over the infrastructure that supports and 
maintains it.[17] 

2. Costing: Cloud computing allows radiology end 
users to use costly hardware and software stored 
remotely over the Cloud-based systems. There is 
no requirement of purchasing them by paying 
upfront costs, but rather use the pay-per-use 
model. 
In Cloud computing, various radiology and 
medical applications are delivered as a service 
over the Internet and this is known as a software 
as a service (SaaS)/ on-demand software.[18] 

3. Integration: A Cloud-based system provides a 
software platform for RIS, PACS, remote image 
review software (teleradiology), advanced 3D 
workstation software, and billing software and 
this is actively accessed by end users remotely by 
using computers or tablets over the Internet. 

TABLE 1: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL  
PACS AND CLOUD PACS[19] 

Terms Traditional PACS Cloud PACS 
Definition A traditional PAC system 

uses local storage solutions 
to store, quick access to 
patient files. 
These files are saved 
directly to the server 

A cloud-based storage 
solution uses an offsite, 
 online method to store 
patient digital images and  
related data. 

Storage In the traditional model, the 
hospital or facility houses 
the server and all related 
hardware and software 
onsite. They have complete 
control and ownership over 
the infrastructure. 

The cloud model uses 
virtual storage to house 
data. A cloud vendor, the 
PAC system vendor, 
maintains all of the 
hardware and software at 
an offsite location. The 
client can then access the 
data via the internet. 

Access Physicians, technicians, and 
administrators access a 
traditional PACS by 
logging into the server 
system. 

Physicians, technicians, 
and administrators access a 
cloud-based PACS by 
logging into a secure PACS 
application over the 
Internet. during 
appointments. 

Disaster 
Recovery 

There are several back-up 
options for traditional PAC 
systems; uses tapes, DVDs, 
hard drives, or other 
removable devices, and 
then send the mediato an 
offsite storage location. 

Virtualization provides 
automated disaster 
recovery at no additional 
cost. Files are 
automatically stored on the 
cloud as they are created.  

Cost Traditional PAC systems 
tend to have higher initial 
costs. The hospital must 
suffer the initial hardware 
and software 
costs,maintenance of the 
entire storage 
infrastructure. 

Cloud storage technologies 
can save clients a 
considerable amount of 
money on both capital and 
operating expenditures.In 
addition, cloud PAC 
systems often offer a 
variety of payment options, 
such as pay-as-you-go. 

Security In the traditional PACS 
model, the facility is 
responsible for 
implementing and 
managing the security of all 
the files, images, and 
information. 

It is important to ensure 
that the cloud provider has 
appropriate security 
measures, especially if you 
are not using a private 
cloud. The client should 
carefully review the SLAs 
and consider requesting a 
security audit. 

Challenges Operation is dependent on 
maintaining storage volume 
and ensuring data 
redundancy. 

Accessibility is dependent 
on the Internet bandwidth 
and the volume of images. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Cloud Picture Archiving and Communication services 
are solution to the PACS server for storage, retrieval, 
distribution and presentation of images. It is able to 
develop and improve the adeptness of the radiology. 
Cloud Pacs gives point-of-care for radiology, and instant 
radiology. With the advancements of clouds Pacs provides 
the facility to radiologists, physicians, and even patients 
for reviewing images on any display device with an 
Internet connection. In addition of Cloud Pacs radiologist 
get the extremely competitive and costly radiology 
preparation. With the advancement of Cloud pacs the 
transform a digital imaging practice and they have facility 
of storage, access, and process their radiology data. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing refers to an on-demand, self-
service which enables to access the internet from anywhere[1]. It is a 
model which gives on-demand access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources i.e. it is a new model which 
delivers computer resources. We have introduced this new term in 
different industries, however this model can be used for improving 
the delivery of health care and increases the flexibility in medical 
sector, operation is now being done with greater efficiency. 

The Cloud Computing paradigm offers eHealth systems to 
improve the features and their functionality. Now moving the 
information of a patient i.e. health information to cloud has several 
risk in terms of security and privacy[2]. In this paper, we will discuss 
the risks of having Electronic Health Records (EHRs) on the servers. 
To protect the confidentiality of patient information and facilitate 
the process, some suggestions for health care providers are made. 
Moreover, security issues that Cloud service providers should 
address in their platforms are considered. 

Keywords: EHR, PHR, EMR, Cloud Computing, Organization, 
Cryptography, Security, Risk, Patient-centric, Database 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is new area of development in the 
field of healthcare. It is on demand to endless resources. 
Cloud computing in used in genomics, proteomics and 
molecular medicine while other fields seems to be 
inadequate represented.[19]Cloud services let health care 
providers storage, processing of data and other systems 
onto the Internet but it is necessary to ensure that security 
and data ownership concerns are addressed. The 
Healthcare industry is slowly digitalizing. Patient records 
and relevant data are now available easily. Many large 
international companies such as Microsoft, Qualcomm 
Life, Philips, Verizon and AT&T have launched cloud-
based solutions for the health care sector. This has made 
sharing medical data such as history of patients from any 
part of the world comparatively much easier. Medical 
imaging is one which is used mostly in healthcare. Since 
all data is stored on the cloud, it saves hospitals, 
physicians and other medical organizations a lot of money 
in terms of storing patient data. 

Wider access to health simply means that companies 
need to adapt quickly in order to provide high speed at low 
costs. This demands for much more powerful systems that 
can manage millions of people all over the world. 

However, such systems need to have high levels of 
security to avoid mal-handling of the records of millions 
of patients. Cloud computing is a new way of handling the 
data, old and new, in the health care industry. 

Cloud-based services are being accepted in different 
organizations even in healthcare though the rate in steady. 

The use of cloud computing to store records is slowly 
being adopted by a lot of countries. In some countries, it is 
tentative while others are using it as an easy means of 
storing and retrieving data. EHR and image systems are 
few areas in which the cloud computing deployment has 
found success. The flexibility of cloud hosting is one of its 
upsides, while initial conversion costs and the security of 
the system and the data it hosts are two major concerns 
that have some organizations dubious of the sustainability 
of cloud computing in healthcare. Providers are looking 
for new ways to host cloud services and adjust their 
products to fit the health care needs. These are just a few 
baby steps in the process of revolutionizing the health care 
industry with the benefits of cloud. 

In many ways the involving cloud computing with 
health systems is in early stages, in fact we are searching 
new ideas how cloud fits in the health care technology 
ecosystem. Providers are still finding ways as to how to 
balance the benefits of cloud computing in healthcare with 
the security, technical and legal risks that lie on the path to it. 

 

Fig. 1: The Cloud Computing Deployment Models 
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A. Who Needs Cloud Computing 

There are many reasons why healthcare organizations 
should consider the cloud to be part of their services 
delivery strategy, including important economic, technical 
and innovation benefits. 

Most providers have invested heavily in their health 
IT infrastructure in the form of clinical and business 
software, hardware such as application and database 
servers, and extensive high-speed data networks. All of 
them have budget constraints and are trying to balance the 
daily speedy delivery of applications while trying to meet 
the minimum service level. 

Healthcare organizations invest in health IT sector to 
provide clinicians and administrators with information so 
that better decisions can be made. However, this face pace 
in the changes that occur are hard for the average people 
to keep up with. They not much aware of how to use the 
latest softwares, or machines and other processes. Thus 
this is a limiting factor in the IT sector of the health 
industry. The potential of cloud computing can only be 
exploited if the resource focus is solely on the best use of 
technology. 

A cloud platform allows providers to offers this value 
to clinical and business end users beyond merely keeping 
servers, software and networks up to date. 

There are five ways with which cloud computing, 
combined with mobility and analytics, will change 
healthcare: 

 Quick availability if information at low costs, 
high speed and on demand. 

 Personalized care anywhere in the world through 
secure data sharing which can be reached from 
anywhere in the world.  

 By delivering better patient care at a low cost of 
shifting its locus to their home 

 Cloud data can be combined with social media 
and other tools to exploit it efficiently. 

 Transforming the access to health services 
without much investment in hospitals and clinic 
centers. 

Over time, today’s individual forms of cloud 
computing will evolve into a single service in which all 
infrastructure, services and processes are provided from 
the cloud. 

Talking about the health care industries, these 
industries are undergoing enormous change and reform 
world wide. With healthcare expense in GDP is doubling 
annually in some countries, and concerns growing over 
medical care access and quality, governments and health 
care institutions are working to find creative new ways to 
improve care delivery and payment reform. 

Cloud computing environments provide a great 
opportunity to provide Health services in different 
scenarios in an effective and simple way. The scalability 
and mobility that a Cloud-based environment system can 
offer provides several advantages [1-9]. 

Since “Patient centricity” has become a key trend in 
healthcare provisioning and leading to steady growth of 
electronic medical records (EMR), electronic health 
records (EHR), personal health records (PHR), and 
technologies related to integrated care safety of patient, 
point-of-care access to demographic and clinical 
information, and clinical decision support. So availability 
of data irrespective of location of patient and clinician has 
become important for patient satisfaction and quality of 
clinical outcomes. 

Cloud computing provides much benefits in 
healthcare sector clinic just need to have access to 
computer and large storage facilities. Cloud caters to all 
these requirements thus providing the healthcare 
organizations an incredible opportunity to improve 
services to their customers, the patients, to share 
information more easily than ever before, and improve 
operational efficiency at the same time. 

 Clinical Research: Many pharmacology vendors 
now starting to use the cloud to improve in 
research and new drug development. The 
‘availability of vast information’ from cloud is 
now an asset of biologics in research process. 
Current healthcare firms do not have enough 
capacity to run and maintain large data-
specifically DNA sequencing. Third party 
companies which are specific to cloud 
maintenance provides pharma-specific clouds 
with a motive of offering new drug development 
at low cost. [10] 

 Electronic Medical Records: Hospitals and 
physicians are starting to see cloud-based 
medical records and medical image archiving 
services coming on line. The objective is to 
offload a burdensome task from hospital IT 
departments and allow them to focus on 
supporting other imperatives such as EMR 
adoption and improved clinical support systems. 
[10] 

 Collaboration Solutions: Early procedures that 
had been trialed includes remote video 
conference and it resulted in a great success. Now 
if we extend this type of technology to mobile 
environment this can be used in rural areas where 
getting a good treatment is quite rare or in 
disaster response which can be seen more real 
with broader wireless broadband and smartphone 
adoption. Cloud technology provides team based 
care delivery and to use application on business 
model and set of clinical information. [10] 

 Telemedicine: With the increase in availability of 
mobile technologies and intelligent medical 
devices, telemedicine has grown to include not 
only tele-consultations and tele-surgeries, but 
also health record exchange, video-conferencing, 
and home monitoring. Cloud computing and the 
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related ease of services deployment and data 
storage is an enabler for telemedicine.[10]  

 Big Data: Healthcare organizations turn to cloud 
computing to save on the costs of storing 
hardware locally. The cloud holds big data for 
Electronic health record (EHR), images, and 
DNA data for clinic trials. In order to make the 
use of EHR in different geographical locations 
we need to deploy cloud computing otherwise it 
would be delay in the treatment of patients. [10] 

 Analytics: Cloud computing facilitates practice 
and population scale information and insights are 
available in near real-time. This ensures most 
current information, clinical knowledge are 
available to take proper care decisions and to 
improve outcomes. Health information in cloud 
can be analyzed and tracked so that one can find 
the right treatment, costs, performance and 
effective studies can be analyzed and acted upon. 
Moreover information can be used to make 
appropriate referrals and medical research to 
support the promise of personalized health and 
care. [10] 

 Health Information Exchange: It helps in sharing 
of stored data which is present in the largely 
populated EHR. CIOs may accelerate the 
deployment of HIE via a linkage to a strategic 
cloud implementation [10].  

The Definitions of PHR, EMR and EHR 

Personal Health Record: It is a health record which is 
maintained and initiated by an individual that is for a 
patient. It provides the complete medical history of an 
individual by gathering info from various sources which 
includes EMR. 

Electronic Medical Record: It is basically a record 
which includes the measure taken in a Care Delivery 
Organization (CDO). It is maintained and by healthcare. It 
stores the patient health information in digital format 
which can be shared across different health care settings.  

It is composed of Clinical data repository (CDR), 
Clinical decision support system (CDSS), Controlled 
medical vocabulary (CMV), Computerized provider order 
entry (CPOE), Pharmacy management system and 
electronic medication administration record (eMAR).  

Electronic Health Record: It is a subset of EMR. It is 
a real time patient-centered records that makes the 
information available on demand and securely to 
authorized users. it can:  

 Contains Patients medical history.  
 Provides information that enables to take proper 

decisions about a patient care. The information is 
provided in a document which contains the 
present and future care received by the patient 
from the clinics. Through this document the 
different clinics across country identifies the care 

received and can evaluate the future plans for the 
respective patient. 

 Automated and systematic workflow. 
The patient inputs can be accessed across CDOs 

within community, region or state [14]. It is based on 
ISO/TS 18308 [15] 

 

Fig. 2: Relationship between PHR, EHR and EMR 

II. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

A. Risks and Drawbacks of Cloud Computing 

Now the question arises “How can health care 
providers and clinical canters guarantee three things which 
are most important:  

 Security. 
 Privacy. 
 Confidentiality of their patients’ data?”  
There are many reasons why these health care 

organizations need cloud to be a part of their services 
which includes economic, technical, and innovation 
benefits. 

Most providers have invested heavily in their health 
IT infrastructure in the form of clinical and business 
software, hardware such as application and database 
servers, and extensive high-speed data networks. All of 
them have budget constraints and are trying to balance the 
daily speedy delivery of applications while trying to meet 
the minimum service level. 

Healthcare organizations invest in health IT sector to 
provide clinicians and administrators with information so 
that better decisions can be made. However, this face pace 
in the changes that occur are hard for the average people 
to keep up with. They not much aware of how to use the 
latest software’s, or machines and other processes. Thus 
this is a limiting factor in the IT sector of the health 
industry. The potential of cloud computing can only be 
exploited if the resource focus is solely on the best use of 
technology. 
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A cloud platforms allows providers to offer this value 
to its related users by just keeping servers, software’s and 
network up to date. 

There are five ways with which cloud computing, 
combined with mobility and analytics, will change 
healthcare: 

 Creating the agility for providers and insurers to 
collaborate at low cost and high speed, meet 
changing regulations and deliver better patient 
services. 

 Helping ensures personalized care anywhere in 
the world, through secure data sharing that can be 
reached from any part of the world. 

 By delivering better patient care at a low cost of 
shifting its locus to their home 

 Cloud data can be combined with social media 
and other tools to exploit it efficiently. 

 Transforming access to health services in 
emerging markets without heavy investment in 
physical hospitals and clinical centres. 

Over time, today’s individual forms of cloud 
computing will evolve into a single service in which all 
infrastructure, services and processes are provided from 
the cloud. 

III. SECURITY 

In this section we outline the basic concepts in EHR 
security and privacy. One most important concept in 
health care clouds is “patient-centric” view. Health care 
systems offers a platform for patient to collect the 
information, store the information in cloud, and share its 
information in a controlled manner. Thus basically helps 
in secure storage and management of patients EHR’s for 
different applications which really in need of that 
information (e. g. disease treatment, lab research, 
insurance, and other social-networking applications). 
Many of cloud services model such as Microsoft Health 
Vault and Google Health uses centric architecture with 
patient-centric views..[16] 

 

Fig. 3: Centralized Architecture 

The common security issues shared by healthcare 
cloud applications are ownership of information, 
authenticity, authentication, on-repudiation, patient 
consent and authorization, integrity and confidentiality of 
data. 

1. Ownership of Information: Establishing the 
ownership of information is necessary for 
protecting against unauthorized access or misuse 
of the medical information of one’s information. 
The owner is said to be the person which is 
responsible for generating the information. 
Owner may refer to:  
 Creator  
 Author  
 Manager  

 

Fig. 5: Patient-Centric and Initial (Centralized) Healthcare Cloud 

“Creator” talks about the person generating the data 
may include the laboratory staff which is the creator about 
the medical history of the patient. ”Author” is for the 
content of the information “Manager” responsible for the 
management, provision and protection of information.  

 

Fig. 6: Responsibilities Chart 

In patient controlled healthcare the manager is the 
patient self, in decentralized healthcare systems the 
manager may refer to the third party which is responsible 
for the management of data. These third party are 
authorized by the patient and or health care providers. 
This information can be protected by the combination of 
encryption and watermarking techniques. 
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2. Authenticity and Authentication: Authentication 
it establish or confirms claims by or about the 
subject are true or not. The authentication of 
information can introduce special problems 
related to data such as man in the middle (MITM) 
attacks. In this attack the a man secretly relays 
the information and alters the information 
between two parties in communication. Most 
cryptographic protocols includes end point 
authentication to prevent MITM attacks.. For 
instance, Transport Layer Security (TLS), Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL), which are cryptographic 
protocols that provide security Internet. TLS and 
SSL encrypts the segments of network at 
Transport layer end-to-end. Several versions of 
the protocols are in widespread use in 
applications like web browsing, electronic mail, 
Internet faxing, instant messaging and voice-
over-IP (VoIP). Usage of SSL and TTS can be 
authencating the server using mutually trusted 
certification. In health care systems the health 
information is verified at every access. 

3. Non-repudiation: it implies intentions to fulfill its 
accountability to a contract. Also One party after 
having a transaction cannot deny. In recent days 
digital signatures and encryption are being used 
to establish authenticity and non-repudiation. 

4. Patient Consent and Authorization: Patient have 
choice to which health care or CDO’s he or she 
wants to share information, it can grant the access 
or simply deny. Granting of permission is based 
on the roles by the user. 

5. Integrity and Confidentiality of Data: Integrity 
means preservation of something well we are 
talking in terms of computer so data is the main 
priority, so preserving the accuracy and 
consistency of data over its entire life. Integrity id 
very important aspect if we talk about the 
systems which stores and process data. If we talk 
in healthcare systems it simply means that data 
cannot be tampered by any unauthorized means. 
Confidentiality is defined by the internalization 
organization. Confidentiality is one of the design 
goals for many crypto systems and made possible 
in practice by the techniques of modern 
cryptography. Confidentiality can be achieved by 
access control and encryption techniques in EHR 
systems. 

6. Availability and Utility: EHR system to serve its 
purpose, the information must be available when 
it is needed. This means that the computing 
systems used to store and process the EHR data, 
the security controls used to protect it, and the 
communication channels access it correctly. High 
availability systems should be available every 
time. It also includes D-O-S( denial of service ) 
attacks and also preserving the utility of EHR 

data. Utility here refers to the ability to preserve 
the usability of EHR data after exercising and 
enforcing security and privacy protection and 
HIPPA compliance. 

7. Audit and Archiving: Are security metrics which 
ensures the safety of the data:  
 Audit: Recording the activities of user in 

sequence such as maintaining log of every 
access to data and its modification. 

 Archiving: Helps in moving the health care 
information to offline storage that can be 
restored to online-storage whenever needed 
without loss of the information [15]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Most of these security holes are common to self-
hosted IT firms. More of mental man power is required to 
create the right architecture for such a cloud service with 
minimal or no loop holes. These issues inspires the 
organizations to ensure that prospective cloud providers 
should eliminate these risks and should implement a 
strategy or action plan to identify and address evolving 
and emerging security and privacy ricks. Cloud in 
healthcare has clear benefits and risks. There are many 
financial, technological and other service related benefits 
that come with cloud computing. 

Healthcare executives i.e. the top management people 
must balance the benefits, risks,, and business and IT 
needs of the organization to best determine if, how and 
where cloud computing should be featured in their health 
IT provisioning strategy. Health care companies are 
however much aware that their competing companies are 
coming up with new techniques to implement cloud 
computing in the health care sector and most of them are 
also being adopted. The migration to cloud computing 
industry by the health sector is only a matter of time. 

Cloud computing in healthcare is of growing interest 
but only few successful implementations yet exist. The 
biggest threat in cloud healthcare domain is caused by 
involving external cloud partners, many issues are still to 
be identified and solved. Until then, cloud computing is 
favored more for singular, individual features that can be 
used for a personal network rather than putting the entire 
data source on line.[4] 

Protecting ones private information of medical 
records is one of the most responsibilities of healthcare 
organizations. To secure the data some encryption 
technique should be used such that if someone is able to 
access the information it should be unusable to him. 
Secure network connections should be there which helps 
in secure transferring of data from one place to another 
throughout the cloud. 

Thus cloud computing when combined with health 
care presents its own set of benefits and the risks involved. 
With growing and evolving technology, it is ensured that 
these risks can be covered and the health care industry can 
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take up to cloud services for all its information that can be 
fed or retrieved from any part of the world in an instant. 
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Abstract—Pharmaceutical industry is a highly attractive area of 
focus for IT industry which has proven growth over the decade. This 
paper deals with Influence of IT Industry on Healthcare Sector in 
India and worldwide. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the 
contribution of IT in various sectors in healthcare and 
pharmaceuticals. With the current study we found that there are 
many healthcare and pharma companies who are providing 
information and services highly dependent on IT, such as App to 
find physician, drug and drug related queries, drug supplier, 
substitute for any drug etc. Some non-pharma companies are 
providing CI (Competitive Intelligence) to pharma companies to 
provide particular product for patient reach and to launch new 
drug. This paper also emphases to use guidelines and benchmarking 
to launch any app for multiple platforms given by pharmaceutical 
governing bodies. 

Keywords: Pharmaceuticals, Healthcare, App, Lead Selling, 
Information Selling, Drugs, CI-Competitive Intelligence, BI-Business 
Intelligence, Drugs, Emerging Market, SEO, Patient Reach 

I. OBJECTIVES 

To identify possible future changes in pharmaceutical 
business. 

To Highlighting the contribution of Information 
Technology into the healthcare business. 

To suggest unexplored area in the pharmaceutical 
industry using information technology. 

Influence IT industries to use guidelines and 
benchmarking from healthcare and pharmaceutical 
regulatory authorities. 

In the new realm of mobile health, doctors are 
increasingly prescribing apps to help treat and empower 
patients, making the smartphone the newest tool for 
disease management. When it comes to monitoring 
asthma, checking blood glucose and more, there’s an app 
for that[5]. 

According to the Pew Internet and American Life 
Project’s Health Online survey, more than half of all 
Americans have looked online for health information in 
2012, and more than one-third have gone online to self-
diagnose a condition. According to a study by New York-
based health care marketing firm Manhattan Research, 
entitled “Cybercitizen Health,” about 95 million 
Americans used their mobile phones either as health care 
tools or to find health information. That’s up 27% from 75 
million the previous year. The study also found that 38% 
of smartphone users say their device was “essential” for 
finding health and medical information [5]. 

II. EXPECTATIONS FROM IT INDUSTRY 

1. IT supports through app or any web based tool to 
compare the price of drug. 

2. Substitute for available drug. 
3. Online retail of drugs from customer point of 

view. 
4. Finding new customer market from company 

point of view. 
5. Bridging gap between patient, doctor and 

pharmaceutical company. 
6. Provide space to share information between users 

(patients) for satisfaction 
7. Better customer experience. 
8. Reaching to remote location for drug delivery. 
9. Patient experience and feedback. 

III. CURRENT ROLE OF IT IN IMPROVING HEALTHCARE 

1. E-Prescribing. 
2. Apps for finding pharmacists, physician in their 

area. 
3. SEO practice to find physicians in their areas. 
4. Electronic transactions. 
5. Websites for finding suitable substitutes of 

particular drug. 
6. Websites and mobile apps for comparing drug 

prices. 
7. Consult the community and experienced to 

ensure the drug usage, side effects, price. 
8. Applications to help pharmaceutical researchers 

in companies. 
9. Help in commercialization such as CI 

(Competitive Intelligence) and BI (Business 
Intelligence). 

10. Help physicians to cope up with shortage of 
drugs. 

11. Continuous patient monitoring from remote 
place. 

Over the past decade, worldwide internet usage has 
grown tremendously, with the most rapid growth in some 
emerging economies[1]. People speaking different 
languages actively seek information on the web. Global 
search engine may not adequately address local users need 
while regional web portal may lack rich web content. 
Different from search engines, web directories organize 
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sites and pages into intuitive hierarchical structures to 
facilitate browsing [1].  

App Publishing activities on three levels 
Level 1: Pharma app publisher industry view: It 

provides an overview of how Pharma 
companies are making use of app channel 
today and this has changed last 12 
months[3]. 

Level 2: Comparison of Pharma app activities: In the 
second part of the report, the companies are 
being analyzed on a company level and 
compared against each other[3]. 

Level 3: Pharma app publisher profile: The third part 
provides detailed profiles of the company's 
App activities. It also highlights the most 
successful apps for professional and private 
users (based on downloads)[3]. 

IV. STANDARDIZATION AND BENCHMARKING OF APP FOR 
PHARMA AND HEALTHCARE 

On Sept. 25, 2013, the FDA (Food and Drug 
Administration) released a set of guidelines for mobile 
medical apps entitled “Mobile Medical Applications 
Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration 
Staff,” which explains the FDA’s oversight of mobile 
apps. The document outlines the two groups of apps it will 
regulate: those intended to be an accessory to a regulated 
medical device, and those that transform a mobile 
platform into a regulated medical device [5]. 

 

Graph 1: Estimated Page View 

TABLE 1: ESTIMATED PAGE VIEW 

Name of The IT 
Company 

Daily Page 
Views 

Estimated Page Views 
Per Day 

Mera Doctor 1,250 17,821 
E health point 158 1,347 
Sarrell Dental Center 23 152 
Access Afya 30 100 

Genetic Alliance 850 2,375 
Changamka 75 133 
Practo 425,575 1,556,452 
Drugs Update 20,806 69,105 
WebMD 3,725,120 55,999,643 

Source: http://www.worthofweb.com/2016 

 

Graph 2: Current Value 

TABLE 2: CURRENT VALUE 

Name of The IT 
Company 

Potential Revenue 
Per Year 

Estimated Worth 
(Current Value) 

Mera Doctor 19080 16,724 
E health point 1432 1,356 
Sarrell Dental Center 134 804 
Access Afya 100 84 
Genetic Alliance 2894 2,496 
Changamka 122 116 
Practo 32,330,000 1,680,840 
Drugs Update 92,492 74,520 
WebMD 781,000,000 60,479,280 

Source: http://www.worthofweb.com/2016 

 

Graph 3: Current Value 

Source: http://www.worthofweb.com/2016 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Influence of IT industry is noted multifold progress in 
current decade which influenced pharma and healthcare 
sector to grow and emerge as pharma company. 

Guidelines and benchmarking is helpful to launch any 
mobile app of system using IT. 

For a competitive use of IT for developing App or 
other use if IT should be referred benchmarking of current 
trends. 
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Part IV 
Data Mining 
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Abstract—In banking system Bank’s goal is to analyze the 
bank’s account. Our major focus is; user wants to find out total 
amount of transaction made by customer, how many customers 
holding home loan, auto loan, personal loan and its associated 
account number etc. Bank maintains separate data sources in 
different format about their customer.  

Pentaho is a data integration ETL tool used to create jobs and 
transformations. It consists of core data integration and GUI 
applications. 

In this paper we propose a solution for the above discussed 
problem using Pentaho data integration tool. We also discussed 
about remote location data handling through data warehouse and 
how to build transformation model for the same.  

Keywords: Data Warehousing, ETL, Data Integration 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to William H. Inmon, a leading architect in 
the construction of data warehouse systems, “A data 
warehouse is subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, & 
nonvolatile collection of data in support of management’s 
decision making process”[1]. A DW is an integrated 
repository that stores information which may originate from 
multiple heterogeneous operational data sources. A data 
warehouse is the data (meta/ fact/ dimension/ aggregation) 
and the process managers (load/ warehouse/ query) that 
make information available, enabling people to make 
informed decisions [2].  

II. DW ARCHITECTURE 

A data warehouse is a centralized repository that 
stores data from multiple information sources and 
transforms them into a common, multidimensional data 
model for efficient querying and analysis. A DW 
Architecture is shown in Fig. 1.  

Generally a data warehouses adopts three-tier 
architecture. Following are the three tiers of the data 
warehouse architecture. 

 Bottom Tier: The bottom tier of the architecture 
is the data warehouse database server. It is the 
relational database system. We use the back end 
tools and utilities to feed data into the bottom 
tier. These back end tools and utilities perform 
the Extract, Clean, Load, and refresh functions. 

 Middle Tier: In the middle tier, we have the 
OLAP Server that can be implemented in either 
of ROLAP (maps the operations on 
multidimensional data to standard relational 
operations) or MOLAP (directly implements the 
multidimensional data and operations).  

 Top-Tier: This tier is the front-end client layer. 
This layer holds the query tools and reporting 
tools, analysis tools and data mining tools. 

 
Operational Data Source                            Data Warehouse 

Fig 1. Data Warehouse Architecture 

III. DW MODELING 

The data model for designing traditional OLTP systems 
is not well suited for modelling complex queries in DW 
environment. The transactions in OLTP systems are made 
up of simple, predefined queries. In the DW environments, 
the queries tend to use joins on more tables, have a larger 
computation time & are ad-hoc in nature. In DW 
multidimensional data models provides a way to aggregate 
facts along multiple attributes called dimensions. Data is 
stored as facts & dimensions instead of rows & columns as 
in relational data model. Facts are numeric measures & 
dimension is described by a set of attributes. 

IV. STEPS TO BUILD DW 

1. Identify the things we are interested in i.e. 
entities for example in Banking application bank, 
branch, customer, account are the entities. 

 
Customer Branch Account 

R1 

R2 

R3 
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2. Decide in detail how they are related. 

 

3. Decide in detail how they are related i.e. 
relationship between entities. Exa. Customer 
deposit or withdraw money from account i.e. 
transaction. Consider new entities like 
Account_Status, Account_Type, Branch_Type etc. 

4. Establish attributes of the entities with their 
primary & foreign keys. 

 

Fig. 1 

5. Define the draft of dimensional model. It is 
explained in next section. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHEMA 

Star schema & Snowflake schema are used to support 
multidimensional data representation. A star & snowflake 
schema models a consistent set of facts (aggregated) in a 
fact table & the descriptive attributes about the facts are 
stored in multiple dimension tables.  

In a star schema, a single fact table is related to each 
dimension table. Fig. 2 shows the Star schema. 

In snowflake schema dimension tables are normalized 
for simplifying the data selecting operations related to the 
dimensions & capture attribute hierarchies. Fig. 3 shows 
Snowflake schema. 

 

Fig. 2: Star Schema 

 

Fig. 3: Snowflake Schema 

VI. METHODOLOGY 

We select Pentaho Data Integration Tool to generate 
model. We consider the example of banking system 
having dimension tables Account, Customer & Branch as 
shown in Fig 1. We generate dummy data [5]for customer, 
account & branch in the form of excel sheet. Customer file 
having 400 Rows & 6 Columns. Account file having 400 
Rows & 6 Columns. Branch file having 100 Rows & 5 
Columns. 

VII. PENTAHO DATA INTEGRATION TOOL 

Pentaho Data Integration consists of a core data 
integration (ETL) engine, and GUI applications that allow 
the user to define data integration jobs and 
transformations. [6]. You create a new Transformation in 
one of three ways: 
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1. By clicking on the New Transformation button 
on the main tool bar 

2. By clicking New, then Transformation 
3. By using the CTRL-N hot key 

VIII. PROCESS OF MODEL TRANSFORMATION  

First we merge Customer & Account file as shown in 
Fig. 4 which shows that there are 667 rows out of800 rows 
after merging. 

It’s output merged with Branch file as shown in  
Fig. 5. It’s output shows that it has rows. 

To retrieve the customer having current_bal<50,000$ 
we filter it as shown in Fig. 6. It shows that 510 rows are 
retrived. 

To retrieve the customers having current_bal< 
50,000$ & account type =saving, it retrieves 140 rows as 
shown below. 

In this way we provide a solution to find out total 
amount of transaction made by customer, how many 
customers holding home loan, auto loan, personal loan and 
its associated account number etc. 

 

Fig. 4: Merging of Account & Customer File 
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Fig. 5: Merging of Branch File with Previous Merged Output 

 

Fig. 6: Customers having Current Balance Less than 50,000$ 
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Fig. 7: Final Result 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

The next step to this work is to show construction of 
data warehouse for dissimilar technologies. 

X. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we revealed a case study that adopts the 
whole process of implementation of DW. In addition we 
explained the detail process of model transformation with 
the operational data by using excel file. We also provide a 
solution for banking problem using Pentaho data 
integration tool. 
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Abstract—The objective of this research work is to apply data 
mining practices over educational databases to get insights for 
academic analytics, which otherwise is invisible. The overall 
objective was to find personal details, habits and awareness related 
variables that have inter-relation together which severely affect 
student’s performance. This paper demonstrates multivariate 
statistical techniques over student’s dataset. Statistical computations 
were carried out with SPSS data mining platform. 

Keywords: Component: Educational Data Mining, Canonical 
Correlation Analysis, Multivariate Analysis, Performance Analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Student’s information is a crucial resource for all 
higher educational organizations. All educational 
organizations, institutions or Universities have been 
computerized and they have database systems capturing 
all essential data from all vital parts. Even though, higher 
educational institutes face very hard for predicting 
accurate knowledge from databases. Now days, due to 
digitization and ICT enabled technology, such data can be 
processed easily leading to faster decision processes [16]. 
Data mining or Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) 
is the process of finding hidden and useful knowledge 
from large amount of data [1, 16]. It is an automated the 
process leading to accurate decision making. Thus Data 
mining finds applications [16] mainly to explore hidden 
knowledge in crucial aspects including student support, 
course registration processes, alumina associations, 
designing new courses, etc. Data Mining processes to such 
databases can be applied and such applications are very 
challenging [17]. This leads to a new arena, called 
Educational Data Mining where we primarily use existing 
data mining algorithms over educational databases to give 
good insights [2, 3, 16]. These insights are in terms of 
patterns. The discovered patterns can be used for 
characterizations of models for prediction, association, 
grouping, classification and better resource management 
[17]. These models are also known as Academic analytics. 
Despite the Government, UGC, etc are pouring lot of 
funds for improving education standards, academic 
performance of students from rural Universities of India is 
not improving[1, 3]. Over the years, University like 

Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University, Nanded 
have taken attempts to create large amount of databases 
from the data pertaining to academic activities, 
educational activities and administration contexts. If we 
apply educational data mining algorithms then it will be 
very interesting to see hidden patterns in these databases. 
Our work is the first most attempts. This work is an 
example of a joint interdisciplinary work undertaken by 
three Schools of our University, viz, School of 
Computational Sciences, School of Mathematical Sciences 
and School of Educational Sciences. The primary 
objective of this study is to introduce Educational data 
mining processes to collected datasets. The secondary 
research objective is to investigate whether studious nature 
alone contributes to performance of students? If no, what 
other variables are related to increase or decrease in 
performance? Some real data related to performance of 
University students was collected using questionnaire and 
progress reports. A student’s dataset was created with 360 
records and 46 fields by closed questionnaire method. The 
factor analysis methods and their algorithms were 
implemented using SPSS software [24]. The overall 
objective and hypothesis are,  

1. Objective: The purpose of the first experiment 
was to examine the relationship between 
student’s personal details and his/her personal 
habits as well as awareness. 

2. Hypothesis: Is there any significance relationship 
between personal details and his/her personal 
habits as well as awareness? 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

In India, the educational system consists of 10+2+ 3 
pattern of undergraduate education for no-professional 
streams and 10+2+4 pattern for undergraduate 
professional streams. The students admitted to School of 
Computational Sciences are mainly from the first pattern. 
Most of the students are under graduate from the public, 
grant-in-aids sanctioned and nominal expensive education 
system. There are several courses like BCS, BCA, B. Sc. 
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(CS or IT or CM) under science and technology faculty 
from where the students mainly come. The data is 
collected for the duration 2009-2012. The database was 
built from two sources: previous examination’s progress 
reports and our questionnaires. The questions in our 
questionnaire have predefined options [18] related to 
student’s attributes as defined in Pritchard and Wilson [5, 
18]. The attributes in questionnaire have relations with the 
performance of students. The questionnaire reviewed by 
experts from School of Educational Sciences. Trial testing 
of questionnaire has been taken on some small groups of 
students. These trials helped us to understand over all 
feedback as such. Two revisions with trial testing have 
been made to devise out the final version of questionnaire. 
The final questionnaire consisted of 43 closed type 
questions [18]. The questionnaire were distributed to 
students and demonstrated for feedback. Afterword, 
dataset was integrated with 360 student records and each 
record consists of 46 fields. Originally, there were 43 
fields, equal to the total number of questions in 
questionnaire. Three additional fields were added for 
seeking information of students. Microsoft Excel 2007 
software is used to record the dataset. Data set values like 
Yes / No were converted in to numeric values like 1 or 0. 
Other numerical codes in the range 0,1,2,3,4 …6 were also 
given depending upon the number of possible answers a 
question can have. Likewise other answers are also 
converted into numeric values. During the pre-processing 
of data, we found some ambiguities and false information 
in student’s data. For example, all students live at their 
homes with their parents. This cannot be true as we know 
that many students live in hostels or at relative’s home or 
even they share rooms. We got around 18% confusing 
data or falsely filled data or partly filled questionnaire in 
first step. In order to correct them, the students were called 
on one to one basis and convinced to fill the missing data. 
There were some confidential issues discovered after 
going through the filled questionnaire. Appropriate actions 
were taken time to time for example, students shied to 
disclose their personal mobile numbers. This was very 
redundant with girl students. Significant number of 
students got convinced and for remaining students, we put 
our departmental number as their contact number. A 
snapshot of questionnaire and the dataset is as given in 
Figure 1. Since we aim for discovery of attributes which 
affects performance of students, we primarily investigated 
literature across the globe to see what other people have 
done. To understand performance of a student, we 
underwent discussions with educationalist. The faculties 
from School of Educational Sciences, of our University 
had given us orientation on the same. We finally 
understood that the mere marks in final examination 
cannot be taken as main indicator of performance. The 
performance in broader sense is how well a student does 
in over all courses. For proper understanding the 
performance terminology, we primarily relied on the work 
of Shoukat Ali at al.[6]. This work is a lucid discussion on 

performance analysis of students. This work is then taken 
as main base for our analysis and some terminology is also 
borrowed from the same. Another similar works of Graetz 
et al. [7] suggested that the social status of parents and 
performance of students are reliant with each other. This 
also matches with our understanding of proportionate 
relationship of performance with social and economical 
conditions of students. The Shoukat Ali et al. [6] also cites 
that Considine and Zappala [8] have noticed that parent’s 
economical conditions have positive effects on the 
performance. The work of Staffolani and Bratti [9] 
highlights that the future achievements of students have 
correlation with previous year’s scores. 

 

Fig. 1: Sample Questionnaire 

After analyzing all above contemporary results, we 
understood that we need to discover important variables 
from our dataset / questionnaire. In routine sense, their 
interrelationship can give us an idea for prognostication 
interventions. We are aware that many variables and their 
interrelations need to be analyzed for characterization of 
an object. It is always true for questionnaires as they 
consist of many questions, such that each question 
contributes for one variable [20]. Studying all variables 
and their interrelation may be complicated as they may 
divert from the original research focus for such analysis 
factor analysis can be used [21, 22]. Here, inter 
correlations between the variables under study is shown. If 
the correlation is strong enough, it is called as factors [23]. 
There must be an attempt for discovering more factors and 
use them subsequently to get new dimensions. Keeping all 
these contemporary research updates, the ultimate goal is 
to examine the relationship between student’s personal 
details and his/her personal habits as well as awareness 
related variables that have inter-relation together which 
severely affect the student’s performance. All 
implementations are carried out on SPSS data mining 
platform. 
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III. EXPERIMENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To do this, we carried out some set of experiments. 
The core objective is to find relationship between personal 
details with family background. The purpose of the first 
experiment was to examine the relationship between 
student’s personal details and his/her personal habits and 
awareness. We made two groups for proper analysis. The 
first group is student’s details containing three parameters, 
viz. Gender, Age and UG Percentage. The second group is 
his/her family background and the parameters chosen are: 
Reason for joining course, Travelling mode, Travelling 
time, Study time, Failures, Tutorial, Scholarship, Part-time 
job, Study at home, Self library, Self personal computer, 
Place of living, Use of Internet, Free Time to Study, Free 
Time for Friend s, Career dream, Preparation of own notes 
and Study material. Here, Canonical correlation analysis is 
used to find the significant relationship between student’s 
details and his family background to determine the 
associations among two sets of variables. It is suitable in 
the same situations where manifold regression would be, 
but where are there are multiple intercorrelated result 
variables. For the analysis purpose SPSS version 22 is 
used. The SPSS analysis is carried out using the manova 
command. The manova command is not available in the 
point-and-click analysis menu. The manova command is 
one of SPSS's hidden gems and used with the discrim 
option, manova will compute the canonical correlation 
analysis. Below tables show run time snaps during our 
experiments. Table 1 to table 3 shows the snapshots from 
SPSS environment.  

TABLE 1: CO-RELATIONAL ANALYSIS 

VARAIBLE 1 2 3 
GENDOR .59146 .31036 .74421 
AGE .98811 -.42963 -.09383 
UG-PERCENTAGE -.48252 -.82583 .29187 

TABLE 2: RAW CANONICAL COEFFICIENT’S ANALYSIS  

VARAIBLE 1 VARAIBLE 1 VARAIBLE 1 
GENDOR .18724 GENDOR .09236 GENDOR .08010 
AGE .35816 AGE .71375 AGE .66681 
UG-PER .12663 UG-PER .76985 UG-PER .67112 

TABLE 3: ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS FOR CANONICAL VARIABLES 

PARAMETER 1 
1 15.83536 

Our observations gave us significant outcomes. The 
output shows an overall multivariate test of the entire 
model using multivariate criteria. This is followed by the 
three canonical correlations and the multivariate tests of 
each of the dimensions. These results show that the first 
two of the three canonical correlations are statistically 
significant at the.05 level. We found that, Age and UG 
percentage variables are showing significance difference 
among the dependent variables. The number of possible 
canonical variates also known as canonical dimensions, is 
equal to the number of variables in the smaller set. In this 
study, the first set has three variables and the second set 

has eighteen. This leads to three possible canonical 
variates for each set, which corresponds to the three 
columns for each set and three canonical correlation 
coefficients in the output. Canonical dimensions are latent 
variables that are analogous to factors obtained in factor 
analysis, except that canonical variates also maximize the 
correlation between the two sets of variables. In general, 
not all the canonical dimensions will be statistically 
significant. A significant dimension corresponds to a 
significant canonical correlation and vice versa. Based on 
these results, the correlations between Gender and Age 
variable in a group and the group's canonical variates 
shows 0.59146 and 0.89811 respectively shows strong 
positive correlation. The variance in dependent variables 
explained by canonical variables 46.30%, 32.09% and 
21.59% respectively. The variance in dependent variables 
is accounted by canonical variates 4.57%, 2.53% and 
0.85% respectively. While computing correlations 
between covariates and canonical variables we observe 
that, travelling mode (0.23987), failures (0.44989), tutorial 
(0.07481) scholarship (0.59909), part time job (0.26273), 
self library (0.11898), place of living (0.13030), free time 
to study (0.15380), free to friends (0.45670), career dream 
(0.03643) shows strong positive linear relationship with 
gender. Travelling time (0.21324), Failure (0.12741), 
Scholarship (0.14923), Self PC (0.14781), internet 
(0.11874), Free Time Study (0.01272) and Material 
(0.14222) are positively correlated, it shows weak linear 
relationship with Age. Reason (0.37435), scholarship 
(0.51057), self library (0.22023), place of living 
(0.01918), Free Time Study (0.30792), own notes 
(0.33107) and material (0.14302) are positively correlated; 
it shows that are positively correlated with UG Percentage 
of the student. Further performing Regression analysis for 
within cells error term by individual univariate 95% 
confidence intervals with dependent variables we 
observed that: (1) Gender: Scholarship shows the 
significance difference among all canonical variates. (2) 
Age: Scholarship and Free time with Friends shows 
significance difference among all canonical variates. (3) 
UG Percentage: Failure and self library shows significance 
difference among all canonical variates. Clearly, if the 
student is having scholarship, self library means enough 
availability book material and he/she is spending suitable 
time with his/ her friends and do not previous failure 
record then it helps to increase his/ her performance in 
future. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

It was openly understood that many social, habitual 
and economical aspects are associated with performance 
of students and mere studying cannot be the sole criteria 
for good performance. However, these were hidden and no 
attempt was made at our University to scientifically 
visualize them. The study took it as challenge. Using 
interdisciplinary approach, we found that the student’s 
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performance mere did not depend on his / her studious 
nature. Our results show multivariate test of the entire 
model using multivariate criteria and followed by the three 
canonical correlations. These results show that the first 
two of the three canonical correlations are statistically 
significant at the.05 level. Among all canonical variables 
respectively this affects on students performance, we 
found that Gender, Age and UG percentage variables are 
showing significance difference among Scholarship, 
Scholarship & Free time with Friends and Failure & self 
library. This proves that, personal details and his/her 
personal habits as well as awareness have some effect on 
performance.  
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Abstract—Under Savitribai Phule Pune University two courses 
of Computer Science faculty are running, Three Year Degree Course 
in B. Sc. Computer Science and Two Year M.Sc. Degree Course in 
Computer Science. The syllabuses of undergraduate and 
postgraduate level exemplify the importance of software project. As 
it aims to provide technology-oriented students with the knowledge 
and ability to develop creative solutions, and better understand the 
effects of future developments of computer systems and technology 
on people and society. 

In this research paper, the researchers trying to gather the 
habits of student’s topic and domain selection during their project 
work at both undergraduate and postgraduate level.  

The study also shows that the trends in adoption of software 
project management principles and their effect on quality of 
learning. The data of current academic years is collected randomly 
viasurvey using questionnaires of students during their project work 
and also during workshop to benefit student for Software Project 
Management by Resource Person. 

An analysis of use of ICT for project by students, tendency of 
students and project guide and technology change is also discussed. 
Experiment is conducted using WEKA and real time dataset 
available in the college premises. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Project Domain, Apriori Algorithm 
Software Project Management, ICT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The three Year Degree Course in B. Sc. Computer 
Science of Savitribai Phule Pune University is a 
systematically designed three year course that prepares the 
student for a career in Software Industry. The Objectives 
of Savitribai Phule Pune University for B. Sc. Computer 
Science is to build the necessary skill set and analytical 
abilities for developing computer based solutions for real 
life problems. [1] 

The two year M.Sc. (Computer Science) course aims 
to provide technology-oriented students with the 
knowledge and ability to develop creative solutions, and 
better understand the effects of future developments of 
computer systems and technology on people and society. 

The syllabus is about developing skills to learn new 
technology, grasping the concepts and issues behind its 
use and the use of computers. [1] 

The syllabus is about developing skills to learn new 
technology, grasping the concepts and issues behind its 
use and the use of computers. [1] 

As per their academic concern S.Y. Students have to 
prepare Mini Project for Designing Backend using Software 

Engineering techniques and for Backend design PostgreSql 
is recommended by the University and for T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.) 
Students have to carry out one major Project using Java or 
PHP as Frontend and PostgreSql as a Backend are 
recommended for the both semester of final year. 

II. BACK GROUND WORK 

Selection of topic and arriving at an appropriate title 
for the undergraduate project can be a very difficult task 
for undergraduate student in the final year. Avoiding 
redundancy is a real challenge. In this age of information 
and communication technology (ICT), it is natural to 
expect that students rely heavily on Internet as a ready 
source. The problem requires careful decision making by 
the student taking various factors into account. Matching 
of the skill set, current industrial relevancy, availability of 
resources are few of the factors. [2] 

One common problem faced by students and guides at 
the beginning of the final year of the graduation is 
‘selecting a proper topic’ within a short period of time. 
Selecting a suitable project topic can seem quite difficult 
at starting phase. In this age of information and 
communication technology (ICT), the use of the Internet 
has become the norm. [2] 

Freedom to choose domain of their interest and do-it-
yourself approach helps in building confidence in them 
and they start believing that these methods can be used 
universally and research can be relevant to any field of 
specialization. [3] 

It is fine for students to start the topic selection 
process with vague ideas about what they are trying to 
achieve. But these ideas need to focus on a central point, 
so that their work is coherent and has clear direction. What 
are their hobbies? What are their aspirations for future 
work or further study? During discussion on topic 
selection for the software projects wesuggest them to pick 
a project that fits in with those aims or interests. For 
Example: If students in our class say that they would like 
to do a project based on social networking then wedo 
discussion with them about current issues in the social 
networking world. [2] 
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III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

To analyzed the Undergraduate Students Software 
Project work for:  

1. The Selection of topic. 
2. Association mining of various Technology used 
3. Domainselection vs. technology selection and 

reason for selection. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The Questionnaire Data of 77 of S.Y.B.Sc.(C.S.) and 
47 of T.Y.B.Sc.(C.S.) 2015-16 batch students was 
collected during One day Workshop on “Software Project 
Management” for Undergraduate Computer Science 
Students conducted by renowned Resource Person 
organized by Computer Science department of Poona 
College. 

The Questionnaire was prepared to analyze the Topic, 
Domain Selection by the Undergraduate student and their 
Skill set and Technology they want to use for the Software 
Project work. 

A. Analytical Methods 

Simple Distribution methods are used for measuring 
count of variables occurrences. Association mining is 
performed using WEKA tools on domain and technology 
used by the students and Apriori Algorithm is used. A 
decision tree is developed using WEKA tools for domain 
vs. technology knows purpose and Decision tree algorithm 
J48 is used. 

Apriori is an algorithm for frequent item set mining 
and association rule learning over transactional databases. 
It proceeds by identifying the frequent individual items in 
the database and extending them to larger and larger item 
sets as long as those item sets appear sufficiently often in 
the database. [4] 

J48 is an open source Java implementation of the 
C4.5 algorithm in the WEKA data mining tool. [5] 

The Table 1 states that On the basis of the data 
collected some attributes have been considered to analyze 
software project domain selection and technology used. 
The variable used for judging the Student’s Software 
Project work of Undergraduate for current year 2015-16 
Computer Science batch of Poona College, Pune. 

TABLE 1: THE STUDENTS’ SOFTWARE PROJECT  
DATASET DESCRIPTION TABLE 

Attributes Description Variable Coding 
Values 

Student name Student Name Student Name 
Frontend Gives Technology Used 

To Design Frontend  
HTML,Java,PHP,.N
ET  

Backend Gives Technology Used 
To Design Database 

PostgreSql, My 
SQL, Oracle 

Skill Technology Known To 
Students 

C,C++,JAVA,PHP,.
NET 

Domain Project Domain That 
Student Choose 

Management, 
Business, Social, 
Medical 

Topic Project Topic Name Project Name 

TABLE 2: FRONTEND AND BACKEND TECHNOLOGY USED BY STUDENTS 

Attribute T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S). S.Y.B.Sc.(C.S.) 
 
 
 
Technology 
Used 

Frontend Backend Frontend Backend 
JAVA=25 PostgreSql

=47 
HTML=50 MySQL=20 

PHP=21  JAVA=15 PostgreSql=52 
HTML=1  PHP=4 Oracle=3 
  Other=6 Other=2 
  C++=1 MySQL=20 

Total 47 77 

The Table 2 depicts that thetechnology used as 
Frontend and Backendused. As per university curriculums 
recommendation the T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.)should use JAVA or 
PHP Technology as Frontend and only PostgreSql as a 
backend for Major Software Project for whole year. 
Andfor S.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.) students haveto design mini 
project using PostgreSql as backend. 

The PostgreSql database is used in university 
curriculums from first year to third year for Computer 
Science stream. 

TABLE 3: TECHNICAL SKILL SET OF STUDENTS CLASS WISE 

Attribute S.Y.B.Sc.(C.S) T.Y.B.Sc.(C.S) 
 
 
 
 
 

Skills 

Lang Yes No Lang Yes No 
C  68 9 C  30 17 
C++ 51 26 C++ 23 24 
JAVA 4 73 JAVA 38 09 
PHP 0 77 PHP 44 03 
NET 0 77 .NET 0 47 
Other 2 75 Other 0 47 
OOAD 00 77 OOAD 45 02 

Total 77 Total 47 

The Table 3 shows the technical skill set the students 
have like C, C++, JAVA,.NET etc. 

TABLE 4: DOMAIN SELECTION BY THE STUDENTS 

Attribute S.Y.B.Sc.(C.S.) T.Y.B.Sc.(C.S.) 
 
 
 

Domain 

Management=27 Management =37 
Business=10 Business=24 
Others=5 Others=13 
Social=1 Medical=2 
Medical=1 Social=1 
Total=47 Total=77 

The above table 4 has the descriptive attributes of 
Domain selected by the students. The students are not 
giving attention towards the domain selection they are 
concentrating on getting project source easily means 
selecting project topic by taking help of choice provided 
by the project guide or teacher during initial process topic 
selection and previous project available with departmental 
library and major help of Internet for Software topic 
selection and finally domain. Selection of domain is rarely 
thought by the students. 

The given frequency distribution tables are drawn 
using Data collection prepared in excel sheet and then the 
excel file is converted to.csv (Comma Separated file) file 
to import WEKA tool. The above figure shows the 
spreadsheet interface of data set used for association 
mining and decision tree. 
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Fig. 1: The Spreadsheet Interface of Data Set 

 

Fig. 2: Association Mining using Apriori Algorithm for S.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.) 
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Fig. 3:  Association Mining using Apriori Algorithm for T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.) 

Above Fig. 2 and 3 shows the interpretation of 
association mining rules generated for Technology and 
other attributes like Frontend, Backend and Domain etc. 
by the undergraduate student of S.Y. and T.Y. using 
Apriori algorithm in WEKA. 

Using J48 algorithm in WEKA tool I tried to 
construct decision tree to connect technology to Domain 
choice considering Domain as the dependent class and 
technology used and other attributes like frontend, 
backend, etc. as Independent factors. But resultant 
decision tree’s is not depicting any dependency of 
domainon technology etc. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The dataset of 125 students from Computer Science 
department was obtained from Poona College, Pune. In 
this paper I find various association rules between 
attributes like Technology used C, C++, and JAVA etc. 
Andother attributes like frontend, backend. 

Following is the result of best rule found in 
Association Mining for Technology Used and other 
attributes using Apriori Algorithm in WEKA tool for 
T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.). 

Apriori 
======= 
Minimum support: 0.6 (28 instances) 
Minimum metric <confidence>: 0.9 
Number of cycles performed: 8 
Generated sets of large itemsets: 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(1): 6 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(2): 12 

Size of set of large itemsetsL(3): 8 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(4): 1 
Best rules found: 
1. OOAD=Yes 45 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 45 

conf:(1) 
2. PHP=Yes 43 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 43 

conf:(1) 
3. PHP=Yes OOAD=Yes 41 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 41 conf:(1) 
4. JAVA=Yes 38 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 38 

conf:(1) 
5. JAVA=Yes OOAD=Yes 36 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 36 conf:(1) 
6. JAVA=Yes PHP=Yes 34 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 34 conf:(1) 
7. JAVA=Yes PHP=Yes OOAD=Yes 32 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 32 conf:(1) 
8. DOMAIN=Management 30 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 30 conf:(1) 
9. C=Yes 30 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 30 

conf:(1) 
10. DOMAIN=Management OOAD=Yes 29 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 29 conf:(1) 
11. C=Yes JAVA=Yes 28 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 28 conf:(1) 
12. C=Yes PHP=Yes 28 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 28 conf:(1) 
13. C=Yes OOAD=Yes 28 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql 28 conf:(1) 
14. DOMAIN=Management 30 ==> OOAD=Yes 29 

conf:(0.97) 
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15. BACKEND=PostgreSql DOMAIN=Management 
30 ==> OOAD=Yes 29 conf:(0.97) 

16. DOMAIN=Management 30 ==> 
BACKEND=PostgreSql OOAD=Yes 29 
conf:(0.97) 

17. BACKEND=PostgreSql 47 ==> OOAD=Yes 45 
conf:(0.96) 

18. PHP=Yes 43 ==> OOAD=Yes 41 conf:(0.95) 
19. BACKEND=PostgreSql PHP=Yes 43 ==> 

OOAD=Yes 41 conf:(0.95) 
20. PHP=Yes 43 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 

OOAD=Yes 41 conf:(0.95) 
21. JAVA=Yes 38 ==> OOAD=Yes 36 conf:(0.95) 
22. BACKEND=PostgreSql JAVA=Yes 38 ==> 

OOAD=Yes 36 conf:(0.95) 
23. JAVA=Yes 38 ==> BACKEND=PostgreSql 

OOAD=Yes 36 conf:(0.95) 
24. JAVA=Yes PHP=Yes 34 ==> OOAD=Yes 32 

conf:(0.94) 
25. BACKEND=PostgreSql JAVA=Yes PHP=Yes 

34 ==> OOAD=Yes 32 conf:(0.94) 
26. JAVA=Yes PHP=Yes 34 ==> 

BACKEND=PostgreSql OOAD=Yes 32 
conf:(0.94) 

27. C=Yes 30 ==> JAVA=Yes 28 conf:(0.93) 
28. C=Yes 30 ==> PHP=Yes 28 conf:(0.93) 
29. C=Yes 30 ==> OOAD=Yes 28 conf:(0.93) 
30. BACKEND=PostgreSql C=Yes 30 ==> 

JAVA=Yes 28 conf:(0.93) 
Following is the result of best rule found in 

Association Mining for Technology Used and other 
attributes using Apriori Algorithm in WEKA tool for 
S.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.). 

Apriori 
======= 
Minimum support: 0.1 (8 instances) 
Minimum metric <confidence>: 0.9 
Number of cycles performed: 18 
Generated sets of large itemsets: 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(1): 11 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(2): 30 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(3): 29 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(4): 11 
Size of set of large itemsetsL(5): 2 
Best rules found: 
1. FRONTEND=JAVA 15 ==> C=Yes 15 conf:(1) 
2. BACKEND=PostgreSql C++=No 14 ==> C=Yes 

14 conf:(1) 
3. DOMAIN=Other 13 ==> C=Yes 13 conf:(1) 
4. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=JAVA 11 

==> C=Yes 11 conf:(1) 
5. C++=Yes DOMAIN=Other 10 ==> C=Yes 10 

conf:(1) 
6. BACKEND=PostgreSql DOMAIN=Other 9 ==> 

C=Yes 9 conf:(1) 
7. FRONTEND=JAVA C++=No 9 ==> C=Yes 9 

conf:(1) 

8. C++=No DOMAIN=Business 8 ==> C=Yes 8 
conf:(1) 

9. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=HTML 
C++=No 8 ==> C=Yes 8 conf:(1) 

10. BACKEND=PostgreSql DOMAIN=Management 
25 ==> C=Yes 24 conf:(0.96) 

11. BACKEND=PostgreSql C++=Yes 
DOMAIN=Management 19 ==> C=Yes 18 
conf:(0.95) 

12. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=HTML 
DOMAIN=Management 18 ==> C=Yes 17 
conf:(0.94) 

13. BACKEND=PostgreSql 52 ==> C=Yes 49 
conf:(0.94) 

14. FRONTEND=HTML C++=No 15 ==> C=Yes 
14 conf:(0.93) 

15. FRONTEND=HTML C++=Yes 
DOMAIN=Management 15 ==> C=Yes 14 
conf:(0.93) 

16. C++=No 26 ==> C=Yes 24 conf:(0.92) 
17. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=HTML 

C++=Yes DOMAIN=Management 13 ==> 
C=Yes 12 conf:(0.92) 

18. BACKEND=PostgreSql C++=Yes 38 ==> 
C=Yes 35 conf:(0.92) 

19. FRONTEND=HTML DOMAIN=Management 
25 ==> C=Yes 23 conf:(0.92) 

20. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=HTML 35 
==> C=Yes 32 conf:(0.91) 

21. C++=Yes DOMAIN=Management 23 ==> 
C=Yes 21 conf:(0.91) 

22. BACKEND=PostgreSql C++=Yes 
DOMAIN=Business 11 ==> 
FRONTEND=HTML 10 conf:(0.91) 

23. BACKEND=PostgreSql FRONTEND=HTML 
DOMAIN=Business 11 ==> C++=Yes 10 
conf:(0.91) 

24. FRONTEND=HTML C++=No 
DOMAIN=Management 10 ==> C=Yes 9 
conf:(0.9) 

A. Decision Tree for Domain Selection  
vs. Technology Used 

As observed Using J48 algorithm in WEKA tool I 
tried to construct decision tree to connect technology to 
Domain choice considering Domain as the dependent class 
and technology used and other attributes like frontend, 
backend, etc. as Independent factors. But resultant 
decision tree’s is not depicting any dependency of domain 
on technology etc. 

The basic reason behind this is student’s First choice 
is technology because curriculums restrict to used stated 
technology only then student’s has to think about domain 
and other factors after selection of Technology i.e. 
frontend and backend for software project. 
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As I find the reason for domain selection is depend on 
discussion with project guide or a teacher and previous 
years submitted project with the department. 
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Abstract—In traditional agriculture, properties of soil are 
evaluated manually; it is very difficult and time consuming. Farmers 
face various problems like temperature, moisture of soil, Soil 
erosion, Manures, Fertilizers and Biocides etc. So today’s need to 
improve agriculture technologies are being developed to increase 
profit and minimize environmental impact that lead to loss. One of 
the first and most important areas in which agriculture has been 
commercially applied is in identifying the soil Properties that lead to 
controlling on managing information from environment and taking 
decision with respect to the farming. Data Mining is emerging 
research field in Agriculture for Evaluation of soil properties. In this 
research we are focusing on extracting soil properties with the help 
of sensors such as temperature of soil, Humidity, Nitrogen, 
phosphorous, potassium, pH level of the soil this all properties are in 
the form of analog signals so need to process such properties with 
help of ADC module (Analog to Digital Convertor) and Raspberry Pi 
(embedded processor) board with Raspbian OS and IOT (Internet of 
Things).  

Keywords: Soil Sensors, Soil Properties, ADC Module, Raspberry 
Pi Board, RASPBIN OS, Data Mining, IOT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Soil should be thought of as a three-dimensional 
living, dynamic resource that supports plant life. It has 
constantly changing biological, chemical, and physical 
properties that affect its ability to function in the 
environment. The different size mineral particles of soil 
will break out into three distinct classes: sand, silt, clay. 

Soils develop from parent materials lying at a 
topographical location with vegetation growing under the 
influence of the climate. The material is undergoing 
additions, subtractions, and in-place transformations. Soil 
provides a physical, chemical, and biological settings for 
water, nutrient, air, and heat exchange for organisms 
living totally within the soil, as well as the roots and 
tubers of plants. Soil regulates water distribution to runoff, 
infiltration, or storage. This affects movement of soluble 
materials including pesticides and nitrate nitrogen. Soil 
performs the regulation of biological activity and 
molecular shifts between solid, liquid, and gaseous phases. 
This affects the cycling of nutrients in the soil and plant 
growth. Physical functions of soil include serving as a 
filter to protect environmental quality, and as support for 
buildings. Soil texture is depend on following properties: 

a. Soil water: infiltration rates and water holding 
capacity 

b. Soil structure 
c. Soil consistence 
d. Nutrient holding capacity 
e. Ease of cultivation. 
In our proposed model we can extract above 

mentioned soil properties and maintain the details by 
applying different steps, data mining technique and IOT as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

II. WORKING OF SMART AGRO INFORMATICS  
DATA MINING USING IOT MODEL 

Soil sensor extracts the properties from the soil and 
send it to the ADC. Sensor extracted properties are in 
analog form, so it is needed to convert this analog signal 
to digital signal for further processing. ADC converter 
convert this signal into digital from. This data need to 
process, thus it is transfer to the Raspberry pi. Raspberry 
pi process this data, and stores it into different variables 
for example, pH level data is store in P variable. Now this 
processed data is transferred to link provided by Web UI. 
The transferred data is stored on the server for further 
processing and analysis to extract the meaningful 
information using data mining tools. The mine data is 
access through third party Mobile apps. As shown in fig. 1 
following are the different parts of our proposed model:  

a. Soil Sensor.  
b. ADC (Analog to digital convertor). 
c. Raspberry Pi Board with RASPBIN OS. 
d. Internet (Web Site) & Application. 

 

Fig. 1:  Smart Agro Informatics Data Mining using IOT Model 
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TABLE 1: SENSOR DETAILS 

  Soil Properties 
Sr. 
No. 

Sensor Name Soil 
Texture 

Soil 
Organic 
Matter  

Soil 
Moisture 

Soil 
Salinity 

Soil 
Compaction 

or Bulk 
Density 

Depth 
Variability 

Soil 
pH 

Residual 
Nitrate 

Other 
Macronutrients 

Cation 
Exchange 

Capacity & 
other Buffer 
Indicators 

1 Electrical & 
electromagnetic 

          

2 Optical & 
radiometric 

          

3 Mechanical           
4 Electrochemical           

 

A. Soil Sensor 

When using a soil sensor, it is important to know the 
type of soil you are dealing with in order to ensure the 
most accurate results. The following information will help 
you to determine the type of soil. 

Soil horizons are distinct layers of soil that form 
naturally in undisturbed soil over time as shown in Fig. 2. 
The formation of soil horizons is called soil 
geomorphology and the types of horizons are indicative of 
the soil order. 

 

Fig. 2: Soil Horizon  

Soil horizons in combination with an accurate soil 
sensor will allow the user to construct a more complete 
picture of the movement of water in the soil. The horizons 
that exist near the surface can be 6 cm to 40 cm in 
thickness. In general, with increasing depth, the clay 
contents increases, the organic matter decreases and the 
base saturation increases. Soil horizons can be identified 
by colour, texture, structure, pH and the visible 
appearance of clay films. 

Soil Horizon Names and Descriptions as shown in 
Fig. 2 are  

O: Decaying plants on or near surface 
A: Top Soil, Organic Rich 
B: Subsoil, Most Diverse Horizon and the Horizon 

with the most sub classifications 
C: Weathered/ aged parent material 
The list of Sensors that measures the different 

properties of the soil are listed in Table 1. 

B. ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) 

All Digital systems require discrete digital data and 
data coming from soil sensors are in the form of analog 
signal. So, we need to convert this data into digital form 
with help of analog to digital converter. An Analog to 
Digital Converter (ADC) is a widely used electronic 
component that converts an analog electric signal into a 
digital representation. The ADCs are at the front-end of 
any digital circuit that needs to process signals coming 
from the exterior world. ADC symbol as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3: ADC Symbol 

C. Types of ADC 

 Flash ADC 
 Sigma-delta ADC 
 Dual slope converter 
 Successive approximation converter 
Table 2 shows the comparison among these four types 

of ADC’s.  
TABLE 2: ADC TYPES COMPARISON 

Type Speed (Relative) Cost (Relative) 
Dual Slope Slow Med 
Flash Very Fast High 
Successive Appox Medium–Fast Low 
Sigma–Delta Slow Low 

Flash ADC module is used in our proposed model in 
order to perform fast and quick actions. The flash ADC is 
the fastest type. A flash ADC uses comparators, one per 
voltage step, and a string of resistors. A 4-bit ADC will 
have 16 comparators; an 8-bit ADC will have 256 
comparators. All of the comparator outputs connect to a 
block of logic that determines the output based on which 
comparators are low and which are high. 
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D. Working of ADC 

Need to convert a signal to a certain number of bits N. 
The sequence of bits represents the number and each bit 
has the double of the weight of the next bit, starting from 
the Most Significant Bit (MSB) up to the Least Significant 
Bit (LSB). We want to find the sequence of bits b N−1, 
bN−2,..., b0 that represents the analog value Vin as 

v = b 2  ∙ 

The MSB has weight Vref/2, the next Vref/4, etc., and 
the LSB has weight Vref/2N. Therefore, more bits leads to 
more precision in the digital representation. Here we 
simplify the range to be between 0 and Vref. 

E. Raspberry Pi with Raspbian OS 

Pi was introduced as an educational gadget to be used 
for prototyping by hobbyists and for those who want to 
learn more about programming. It certainly cannot be a 
substitute for our day to day Linux, Mac or Windows PC. 
Pi is based on a Broadcom SoC (System of Chip) with an 
ARM processor [~700 MHz], a GPU and 256 to 512 MB 
RAM. The boot media is an SD card, and the SD card can 
also be used for persist data. Pi’s can be used as a cheap 
computer for some basic functions, especially for 
experiments and education. 

We need some basic thing to connect with Raspberry 
Pi such as Computer (a Raspberry Pi), Storage (SD Card 
and a SD card reader to image the OS), Power supply (5 
volt micro USB adapter), Display (An TV/Monitor with 
DVI or HDMI port), Display connector (HDMI cable or 
HDMI to DVI converter cable), Input (USB Mouse, USB 
Keyboard), Network (Ethernet cable), Case (online based 
model). 

It has three models namely A, B and B+. 
It has Ports and Pins associated with some specific 

uses such as USB, HDMI, Stereo Audio, SD Card, Micro 
USB, CSI Connector, Ethernet, and DSI Connector, GPIO 
(General Purpose Input and Output) & 26 Pins on a Model 
B in total. 

 

Fig. 4: Raspberry Pi 

Figure 4 shows Raspberry pi with having different 
pins and ports. It is used in our proposed model for 
processing the information which is coming from ADC 
converter and stores this information into the different 
variables and transfer it to the internet with the help of 
GPRS. 

F. Internet and Application  

The Internet of Things (IOT) is an environment in 
which objects, animals or people are provided with unique 
identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network 
without requiring H2H, H2C, M2M and O2O interaction. 
IOT has evolved from the convergence of wireless 
technologies, micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)  

 

Fig. 5: IOT 

The IOT is, where different applications are deployed 
for specific reasons and the data collected from the 
machines and objects being monitored are made available to 
third-party applications as shown in fig 5. IOT works in  
data centers, it provides a platform to vendors to 
communicate with one another. This requires standard APIs 
that all vendors and equipment can plug into, for both the 
systems interfaces as well as various devices. A number of 
platforms serve as the plumbing to connect systems from 
different vendors so that they can communicate and be 
managed. One such platform is Xively Cloud Services, 
which is LogMeIn Inc.’s public IOT platform as a Service. 
It allows IT to design, prototype and put into production any 
Internet-connected device.  

The sensor extract the soil properties and sends it to the 
ADC for conversion. Data read from Raspberry Pi Board is 
sent to appropriate links provided by the WebUI. Data is 
stored in server to extract the meaningful information using 
data mining tools and accessed through third party apps. 
The proposed model continuously monitors the different 
properties of the soil and that data is stored in database by 
date wise and time wise. The analysis is possible on the data 
stored in the databases of the soil properties to improve the 
growth of the crops and environmental impact on the soil. 
We also predict the analysis depending on the 
environmental changes in the soil properties. For instance, 
we proposed MySQL database. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

From our proposed model we can analyze Soil 
properties with the help of different soil sensors in order to 
maintain records of properties and environmental impact 
on agriculture field that will help farmer in gaining 
information anytime and anywhere directly on the mobile 
through the app and taking decision on farming that will 
effect on profit and loss.  
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Web Analytics of Different Hospital Websites  
in Pune: Indicator of Computerization 
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Abstract—In recent years, almost every services is 
computerized. Hospitals, which provide the basic health service are 
no exceptions. Most of them do have official websitesproviding 
onlineinformation and services, and projecting own performance 
indicators. Web Analytics is a reliable way to analyze their 
performance. 

In this paper, 52 hospitals in Pune were identified,through 
website search, and were analysed. It is asurprise that 6% of the 
hospicals still do not have their official websites. Some popularity 
and performance parameters like Moz Rank, Alexa Rank, Semrush 
Rank, and Page views, Backlinks, worth, Facebook, LinkedIn, 
Google+ and Twitter were considered.  

Interesting patterns and correlations between popularity and 
performances indices, Association mining on services provided by 
hospitals in Pune have been studied and reported in this paper. 

Keywords: Web Analytics, Data Mining, Association Mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to World Health Organization (WHO), 
hospitals are health care institutions which have organized 
medical and professional staff, and inpatient facilities, and 
medical delivery, nursing and related services available 
24*7.Hospitals offer a varying range of acute, 
convalescent and terminal care using diagnostic and 
curative services in response to acute and chronic 
conditions arising from diseases as well as injuries and 
genetic anomalies. In Past 20 years, 

Medical practices, hospital management and 
technology have undergone many changes. Despite the 
great differences between these areas, hospitals in all 
systems have to deal with rising expectations, and this 
ledto evolution of online hospital information service. The 
information can be provided by hospital websites. 
Hospital website provides information about services like 
online appointment and feedback system. 

Web analytics is the measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of web data for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing web usage. Web analytics 
on hospital website shows it market economic, popularity 
and visitors. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

MinMin Zhang et al in their paper [1] state that, 
Chinese government had proposed a Web based 
Appointment System (WAS). WAS provides a solution 
for queuing system appointments. But study shows that 

80% of doctor did not use WAS and preferred ‘on-the-
spot’ appointment which again lead to excessive waiting 
time for patients. Martin Hensher, Nigel Edwards and 
Rachel Stokes [2] show that in developing countries like 
United Kingdom and USA, with lot of advancement still 
need to improve the quality of acute health services. There 
are many such studies in literature. One way to improve is 
to have well designed web portal, which can add lot of 
online services. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

SinceIn order to accumulate reliable data pertaining to 
hospitals of Pune City we have used Internet: 

1. Web Evaluator was used for Data Mining for 
major parameters.[See Table 1] 

2. Each hospital website was visited and inspected 
for available treatment facilities. 

3. Each hospital website was checked for feedback 
and Online Appointment facilities. 

Sample Size and Method of Search: Data was collected 
on 52 hospitals, which appeared in Google search process, 
phrase used for search “All Hospitals in Pune.” 

Web Analytics: Ranking, Social Popularity and Worth 
are recorded using “website outlook” tool. This tool 
returns reliable information about the selected website 
such as turnover, social popularity etc. by capturing the 
traffic of website over server. 

After recording the data on MS-Excel spreadsheet, 
tools like Pivot Tables, correlations were used and for 
representation Pivot Table, column charts, area chart, Pie 
Chart and etc. are used. All performance indicators are 
valid as on December 2015. 

List of selected attributes and related description is 
shown in Appendix-A Table I 

A. Categorization 

In our survey we have categorized hospitals into: 
TABLE 1: CATEGORY OF HOSPITALS 

Sr. No. Category Name 
1 Multispecialty Hospitals  
2 Maternity 
3 General 
4 Orthopedic 
5 Other 
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Hospitals provide different services depend upon their 
classification. 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
TABLE 1: CATEGORY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF HOSPITAL 

Category of Hospital Count of Hospital 
General 2 
Maternity  3 
Multispecialist 39 
Others 4 
Orthopaedic 1 
Grand total 49 

 

Fig. 1: Category Wise Distribution of Hospital 

Table 1 and Fig. 1 gives the number of hospitals 
according to their category. Table also show that there 
more multispecialty hospitals i.e. 39.  

 

Fig. 2: Availability of Online Appointment 

Above Fig. 3 shows that very few i.e. 27% of 
hospitals in Pune provide online appointment services for 
patients. 71% of hospital doesn’t provide this facility. This 
may result in waiting time for spot appointment for 
patients. 

 

Fig. 3: Area Wise and Category Wise Distribution of Hospitals 

Fig. 3 gives the distribution of area wise and category 
wise distribution of hospitals in Pune. There is more 
number of multispecialty hospitals in area having pin code 
411007 and411033. Special maternity hospitals are 
available in pin code 411014 and 411007. 

A. Correlation Analysis Result 

Pearson Correlation was computed to determine 
relations between performance factors. 

TABLE 3: CORRELATION BETWEEN PERFORMANCE FACTORS 

 Semrush 
Rank 

Alexa 
Rank 

Page 
Rank 

Moz 
Rank 

Page Views Back 
Links 

Semrush 
Rank 

1      

Alexa 
Rank 

0.658209479 1     

Page 
Rank 

0.093028626 0.0299794 1    

Moz 
Rank 

0.314959383 0.4261328 0.3988338 1   

Page 
Views 

-0.088247905 -0.150831 0.356015 0.136681 1  

Back 
Links 

-0.086497956 -0.11685 0.4394584 0.596631 0.05915725 1 

Table 3 shows correlation between the performance 
factors. Semrush Rank and Alexa rank has strong 
correlation while Semrush rank is less related to Moz 
rank. Likewise, page rank and Backlinks has correlation. 

TABLE 4: CORRELATION BETWEEN POPULARITY FACTORS 

  Facebook Google+ LinkedIn 
Facebook 1   
Google+ 0.472862 1  
LinkedIn 0.136808 0.704987 1 

Table 4 represents the correlation of popularity of 
hospital websites on popular social media like Facebook, 
Google+, and LinkedIn. Analysis shows that Google+ and 
LinkedIn has strong correlation factor. 

V. ASSOCIATION PATTERNS 

Data mining tool Weka has been used to generate 
rules which show association between attributes like 
category, online appointment, obesitysurgery, diagnostic 
center, critical care, cancer, Colon and Rectal Surgery and 
many more. Few of the interesting rules mined are stated 
below. 

For 52 records we have used Apriori algorithm. 
Following are the details: 

Minimum support: 0.7 (34 instances) 
Minimum metric <confidence>: 0.5 
Number of cycles performed: 6 
Following are some of the best rules out of 100 rules 

generated by above specifications of Apriori algorithm: 
1. Critical Care=Y Diagnostics=Y 36 ==> 

Category=Multispecialty 36 conf:(1) 
2. SPEECH PATHOLOGY=N Diagnostics=Y 35 

==> Category=Multispecialty 34 conf:(0.97) 
3. Online Appointment=N 31 ==> Oncology / 

Cancer=Y 16 conf:(0.52) 
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VI. FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS 

As per rule -1, it is seen that multispecialty hospitals 
frequently include critical care and diagnostics center. 

Rule 2 show that although multispecialty hospitals 
includes diagnostics center, most of them do not provide 
Speech pathology. 

Rule 3 show an association that many of 
cancer/oncology hospitals do not have online appointment 
system. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we analyzed that hospital websites 
dataset using Apriori association algorithm to find 
relationship between and interdependencies among 
various facilities available in hospitals. Webanalytics also 
demonstrated the correlations between popularity and 
performance parameters. 

So in future there is scope for hospitals to provide 
many services online. 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE 1: PARAMETERS CONSIDERED AND THEIR DESCRIPTION  

Sr. No. Parameter Description 
1 Name of Hospital   
2 Address Full Address 
3 Pin code   
4 Website The URL 
5 Category  Category as defined in 

Table 1 
6 Online Appointment Obtained independently 

by visiting each hospital 
website 

7 Speech Pathology 

8 Bone Marrow Transplant  
9 Cardiology / Heart  
10 Cosmetic surgery 
11 Critical care 
12 Diagnostics  
13 IVF &Gynec- Endoscopy 
14 Joint Replacement  
15 Kidney Transplant & Dialysis  
16 Liver Transplantation  
17 Neurosurgery  
18 Obesity Surgery  
19 Oncology / Cancer  
20 Spine Surgery  
21 Colon and Rectal Surgery 
22 TEST TUBE BABY CENTER 
23 ENT 
24 Academic 
25 Semrush Rank Obtained using a Web 

Analytics Tool 26 Alexa Rank 
27 PageRank 
28 Backlinks 
29 Moz Rank 
30 Page views 
31 Worth 
32 Facebook 
33 Google+ 
34 twitter 
35 LinkedIn 
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E-Survey on E-Learning and its Analytics 

Daim Sayed, Samiya Sirkhot and Rati Gavhane 
Post Graduate Students, 

Allana Institute of Management Sciences, Pune 

Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to carry out in depth 
study of different E-learning methods which makes learning easier 
and faster. In today’s modern world majority of learning is shifting 
to e-learning. Many colleges are using lms as a part of their teaching 
program. In this transition of learning standards have students as 
well as teachers actually adapted to the new model of e-learning. 
Through this study we aim to find out if and how much are students 
of a technical course like MCA compatible to using e-methods of 
learning and we also analysed the trends and different kind of access 
to e-learning. A detailed questionnaire was developed and data was 
collected from different students of different college to find out the 
extent of usage for the purpose. In this Survey we have found out 
that every Student has access to a Desktop in their colleges. Majority 
of students use their cell phones to send, receive emails regarding 
assignments. 

Keywords: E-Learning, E-Survey, Lms, Smart phones,  
E-Learning Sites 

I. INTRODUCTION 

E-Learning is becoming a major Technological 
advancement in today’s Education sector. Before we 
discuss about E-learning we must first understand the 
concept of E-learning. Quite simply put E-Learning is 
Electronic learning and this typically means using a 
computer to deliver part, or all of a course whether it’s in 
school, part of your mandatory training or a full distance 
learning course. It can be done via Internet Network or a 
standalone computer. E-Learning applications include but 
doesn’t limit to Web based learning, Computer based 
learning, virtual classrooms & digital collaboration. It’s 
cost effective, Enables us to learn 24/7 & makes tracking 
of course progress easier, 

A digital device is an electronic device which uses 
discrete, numerable data and processes for all its 
operation. Any device which uses a computer of any sort 
in its operations is at least partially digital.  

Digital device initiative allows all students anywhere, 
anytime access to E-Learning. A digital device may be 
any mobile electronic technology (for eg mobiles, 
computer, laptop, tablet that student use to support 
learning. Digital device have the potential to expand and 
enhance interactions in the classrooms, enable more real 
world activities. 

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

1. To find out whether the students of M.C.A. have 
access to Digital Devices. 

2. To find out how and which devices are used in 
education for E-Learning. 

3. To find out the general attitude of students 
towards E-Learning. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this study we have used Google forms to conduct 
our E-Survey. We first conducted an E-Survey in 
September 2014 and a repeat survey was conducted in 
September 2015 to find out some more detailed results. 
The research is descriptive cum analytical. Google forms 
were sent via emails and social media apps to individuals 
and response was collected. 

A. Creating a Simple Survey Form  

To get started, let's assume you have two things: a 
Google account with Google Drive enabled: 

1. Click on the Forms web app icon. 
2. The "one click" Forms web app opens a new 

browser tab, filled with a blank Form.  
3. Survey setup Give your survey a title, along with 

an explanatory sentence or two.  
4. Add and edit questions Next, add your questions. 

Each question has a Question Title and Help Text 
field. The Help Text field can be used to explain 
the questions.  

Each question has a checkbox option to "Make this a 
required question". Use this only if the information truly is 
essential. 

Google Forms offers seven distinct question types be 
sure to choose the type of question you want. 

5. Edit the Survey Completion Confirmation 
Customize the text that respondents will see after 
completing the survey.  

6. Distribute the survey Click "email this form" to 
distribute the survey or us the shorten url. 

7. View responses Survey responses gather in a 
spreadsheet saved to your Google Drive. Open 
the spreadsheet to view the responses.  

8. Edit the survey later should you need to edit the 
Google Form later, open the spreadsheet from 
your Google Drive. Click on the "Form" menu 
item, and choose "Edit Form". This will return 
you to the original screen used to create the 
survey. 

IV. RESULTS 

We conducted two surveys, initial and a follow up. 
Statistics of responses received were as under. 
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A. Profile of Respondence 
TABLE 1  

1st Survey Total 
A.I.M.S 82 
Other colleges 150 
Total 232 
2nd Survey Total 
A.I.M.S 39 
Other Colleges 15 
Total 54 

The above Table gives distribution of respondents 
college wise. 

B. No of People who Use Cell Phones  
to Record Lectures 

TABLE 2 

No 38 
Yes 16 

The above Table gives students usage of cell phones 
to record lectures. 

C. Distribution of Students who form Study Groups on 
Social Media 

TABLE 3 

No 20 
Yes 34 

The above Table gives us an idea about how much 
students prefer/use social media to form Study groups. 

D. Distribution of those who Use Email  
to Submit Assignment or Receive Notes 

TABLE 4 

No 06 
Yes 48 

The above Table tells us that quite a few students use 
email as a medium of communication as well as to send 
and receive their assignments. 

E. Distribution of those who View Educational  
Videos on Phones 

TABLE 5 

No 06 
Yes 48 

We can see that these students of Mca also are quite 
used to viewing education videos online. 

F. Distribution of those who Use Google for  
Educational Purposes 

TABLE 6 

No 00 
Yes 54 

We can see that all the students use Google for 
Educational purposes. 

G. Think Digital Devices will Make Education Simpler 
TABLE 7 

No 01 
Yes 53 

We can see the general Attitude of students towards 
using Digital devices. 

H. Access to Desktop 
TABLE 8 

Access to Desktop Yes No Total 
Our college 72 10 82 
Other colleges 115 35 150 
Total 187 45 232 

The above Table shows how many students have 
access to desktop at home. Out of 232 Respondents it is 
shocking to know that 45 do not have access to desktop at 
home nearly 20%(19%). 

I. Access to Smart Phone  
TABLE 9 

Access to Smart Phones Yes No Total 
Our colleges 78 4 82 
Other colleges 132 69 150 
Total 210 22 232 

The Table depicts how many respondents have access 
to Smartphone’s. In the above table out of 232 
respondents 22 do not have access to smart phones which 
comes to around 10%.  

J. Location wise Access of Desktop 
TABLE 10 

 Yes No Total 
Home 187 45 232 
Office 94 138 232 
College 232 0 232 
Total 513 183  

Location wise distribution of access to desktop is 
depicted in above Table. From above table we can see that 
there were 94 such students who have access to some kind 
of office. 

V. CONCLUSION 

1. Out of 232 Respondents it is shocking to know 
that 45 do not have access to desktop at home 
nearly 20%(19%). 

2. Out of 232 respondents 22 do not have access to 
smart phones which comes to around 10%. 

3. We can see that there were 94 such students who 
have access to some kind of office i.e. either they 
work somewhere or have access to a family 
business Office. 
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4. We can also safely say that there are some such 
students who don’t have access to desktop’s at 
home. But these students have access to smart 
phones so we can say they have some kind of 
access to digital devices. 

5. We can also see that only nearly 30% students 
use cell phones to record lectures, which is quite 
low comparing how easy to use and effective 
feature it is. 

6. Through our survey we have also found that 
nearly 63% students prefer to having Study 
groups online on Social media’s. 

7. We can see clearly that a majority of students i.e. 
nearly 89% of them prefer to send and receive 
assignments through Email.  

8. We can also see that nearly 89% of students 
prefer watching Educational Videos on mobiles. 

9. Every student that we surveyed has had used 
Google for Educational purposes i.e. all 100% of 
them. 

10. Also nearly every student we interviewed said 
that they think Digital devices will make 
Education easier. 

VI. SOLUTIONS 

Through Our Survey we have found that there are 
some students who do not have access to desktops at their 
home. These students have a disadvantage as they are 
from technical courses and do not have desktops to 
perform assignments and programs at their homes. we 
have tried to suggest a Remedy for these students. 

1. Colleges where technical courses run can offer its 
students desktops at a fixed deposit on rent basis. 

2. Also universities that offer technical courses can 
offer desktops at a Subsidised amount for its 
students. 
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Abstract—The increasing amount of internet users, websites 
and retail sales requires web development should be carried out in a 
competent, professional manner to increase business so as to increase 
profit.  

Therefore, before developing any web site, it is important to 
analyze information to be provided on the web site for maximization 
of profit and number of customers visited to the site. Web analytics 
is the best solution for the measuring and analyzing web data to 
optimize web usage. It helps to estimate traffic to a website after the 
launching of a new advertising campaign. Web analytics provides 
information related to various parameters like number of visitors to 
a website, number of page views. Global rank, time spent on site etc.  

This study focuses on web analytics tool, Alexa for analyzing 
websites of open source learning management system and 
proprietary learning management system.  

Keywords: Internet, Learning Management System(LMS), Open 
Source Learning Management System (OSLMS) web Analytics, Global 
Rank, Bounce Rate, Page View per Visitor, Daily Time Spent on Site, 
Total Sites Linked 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade the usage of Internet has increased 
gradually. Due to this thousands of new technologies and 
businesses are emerging day by day. Most of the 
companies are making use of internet to carry out 
businesses in innovative ways. Many companies have 
their own website and they are managing business with the 
help of website. So having websites for a business 
becomes an integral part.  

Ccompanies are making use of different web 
technologies. These web technologies help web 
developers and designers to improve user interfaces, 
navigation features and online help. All these features help 
the customer to use the online services effectively and 
make the customers happy. Web analytic is the most 
popular way to collect data and information about their 
websites.  

Education is also not exception for it. Delivery of 
online education is possible with the help of Learning 
Management System (LMS). To provide online education, 
user can select either proprietary software or an open 
source software system. 

Some Web analytic tool collect a large amount of data 
such as browser type, connection speed, screen size, 
visitors’ type, first visit, repeat visitor etc. The collected 
data are usually large in quantity and differs in type that 
needs to be further processed to become useful 
information or knowledge. Different analytical tools are 
available for this purpose.  

This study focuses on analyzing websites of open 
source learning management system and proprietary 
learning management system using web analytics tool, 
Alexa. 

The paper is organized is as follows. Section 1 
describes introduction about paper. Section 2 describes 
literature review. The first section discusses metrics, 
information that can be collected from visitors on a 
Website. It covers types of metrics based on what kind of 
data is collected as well as specific metrics and how they 
can be utilized. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Internet has brought tremendous changes in way 
of communication and interaction. India has bypassed 
Japan to become the world’s third largest Internet user 
after China and the United States. [1, 2] 

Two billion people are connected to the Internet. 
Through e-commerce, transaction of about $8 trillion 
takes place. Study shows that in some developed markets, 
two-thirds of all businesses have web presence of some 
kind; it means that they are promoting themselves through 
Facebook, or any other site. One-third of small and 
medium sized businesses are extensively using web 
technologies. It means they are doing business by using 
web technologies. [3] 

The Internet has transformed the way we live, the way 
we work, the way we socialize and meet, and the way our 
countries develop and grow. In last two decades, the 
Internet has brought revolution in every business.  

Now a day all businesses have a website for 
promotion of their business. A commercial website 
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enhances the appearance of a business and provides direct 
and indirect benefits. Direct benefits are measured in 
terms of electronic commerce (e-commerce) sales and 
indirect benefits are measured in terms of information 
retrieval, branding, and services [4]. 

Barua, Konana, B. Whinston, & yin (2001) found that 
e-business operational excellence results in financial 
performance [5].  

Mohammad Amin Omidvar and et al. [6] have carried 
out study for analyzing impact of visitors on page view.  

They considered different parameters like new 
visitors, returning visitors, connection speed, and visitor’s 
sources and studied impact of all these parameters on page 
view. For this purpose they used tool Google Analytics.  
E-view software is used for regression purpose. 

Result of the study shows that most of the direct 
visitors have visited the site before and memorized the 
address or entered the site from traditional channels. These 
visitors are increased during the time of event or meeting. 
Visitors who are site owners or developers will probably 
increase visits during the update or develop time.  

Danielle Booth and et al. [7] have described different 
methods to measure site performance. The study shows 
that understanding and analyzing business goals helps in 
analyzing Website. Alternative methods like focus groups 
and online surveys can be used.  

III. METRICS 

To understand the benefits of Website analysis, it is 
necessary to understand metrics first.  

TABLE 1: METRIC CATEGORIES 

Sr. No Metric Category Metric Type 
1 Site Usage Numbers of visitors and sessions 
  How many people repeatedly visit 

the site 
  Geographic information 
  Search Engine Activity 
2 Referrers Which websites are sending visitors 

to your site 
  The search terms people used to find 

your site 
  How many people place bookmarks 

to the site 
3 Site Content  Analysis Top entry pages 
  Most popular pages 
  Top pages for single  

page view sessions 
  Top exit pages 
  Top paths through the site 
  Effectiveness of key content 
4 Quality Assurance Broken pages or server errors 
  Visitor response to errors 

 An Australian Web analytics company, Panalysis 
[8] stated that metrics generally fall into one of 
four categories: site usage, referrers (or how 
visitors arrived at your site), site content analysis, 
and quality assurance. The table below shows 
different types of metrics categories. 

 The type and overall number of metrics varies 
with different analytics vendors. Metric derived 
with the help of Alexa tool is discussed in the 
Table 1 below. [Refer Appendix A–Table 1]. 

IV. METRIC TYPE 

All metric categories contain different metric type. 
The table below shows metric type and its description. 
[Refer Appendix A–Table 2] 

TABLE 2: METRIC TYPE AND ITS DESCRIPTION 

Sr. 
No. 

Metric Type Descritption Metric 
Category 

1 Global Rank Based on average daily visitors and 
page views to the site over the past 3 
months  

Site 
Usage 

2 Country 
Name 

Name of the country where site’s 
visitors are located 

Site 
Usage 

3 Rank in 
country 

Based on average daily visitors and 
page views to the site over the past 
30 days related to specific country  

Site 
Usage 

4 Per cent of 
Visitors 

Specifies % of visitors to the site 
related to specific country 

Site 
Usage 

5 Bounce Rate  Sits to the site that consist of a Site 
Usage  

6 Page view  User visits to a web page Site 
Usage 

7 Daily page 
views per 
visitor 

The number of page views in a 
reporting period/ number of visits in 
the same reporting period” 

Site 
Usage 

8 Daily time 
spent on site  

It is defined as a time spent (mm:ss) 
on a site by visitor 

Site 
Usage  

9 Referrer Page URL that originally generated 
the request for the current page view 
or object 

Referrers 

10 Top 
Keywords 
from Search 
Engines 

List of top keywords that sent traffic 
to the specific site updated monthly 

Referrers 

11 Per cent of 
Search 
Traffic 

Percentage of traffic to the specific 
site 

Referrers 

12 Upstream 
Sites 

Sites that people visited just before 
they visited the specific site 

Referrers  

V. DESCRIPTION OF METRIC TYPES 

A. Global Rank  

It specifies rough estimate of site’s popularity. Global 
rank is calculated using a combination of average daily 
visitors and page views to the site over the past 3 months. 
The site with the highest combination of visitors and page 
views is ranked as number-1 [9]. 

B. Country Name 

It specifies name of the country, from where site 
visitors are present. [10] 

C. Percent of Visitors  

It specifies total number of % of visitors, visited to 
the site, from specific country. [20] 
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D. Rank in Country 

It specifies rough estimate of site's popularity in a 
specific country. The rank by country is calculated using a 
combination of average daily visitors to this site and page 
views on this site from users from that country over the 
past month. The site with the highest combination of 
visitors and page views is ranked as number 1 in that 
country. [11] 

E. Bounce Rate 

It indicates the percentage of people who land on one 
of your web pages and then leave without clicking to 
anywhere else on your website--in other words, single-
page [12]. 

F. Page View 

A page view is counted whenever visitor loads one of 
your webpage. During a single visit, user can view several 
web pages, incrementing the page view each time. [13] 

G. Daily Page Views Per Visitor 

It is defined as number of page views in a reporting 
period divided by number of visits in the same reporting 
period. [14] 

H. Referrer  

 The referrer is the page URL that originally 
generated the request for the current page view or object. 
[15] 

I. Daily Time on Site 

It is defined as a time spent (mm:ss) on a site by 
visitor. [16] 

J. Top Keywords from Search Engines 

It shows the list of top keywords that sent traffic to 
the specific site from major search engines over the past 6 
months. The list is updated monthly. [17] 

K. Percent of Search Traffic 

It shows the percentage of traffic to the specific site 
from major search engines over the past 6 months by top 
keywords. [18] 

 

L. Upstream Sites 

Upstream sites are sites that people visited just before 
they visited the specific site. There is not necessarily a link 
between the upstream site and this site. [19] 

VI. DATASET COLLECTION AND  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The training data set, used for study in this article 
constitutes primary data and secondary data.  

A. Primary Data 

In evaluation method, all 7 OSLMS Moodle, Atutor, 
Olat, Sakai, Ilias, Claroline, and Dokeos are installed and 
each OSLMS is studied. Communication tool, course 
management tool and security features are verified with 
this software. The evaluation study has been carried out 
during the period 2013 – 2016.  

B. Secondary Data 

Metric types mentioned in table 2 are verified with 
respect to 16 OSLSM and 16 proprietary LMS Using 
Alexa tool. Data is collected during period of 20th 
December 2015 to 28th December 2015 using Alexa tool. 

The table below displays detail description of tool/ 
methodology used, type of LMS, number of LMS studied 
and features studied. 

TABLE 3: DATASET COLLECTION METHOD & FEATURES STUDIED 

Methodology/ 
Tool Used 

Type of LMS No. of 
LMS 

Studied 

Features Studied 

Evaluation  Open Source 
Learning 
Management 
System 

7 Communication tool, 
Course delivery tool, 
Security and 
Authentication 

Alexa Open Source 
Learning 
Management 
System 

16 Global Rank, Country 
name, % of visitors, Page 
view, Bounce rate, % of 
visitors on site, Referres, 
Time spent on site, Top 
keywords from search 
engine, % of search 
traffic, Upstream sites  

Proprietary 
Learning 
Management 
System 

16 

C. Data Transformation  

Data collected with the help of Alexa tool needs to be 
processed for analyzing purpose. Following problems 
were present with the collected data. 

D. Data Inconsistency 

It is observed that data is entered differently at 
various places. For e.g. – country name United States is 
written as US or United State at some place. So before 
analyzing, the country name changed to United States.  

 

E. Data Cleaning  

For analyzing purpose different signs such as comma 
(,) Dollar ($) sign is removed from data. 

VII.   RESULT OF THE STUDY 

A. Country wise Site Visited 

The graph below displays country wise distribution of 
site visited.  
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Fig. 1: Country wise Site Visited 

From the graph it can be observed that awareness of 
accessing LMS site is higher in United States as compared 
to other countries.  

United States shows 19 LMS site. It includes open 
source learning management system and proprietary 
learning management system. Next is United States, 
Indonesia show 7 LMS site and after that Canada and 
United Kingdom shows 6 LMS site.  

In case of open source learning management system, 
Moodle.org, ecollege.com, and Webworkmaa.org is 
frequently accessible site whereas in case of proprietary 
learning management system, Blackboard.com, 
edmodo.com, schoology.com, skillsoft.com, 
sumtotalsystems.com are frequently accessible site. 

B. Country wise Distribution of Visitors  

  

Fig. 2: Country wise Visitors 

From the graph it can be observed that 100% visitors 
are from Germany, then United states. Thus we can 
conclude that in this country there is more awareness 
related to use of LMS. 

C. Correlation between Daily Page Views Per Visitor and 
Time Spent by Visitors on Site 

The Table below shows Correlation between Daily 
page views per visitor and time spent by visitors on site. 

 Daily Page Views per 
Visitors 

Daily Time On 
Site 

Daily page views per 
visitors 

1  

Daily time on site 0.850100956 1 

From the table it can be observed that correlation 
coefficient between Daily page views per visitor and time 
spent by visitors on site is positive (0.850) implies that 
there is positive relationship between them. These 
variables are interdependent. 

D. Top 5 Popular LMS Sites Across the Country 

Most popular site is found out with the help of Global 
Rank. The table below shows top 5 most popular sites.  

TABLE 4: LIST OF TOP 5 POPULAR LMS SITES  

Type of LMS LMS Name Global Rank 
Open Source Learning 
Management System 

Blackboard 550 
Ecollege 1218 
Edmodo 2210 
Schoology 2638 
Successfactor 3369 

Proprietary Learning 
Management System 

Moodle 9992 
Work.maa 64012 
Claroline 149735 
Efrontlearning 169983 

 Chamilo 220986 

E. List of Top 5 Popular LMS Sites in India 

The Table below shows the most frequently 
accessible OSLMS and proprietary LMS across India.  

TABLE 5: LIST OF TOP 5 POPULAR LMS SITES IN INDIA 

LMS Type LMS Name Global Rank 
Open Source Learning 
Management System 

moodle.org 5606 
wiziq.com 10509 
webworkmaa.org 64012 
efrontlearning.net 169983 
claroline.net 149735 

Proprietary Learning 
Management System 

successfactor.com 3369 
sumtotalsystems.com 31191 
skillsoft.com 86891 
elearninglearning.com 336385 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Evaluation method shows that in case of OSLMS 
Moodle is supporting higher number of features related to 
communication tool, course delivery tool and security and 
authentication.  

Results of Alexa tool shows that Moodle is popular 
site, highest global rank and visited by most of the 
countries including India. 
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Abstract—Customer satisfaction plays a vital role in any 
organization. The main purpose of this research is to investigate the 
role of data mining enhancing customer satisfaction of an 
organization. In this research we are going to design a tool based on 
clustering technique namely hierarchical agglomerative methods in 
order to measure the satisfaction of customer. Tool which is 
developed will have a graphical user interface and at the same time 
can be practically adopted to demonstrate the process. Primary data 
of the research are collected from the marketing managers from 
various organizations which belong to fast moving consumer goods 
with respect to India. They are surveyed after deployment and 
demonstration of proposed tool and results of the survey are taken 
into consideration to compare the effectiveness of the measurement 
in the process of customer satisfaction prior and after the 
implementation of the tool. 

Keywords: Data Mining, Clustering Technique, Hierarchical 
Agglomerative Methods and Customer Satisfaction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is adopted by most of the organizations 
with a strong customer oriented communication, financial, 
marketing and retail organizations. [1]. It allows these 
firms for determining links among internal factors like 
positioning of product, price and employee skills and 
external factors like competition, indicators for economy 
and demography of the customer. It allows them to 
identify the effect on satisfaction of customer, sales and 
corporate profits. It involves 5 minimum elements namely 
extracting, transforming and loading data of transaction 
onto the system of data warehouse; storing and managing 
the data in a system of multidimensional database; 
providing access of data to professionals of information 
technology and business analysts; analysing the data by 
the software for application and presenting the data in 
the understandable way like table or graph. Data 
mining includes 4 categories of tasks such as 
classification, clustering, association rule learning and 
regression. Clustering is the task of identifying structures 
and groups in the data which are some way or other same 
way, without adopting known data structures. [2]. Types 
of clustering technique or methods such as model-based 
methods; a hierarchical agglomerative methods; grid-
based methods; partitioning methods and density based 
methods. [3] 

It was examined that satisfaction of the customer 
refers to variance between the present situation of the 
customer and his expectation are recognized as a main 
prerequisite for retaining the customer. [4]. Ultimate aim 
of the programs in the customer relationship is to 
produce a higher customer satisfaction level. Managers 
think that consumers match expectations and realizations 
towards the performance of the product and it is critical 
for them for delivering such effective performance at 
higher expectations level maximize because of heightened 
or intense competition and modifying consumer 
requirements. 

II. RELATED WORK 

It was investigated the data mining techniques for 
customer relationship management. Neural network, the 
naïve bayes, support vector machine (SVM) and the 
decision tree are some of the commonly used data mining 
techniques used to improve the satisfaction level of the 
customer. Apart from these, association, clustering, 
regression, forecasting, sequence discovery and 
visualization are some of the data mining techniques. 
Association rules are used to analyse the data of the 
customer. Clustering technique is considered as the 
essential task in the data mining process. [8] 

It was investigated the necessities of data mining in 
the banking system and the customer relationship 
management (CRM). Data mining in bank is used to 
detect the huge number of data, to discover the 
pattern, hidden laws and it is also used to identify the 
pattern of customer behaviour. Data mining in CRM is 
used to enhance the value of the customer. [9] This data 
mining tools are created the new opportunities in trading 
sector and hence it improves the customer satisfaction at 
high level. Data mining is considered as the important 
element in the customer relationship management. It has 
played an important role in the many organizations to 
meet the requirements of the customer in effective 
manner. The activities of data mining process can be 
classified in to three categories such as explore, prediction 
model and the court’s analysis. 
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Data mining tools have played an important role in 
the leading bank sector. Data mining tools are used for 
customer segmentation, approval and scoring of credit, 
profitability, predicting the payment, marketing and 
detecting the fraudulent transactions.[10] Marketing, risk 
management, fraud detection and acquisition and retention 
of customer are some of the areas in banking industry 
which are effectively used the data mining system. 
Moreover, the data mining are also engaged with the cash 
management, forecasting operations and ranking 
investments. These activities have improved the customer 
satisfaction in the banking organization. Data mining is 
helped to target new customer for products and services 
and it is used to analyse the account of the customer and 
meet the requirement of the customer. 

It was investigated the data mining solutions for the 
business environment. Data mining can be applied in the 
many fields such as business, education, science and 
engineering. This data mining played an important role to 
enhance the customer satisfaction. [11]. There are six 
data mining techniques used to handle the large volumes 
of data. These techniques include classification, 
regression; summarization, and anomaly detection, 
association rule learning and clustering. The data mining 
is used to improve the customer experience and helps the 
organization to achieve the competitive advantage over 
other. Customer segmentation, customer retention, market 
basket analysis, credit scoring and the price optimization 
are some of the applications of data mining methods. 

Data mining provides careful analysis which has the 
ability to optimize the internal network operations. It also 
provides better management to face customer activities 
such as churn and marketing. Some of the data mining 
techniques are used on the customers are naïve bayes 
(NB), support vector machine (SVM), neural network 
(NN) and the regression analysis. [12] Moreover the 
regression analysis acts as the best tool to measure the 
customer satisfaction. Apart from these, the artificial 
neural network (ANN) to the cluster customer has the 
ability to calculate the loyalty level and the buying 
behaviour of the customer. 

Customer satisfaction is related with the loyalty in 
which it is based on the switching costs, benefits and the 
characteristic of customer and other demographic factor. 
Markov model is used to examine the past and future 
behaviour of customer through data mining process. 
Principal component analysis is used to reduce the data. 
[13]. Regression model is predicted by using the step wise 
method which is also used for the behavioural intentions 
model. These are used to enhance the customer 
satisfaction of an organization. 

It was investigated the customer relationship 
management using the data mining techniques. Data 
mining is the process which uses the different analysis 
of data and the modelling techniques. These are also 
used to discover the patterns and data relationship to 
make the predictions accurately. Data mining with the 

customer relationship management has enhanced the 
customer satisfaction at high level. There is a positive 
relationship between the satisfaction of the customer and 
the profits. [14] 

Clustering and principal component analysis is some 
of the approach of data mining technique used to improve 
the customer satisfaction. [15] Data conversion process, 
computing cluster statistic and the select the method of 
clustering are some of the general clustering method used 
to empower the customer satisfaction. This clustering 
algorithm includes partitioning method (PAM), the 
density based method, model based method; grid based 
method and hierarchical method. The overall satisfaction 
of customer can be evaluated by using the data mining 
process. The Customer relationship management (CRM) 
is the best strategy of competitive business environment. 
This is positively related to the data mining process 
in which it enhances the business performance and 
customer satisfaction. [16]. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

There is no tool that was implemented based on the 
clustering techniques using hierarchical agglomerative 
methods for measuring the customer satisfaction and does 
not possess a graphical user interface and practical usage. 
The proposed system is a practical application can be 
applicable in real time uses. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this research we are going to develop a tool that 
would implement any of data mining techniques that is 
clustering techniques in that hierarchical agglomerative 
methods for measuring the satisfaction of customer. 
Developed tool will have a graphical user interface and 
can be practically adopted for demonstrating the process. 
From the managerial point of view, marketing managers 
are surveyed from different organizations belong to fast 
moving consumer goods sector with specific reference to 
India are surveyed after implementation and 
demonstration of the developed tool. Then the outcomes 
of the survey are adopted for comparing the 
measurement effectiveness in the process of customer 
satisfaction before and after the tool implementation with 
specific reference to fast moving consumer goods in 
Indian organizations. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Collection and Testing 

Positivism is adopted as the paradigm of the research 
since it carried out a survey. Quantitative type of approach 
is utilized for this particular research. This research adopts 
descriptive design as a design for this specific research. 
Simple random sampling was adopted as sampling 
technique to measure the customer satisfaction with 
specific reference to fast moving consumer goods sector in 
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Indian organizations. Data is collected through second 
handled and primary type of research. Primary source of 
data are gathered with the help of survey questionnaire 
which is of close typed. Secondary source of data are 
gathered with the help of existing works like electronic 
books, websites, company websites, internets, articles, 
government publications, diaries, newsletter and more. 
After collecting the primary data they must be 
examined through arithmetical tools like chi square 
tests, graphical method and analysis of percentage and 
at the same time correlation test was adopted to 
estimate the results. Examiner will make use of SPSS 
to conclude the statistical outcomes from arithmetical 
methods. To check the quantitative approach, reliability 
and validity parameters are supported. 

 

Fig. 1: Research Process 

B. Proposed Clustering Agglomerative Tool in Fast 
Moving Consumer Goods 

The hierarchical agglomerative technique is a bottom-
up approach in which small clusters, initially containing 
an own data objects, are combined together to form bigger 
clusters. At each step of the agglomeration process, the 
two neighbouring clusters are fused together to form a 
new cluster. For Example the key variables for 
indicating customer satisfaction are the price of goods, 
quality of goods, quantity of goods, avaibility of goods, 
and packaging of goods. On this key parameters basis 
different clusters will form that clusters will help to find 
out the customers satisfied and unsatisfied ratio and 
because of that managerial level people can take decision 
on which parameter they have to focus to enhance 
customer satisfaction in an organization. 

 

Fig. 2: Clustering Agglomerative Technique 

Cluster 1: Price of Goods + Quality of Goods 
Cluster 2:Cluster1+Quantity of Goods  
Cluster 3: Cluster 2+Avaibility of Goods  
Cluster 4: Cluster 3+Packaging of Goods 
In this way different clusters will form to show the 

satisfied customers ratio and unsatisfied customer ratio 
that helpful to management for enhancing customer 
satisfaction. 

C. Software and Hardware Requirement 

Software and hardware requirements suitable for this 
research are tabulated as follows: 

TABLE 1: SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

Sr. No. Device Features 
1 Processor Intel Core @ DUO 
2 Monitor 17” Colour 
3 Hard Disk 20 GB 
4 RAM 256 MB SD RAM 
5 Floppy Drive 1.44 MB 
6 CD Drive LG 52X 
7 Speed 3.GHz 

The software used in this research for the 
development of this research is follows, 

1. Operating System: Windows 7 
2. Language: MATLAB 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This research examines about the role of data mining 
in an organization. In this study it is predicted that there is 
no study on the relationship between data mining and the 
customer satisfaction. This research will be useful to 
know many techniques of the data mining in various 
organizations. Data mining is an important technique to 
predict the behavior of an organization towards customer 
requirements. It aims to improve the customer satisfaction 
by offering many solutions. Data mining acts as the tool 
to support the decision making and planning process of an 
organization. Clustering agglomerative technique of data 
mining act as a tool to improve customer satisfaction in an 
organization and then expand data mining model to 
identify them and finally clustering generates new 
rules and patterns for enhancing customer satisfaction. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

To design, develop and implementation of this 
proposed model for fast moving consumer goods 
suitable for Indian Organization and analyze and measure 
effectiveness of this model. Also proposed model will 
have flexibility according to customer survey and 
questionnaire. 
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Abstract—Under the curriculum of Savaitibai Phule Pune 
University Computer Management students have internship for 4-5 
months. They have to work with any IT Industries for developing the 
software. Selection of the accurate optimal software solution is the 
big challenge for software industries. Software industry people 
practice different models to cultivate different software. It is 
concerned with the software management processes that observe the 
area of software development through the development models, 
which are known as software development life cycle. The purpose of 
the research is to analyze the appliance of SDLC model while doing 
academic projects. 

The analysis shows the impact on the work to a variety of tasks 
or activities that take place during the process. The survey has been 
done on MCA 2014-15 academic year students. There are several 
models for such processes. It aims to be the standard that defines all 
the tasks required for developing and maintaining software. In this 
paper we analyzed how SRS documentation and selection of SDLC 
model will effect on successful completion of project for internship. 

Keywords: Software Development Life Cycle, SDLC Model, 
Technology, Domain, Weka, Association Mining, Apriori 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) follows 
to important phases that are essential for developers, such 
as planning, analysis, design, and implementation, and are 
explained in the section below The process of building 
computer software and information systems has been 
always spoken by different development models. A 
software development methodology refers to the 
framework that is used to plan, manage, and control the 
process of developing an information system.[1] Software 
Engineering (SE) is the application of a systematic, 
disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, 
operation, and maintenance of software, and the study of 
the se approaches; that is the application of engineering to 
software because it integrates significant mathematics, 
computer science and practices whose origins are in 
Engineering. Various processes and methodologies have 
been developed over the last few decades to improve 
software quality with varying degrees of success. 
However it is widely agreed that no single approach that 
will prevent project over runs and failures in all cases. 
Software projects that are large, complicated, poorly-
specified, and involve unfamiliar aspects, are still 
particularly vulnerable to large, unanticipated problems. A 
software development process is a structure imposed on 
the development of a software product. There are several 

models for such processes, each describing approach test 
to a variety of tasks or activities that take place during the 
process. It aims to be the standard that defines all the tasks 
required for developing and maintaining software.[2] 

These classic software life cycle models usually 
include some version or subset of the following activities: 

 Planning and Visualization 
 Requirement Analysis 
 Software Modeling and Design 
 Coding 
 Documentation 
 Testing 
 Deployment and Maintenance 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Ms. Shikha Maheshwari and Prof. Dinesh Ch. Jain 
concluded that after analysis of all models through the 
various factors various big companies for their internal 
projects they use original water fall model. Iterative model 
provide feedback to scheduled step. Spiral model is used 
for development of large and expensive projects. [1] Claes 
Wohlin and Anneliese Amschler Andrews concluded that 
it is important for software developing companies to 
categorize its key project characteristics to improve its 
control over project accomplishment. [2] Grażyna 
HOŁODNIK-JANCZURA and Izabela GOLIŃSKA said 
that the characteristics of IT projects which are used as the 
basis for selection criteria, according to which an 
appropriate model should be chosen. Selecting an 
appropriate SDLC model is a complex and a challenging 
task, which requires not only broad theoretical knowledge, 
but also consultation with experienced expert managers. 
[3] Manish Sharma cited that Lacks of poor choice 
procedure of software development life cycle (SDLC) 
models is some of the top reason of such failure. We can 
be found a better and high quality product within budget 
and time by selecting right software process model. [4] 
Rupinder Kaur, Dr. Jyotsna Sengupta describes variety of 
software process models and analysis various issues in 
software development projects. Software project failure is 
often demoralizing to an organization. They discussed 
current process models and analysis on failure of software 
development, which shows the need of proper 
documentation before development. [5].  
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Apoorva Mishra, Deepty Dubey done the work for 
analyzing the various software life cycle models from this 
aspect. Selecting proper SDLC allows the project 
managers to regulate whole development strategy of the 
software. They stated all requirements must be known 
upfront this is the weakness of waterfall model[6] Rupa 
Mahanti, M.S. Neogi and Vandana Bhattacherjee said that 
end user requirement is most significant piece of 
information in the preference of the life cycle model used 
for development of any software. They studied factors 
which are critical to choice of software life cycle models 
within software industry and the relation between the 
factors and the software life cycle models.[7] Himadri 
Bhusan Mahapatra, Dr. Birendra Goswami stated the 
report of the Standish Group International (2009) on 
projects success rates. That shows that 32% of all projects 
succeeded delivered on time, 44% were challenged and 
24% failed. Correct methodology gives surety that it is 
delivered within schedule, within cost and meets user’s 
requirements. [8] M.P. Singh, Rajnish Vyas avowed that 
many projects have failed because of requirements 
volatility. It affects on project schedule, performance, cost, 
software maintenance and quality, but it may have some 
optimistic effects and also it may help us to have better 
understanding of user requirements.[9] Sanjana Taya, 
Shaveta Gupta stated that time is essential in development 
of software market can taken over by the opponent 
because of delay. And in short period of time if we 
launched error filled product it also affects on goodwill. 
So there should be a substitution between the development 
time and the eminence of the product. Customers expect a 
comprehensible product that results in end user 
satisfaction. [10] Dr. Deepshikha Jamwal studied that the 
opinion of developers on characteristics of emergent a 
software development model such as: development time, 
Project complexity, Implementation challenges, Extensive 
and accurate documentation, Returnon-investment for 
minimal initial capital expense etc. Approximately no 
software system is so simple that the whole development 
script is written. [11] 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research methodology was done in the following 
way. The data is collected for the duration 2014-2015. The 
data was built from two sources:  

a. E-Survey.  
b. Academic Project Record 

A. E-Survey 

The questionnaire reviewed by experts. The points in 
survey have relations with the work of students. 
Questionnaire has been taken on some small groups of 
students. These helped us to recognize fields of feedback 
as such. Again questionnaire revised with personal 
information questions like Email ID and College name etc. 
are added to questionnaire. So that will be helpful me for 
further communication and research work. 

TABLE 1: QUESTIONNAIRE DETAILS 

Questionnaire Sent Respondents Percent Total Questions 
90  29 32% 23 

From that most of the respondents are graduated from 
BCA. Rest of them are from BSc. 

 

Fig. 1: Qualification wise Respondant 

B. Academic Project Record 

During the pre-processing of data, we found 
redundancy in data student’s data. Most of the students 
don’t know their domain properly. To rectify them, the 
students were mailed or academic record stored for the 
college purpose was cross checked to fill the missing data.  

After analyzing all existing results, we understood 
that we need to discover important variables from our 
dataset / questionnaire. Their interrelationship can give us 
an idea for some research. We are aware that many 
variables and their interrelations need to be analyzed for 
chi square test. It is always true for questionnaires each 
question put in for one variable. All variables are analyzed 
and their interrelation is studied. Because of responses are 
too low from the students chi square test was not shown 
the proper result. Keeping in mind all research updates, 
the objective is to examine the use of SDLC models while 
developing the projects that have inter-relation together 
which severely affect the student’s project performance. 
All executions are carried out using following tool. 

 Microsoft Excel 2007- Pivot Table 
 WEKA–Association Mining - Apriori algorithm  
 Online Chi square test 

(http://www.quantpsy.org/chisq/chisq.htm) 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

Fig. 2: Domain 
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As a result of survey those responses were received 
from students they are working in different companies in 
Pune for internship. After reviewing the results as shown 
in Fig. 2: Domain it is observed that most of the students 
have done their project on E- Commerce domain. 

 

Fig. 3: Technology 

It is also observed that latest technologies like 
JavaScript, CSS3 used by 76% of the students.  

An SRS is an organization's understanding (in writing) 
or blueprint of a customer or client's system requirements 
and dependencies at a particular point of time (usually) 
prior to any actual design or development work. It's a two-
way document that assures that both the client and the 
organization understand the other's requirements from that 
perspective at a given point of time.  

 

Fig. 4: SRS Format 

From the analysis of it has been observed that 48% 
students has followed IEEE format for the SRS 
preparation. 35 % students followed the format for 
documentation provided by the company. And 14% 
students followed their own format for documentation 
purpose.  

Select right model for developing of the software 
product or application is very imperative. Waterfall Model 
is the very old model. In ‘Waterfall Model’ testing starts 
only after the development is completed. Though waterfall 
model is old it was evident that 58% of population using 
waterfall software process while 23% using agile software 
development methods.  

 

Fig. 5: SDLC Model 

When it comes to any type of project, requirement 
collection plays a key role. Take requirement collection as 
a key responsibility of the project team. It is observed that 
students collected requirement while doing the projects 
most of the students requirement are modifiable. 76% 
projects requirements are modifiable still they use 
waterfall model. 

Client's involvement during project development and 
execution is vital to the success of the project. 

 

Fig. 6: Client Involvement 

It has been observed that most of the projects done 
with client involvement.  

Following some rules we got from weka after using 
apriori algorithm for association mining. 

TABLE 2: WEKA RULES 

Rule 
No. 

Rule 

Rule 1 modelothr=N 26 ==>srsothr=N 25 conf:(0.96) 
Rule 2 Sp=N It=N 24 ==>srsothr=N 23 conf:(0.96) 
Rule 3 srsothr=N 28 ==>Sp=N 26 conf:(0.93) 
Rule 4 own=N 25 ==> Sp=N 23 conf:(0.92) 
Rule 5 FS=N low=N 15 ==> Sp=N M=Y 15 acc:(0.99395) 
Rule 6 High =N low=N 12 ==> Med=Y 12 acc:(0.99329) 
Rule 7 wf=Y FS=N 11 ==> Sp=N M=Y 11 acc:(0.99294) 
Rule 8 High =Y 9 ==> Sp=N Med=N 9 acc:(0.99186) 
Rule 9 M=Y Med=Y 9 ==> Sp=N 9 acc:(0.99186) 
Rule 10 M=Y Med=Y 9 ==> It=N 9 acc:(0.99186) 
Rule 11 Domain=Ecom 8 ==> It=N other=N 8 acc:(0.99098) 
Rule 12 wf=N Med=N 8 ==> FS=N M=Y 8 acc:(0.99098) 
Rule 13 Domain=Ecom M=Y 7 ==> It=N FS=N 7 acc:(0.98969) 
Rule 14 Domain=Ecom Ag=N 6 ==> It=N High =N 6 acc:(0.98772) 
Rule 15 Domain=Ecom wf=Y 5 ==> Sp=N High =N 5 acc:(0.98454) 
Rule 16 Domain=ManfctSp=N 3 ==> M=Y 3 acc:(0.96882) 
Rule 17 M=N High =Y 3 ==>wf=Y 3 acc:(0.96882) 
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It has been observed that Rule 1 to Rule 4 who 
followed Spiral and Iterative model for development of 
software they don’t followed IEEE or company format of 
SRS. 92% of them followed their own format for SRS. 

From Rule 5 it is seen that projects followed Spiral 
Model their requirements are modifiable. 

Rule 7 shown very contradictory rules. Though a 
project requirement is modifiable they used Waterfall 
model. 32% projects are done using waterfall model. And 
99%of them requirements are modifiable. If we are 
following waterfall model your requirement for the project 
should be stable. In a waterfall project, the vast majority 
of requirements are gathered right at the start of the 
project [3] 

From rule no 14 and 15 it is surveyed that projects 
done in ecommerce domain client interaction is high. And 
they followed agile methodology for development of the 
project.  

We primarily examined literature to see what people 
have done in this field. To understand project performance 
of a student, we underwent discussions with some team 
leader project guides in the college. We lastly understood 
that most of the students do not concentrate on preparing 
the synopsis or SRS of the project. The performance in 
project goes down most of the time. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Requirements phase focuses on defining and 
capturing the needs and problems that a software 
application is to address & solve in a waterfall model, 
each phase must be completed before the next phase can 
begin and there is no overlapping in the phases. The major 
weakness of the Waterfall Model is that after project 
requirements are gathered in the first phase, there is no 
formal way to make changes to the project as requirements 
change or more information becomes available to the 
project team because requirements almost always change 
during long development cycles. If the requirement of the 
project is modifiable then waterfall model is not feasible 
to implement the project  

APPENDIX 

1. Questionnaire. 
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Abstract–Numerical indicators of performance of students in a 
Class are generally believed to be normally distributed. In fact this 
assumption forms the basis of relative Grading of students. When 
analyzing the performance of techno management students, as 
indicated by their overall CGPA and performance only in Statistics 
and in Operations Research, we found that basic histograms 
suggested a bi-modal distribution, which was surprising and 
contrary to above belief.  

Data Miningconcept k-means clusteringis used to examine the 
possibility of whether it is possible to isolate the two groups 
corresponding to the two modes clearly. Authors have applied k-
means clustering to educational data, to random sample generated 
via simulation and to synthetic data. It is observed that for bimodal 
data the optimum number of clusters is observed to be 2. 

Keywords: K-means Clustering, Bimodal Data, Silhouette 
Coefficient 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Normal or Gaussian distribution is most useful among 
all probability distributions. This distribution serves as a 
model distribution for several real-life continuous random 
variables. The examples of such variables are height, 
weight, length, speed, IQ, scholastic achievement, life 
expectancy etc. Normal distribution is used to 
approximate distributions such as Binomial, Poisson 
[Hoel, P. G. (1971), Black, K. (2011)]. However, when 
analyzing the performance of techno management 
students, as indicated by their overall CGPA and 
performance, only in Statistics (STAT) and in Operations 
Research (OR) we found that basic histograms suggested a 
bi-modal distribution, which was surprising and contrary 
to above belief. In statistics, a bimodal distribution arises 
because of variability in the local distribution of inputs 
which is reflective of a significant change in the target 
variable [Das et al. (2010)]. In order to classify data of 
multimodal (two or more modes) independent variables, 
the approach of model-based generalization of biclustering 
or co-clustering can be adapted to classify the 
data[Deodhar, M., & Ghosh, J. (2010)]. 

Clustering is the unsupervised classification of 
patterns. The patterns can be of observations, data items, 
or feature vectors into groups or clusters. The patterns 
within a valid cluster are more similar to each other than 
they are to a pattern belonging to a different cluster. This 

technique is useful in grouping, decision-making, and 
machine-learning situations, including data mining, 
document retrieval, image segmentation, and pattern 
classification. Clustering methodis appropriate for the 
exploration of interrelationships among the data points to 
make an assessment of groups within the data. Clustering 
consists of pattern recognition and grouping. Further it can 
be used for data abstraction and assessment of output if 
required.  

Hierarchical and partitional are two approaches of 
Clustering. Further partition of data can be done by 
approach. The most frequently used criterion in partitional 
clustering techniques is the squared error criterion, which 
tends to work well with isolated and compact clusters. The 
k-means is the simplest and most commonly used 
algorithm employing a squared error criterion [McQueen 
1967]. It starts with a random initial partition and keeps 
reassigning the patterns to clusters based on the similarity 
between the pattern and the cluster centers until a 
convergence criterion is met (e.g., there is no reassignment 
of any pattern from one cluster to another, or the squared 
error ceases to decrease significantly after some number of 
iterations). The k-means algorithm is popular because it is 
easy to implement, and its time complexity isn!, where n 
is the number of patterns. A major problem with this 
algorithm is that it is sensitive to the selection of the initial 
partition and may converge to a local minimum of the 
criterion function value if the initial partition is not 
properly chosen [Jain et al. (1999)]. 

The classification of univariate, multimodal data is 
well established using k-means clustering[Wagstaff et al. 
(2001), Likas, et al. (2003), Rockoff, (2004)]. The 
Authors have applied k-means to bivariate and tri-variate 
multimodal data to divide multimodal multivariate data.  

In this paper the authors have discussed research 
design& instruments followed by results, discussion and 
conclusion. 

II. RESEARCH DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTS 

Authors’ observed overall performance indicators of 
techno management students to be bimodal [Mujumdar  
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et al. (2016)]. The overall performance of students in each 
of the three batches consists of CGPAs of three semesters. 
The performance of techno-management students for three 
consecutive semesters is observedto find out whether the 
pedagogy adopted to teach mathematical subjects has any 
effect on overall performance of students [Mujumdar et al. 
(2016)]. From descriptive statistics of performance of 
these students following hypothesis are formulated: 

1. H1: The distribution is Bimodal 
2. H2: Optimum grouping is K=2 
The hypothesis H1 is established [Mujumdar et al. 

(2016)] in earlier studies. The hypothesis H2 is tested 
using K-means clustering. We have used k-means for all 
data sets mentioned above and to decide the optimum 
number of clusters, Silhouette coefficient is used.  

Further, to investigate the bimodal distribution of the 
overall performance measured by CGPA, authors have 
applied Hierarchical algorithm and k-means using 
Silhouette coefficient. These techniques are applied to 
overall performance CGPA, Business Maths marks, 

Statistics marks & Operations Research marks, synthetic 
data (https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html, 
consisting of proportion of non-retail business acres per 
town (INDUS), age and full-value property-tax rate per 
$10,000 (TAX))and random samples from Cauchy 
distribution. Random numbers are generated by taking 
different values of location parameter Mu and scale 
parameter sigma. The random sample is generated by 
Cauchy distribution because it is a bimodal distribution. 
Also this distribution arises as ratio of two normal 
variates.Hierarchical algorithm and k-means using 
Silhouette coefficient are applied to each data by taking 
different number of groups (k=2,3,4). 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

First results are obtained by applying Silhouette 
coefficient and k-means to bivariate and tri-variate data. 
The results obtained using Silhouette coefficients are 
mentioned in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.  

 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF SILHOUETTE COEFFICIENT FOR BI-VARIATE DATA 

Sr. 
No. 

Size of 
cluster k 

Average silhouette width for CGPA of 
Data Set1 
Batch 1 
(n=116) 

Data Set 2 
Batch 1 

(n= 116 ) 

Data Set 3 
Batch 2 

(n= 110 ) 

Data Set 4 
Batch 2 

(n= 110 ) 

Data Set 5 
Batch 3 
(n=126) 

Data Set 6 
Batch 3 
(n=126) 

Data Set 7 
Uci data( AGE, 

TAX) 
(n=506) 

Data Set 8 
Random sample using Cauchy 

distribution 
(n=50) 

1 4 0.4113544 0.4220166 0.4584265 0.5127216 0.5251351 0.4350496 0.5862064 0.09101477 
2 3 0.4817584 0.4202374 0.5233644 0.5390573 0.5288906 0.5093264 0.658562 0.1189287 
3 2 0.4712784 0.4951188 0.5920079 0.6176562 0.6247321 0.5916288 0.7952106 0.2609808 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF SILHOUETTE COEFFICIENT FOR TRI-VARIATE DATA 

Sr. 
No. 

Size of Cluster 
K 

Average Silhouette width for 
Data Set1 
Batch 1 
(n=116) 

Data Set 
2 

Batch 2 
(n= 110 ) 

Data Set 
3 

Batch 3 
(n=126) 

Data Set 4 Uci Data (INDUS, AGE, 
TAX) 

(n=506) 

Data Set 5 
Random Sample using Cauchy 

Distribution 
(n=50) 

1 4 0.5294183 0.54523 0.5421842 0.5820486 0.2302521 
2 3 0.572944 0.5620785 0.5587401 0.6552403 0.2302521 
3 2 0.6180627 0.627544 0.5816407 0.7943367 0.9729241 

TABLE 3: SUMMARY OF SILHOUETTE COEFFICIENT FOR TRI-VARIATE DATA 

Sr. No. Size of Cluster K Average Silhouette width for Marks in BM, Stats, or of Students of 
Batch 1 
(n=116) 

Batch 2 
( n=110 ) 

Batch 3 
(n=126) 

1 4 0.2928878 0.2972771 0.217542 
2 3 0.2928878 0.2972771 0.2175796 
3 2 0.2928878 0.2972771 0.3668473 

The dendrograms are obtained using Hierarchical algorithm only for tri-variate data as shown in figure 1 and figure 
2, respectively. 
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Fig. 1: Dendrograms for CGPA Data of a Techno-management Institute 
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Fig. 2: Dendrograms for BM, Stats & or Data of a Techno-management Institute 

The dendrogramfor all Batches of CGPA ( for tri-
variate data) as shown in Fig 1 & Fig2, obtained using 
hierarchical cluster suggests that minimum number of 
clusters are two. Similar results are observed for bivariate 
bimodal data. 

Further as seen from Table 1 &2, the value of 
Silhouette coefficient is maximum for k=2, in comparison 
of k=3, k=4. Hence optimum group size is 2[ Chiang et. 
al. (2010)]. Also Silhouette coefficient >0.5 indicates 
better quality of clusters as seen in table1 and table2. 
Silhouette coefficient <0.5 indicates average quality of 
clusters in table 3. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

The experiment confirms the result that for bimodal 
data optimum cluster size is two with k-means. However 
we can apply more clustering techniques to check if the 
results obtained by k-means clustering confirm the same 
results using other clustering techniques. 
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to present a Scenario in 
Perishable Food Supply Chain, of a specific location, determined 
through a sample survey. Fruit and vegetable marketing is the 
commodity under study. Location is Amravati in Yeotmal District. 
The perishable supply chain management modeling and 
optimization approach, focusing on loss minimization along the 
supply chain is the objective. Elementary data-mining techniques are 
used. Opinion survey covers the stake all the stake holders namely 
consumers, retailers, and wholesalers. A clear graphical model for 
future research for studying perishable food supply chain to 
minimize loss along the supply chain, is given. 

Keywords: Perishable Food, Supply Chain, Operation Research 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural produce include, food-grains, vegetables 
& fruits. Among these vegetables & fruits are the most 
perishable items which need different marketing strategy 
as well as financial strategy. Data mining can help once 
we gather basic data from all stake holders. This paper 
attempts such an exercise with data gathered from a 
specific location. 

Suply chain is basically a network which starts at 
production and terminates at the customer or the consumer 
[1,2,3,4]. Proper modelling of supply chains can help in 
planning, waste reduction and efficiency of supplies. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Supply Chain Management (SCM), currently a 
popular topic in research literature, breaches the 
boundaries of many academic disciplines SCM is the 
management of information finance and physical flows in 
all stages of supply change to provide customer value and 
stages profit for all member of chain[1]. 

Food supply chains (FSC) are distinct from other 
product supply chains. The fundamental difference 
between FSC and other supply chains is the continuous 
and significant change in the quality of food products 
throughout the entire supply chain until the points of final 
consumption [2] [3]. In addition, FSC is complex as 
compared to other supply chains due to the perishable 
nature of the produce, high fluctuations in demand and 
prices, increasing consumer concerns for food safety [4] 
and dependence on climate conditions. 

Many approaches are used by researchers and 
practitioners to reduce food loss and waste. To reduce the 
food loss it’s important to study and give appropriate 
action for the entire food supply chain. Most countries at 
government level use different approaches to minimize 
loss, for example, at the production stage government 
supports farmers to improve availability of agricultural 

extension services, to have market access and to improve 
harvesting techniques. In addition, improving access for 
handling and storage, improving processing and packaging 
technologies, conducting consumer education campaigns, 
etc. are suggested and used in different areas. 

A. Location of Study 

Yavatmal is an agricultural city in the state of 
Maharashtra, Located in Vidarbha region in central India.  

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The data is collected from 36 producers, i.e. farmers, 
17, wholesalers, 32 retailers and 50 consumers of 
vegetable and fruits. Questionnaire properly designed in 
Marathi language, which is the local language was used 
for this purpose. 

Secondary data, wherever needed was made available 
by the Panjabrao Krishi Vidyapith Research Centre at 
Yavatmal. Some part of data was collected from Internet. 
Simple cross tabulation using the Pivoting tool in a spread 
sheet was used for analysis. Questionnaire constituted of 
two major sections: 

 Personal information 
 Opinion about important related factors relating 

to many factors of agriculture as a profession & 
practice. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Here are the simple cross tables constructed for 
analysis. 

TABLE 1 

Sr. No. Visual Questionnaire Result for 
Producer  

Yes (%) No (%) NA 

Q 3.4 Do you determine selling price of 
vegetables/ fruits 

19.44 80.56 0.00 

Q 3.6 Whether Profit received from selling 
processed vegetables are higher than un-
process vegetables/fruits ? 

83.33 16.67 0.00 

Q 4.2 Whether time management is done? 
Regarding availability of the vehicle and 
transportation while cutting the 
vegetables.  

94.44 16.67 0.00 

Q 4.3 While determine sailing price of 
vegetable whether the expected profit is 
determine on total expenditure and 
transporting expending and packing 
expenditure,  

88.89 8.33 2.78 

Q 5.1 Financial position improved due to 
production of vegetable/ fruits ?  

75.00 25.00 0.00 

Q 5.2 Due to financial loss do you think to 
produce something else? 

86.11 13.89 0.00 
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Fig. 1 

TABLE 2 

Sr. No. Visual Questionnaire Result for Producer  Yes (%) No (%) 
Q 4.1 a Product personally transported and sold in the 

wholesale market 
8.33 91.67 

Q 4.1 b Product personally transported and sold in the 
retails market 

38.88 61.12 

Q 4.1 c Product directly sold at farm 13.88 86.12 
Q 4.1 d Product sold to a middle man 38.88 61.12 

It was found that: 
1. Out of 36 producers, 8% Producer personally 

transport and sell in the whole sales market  
2. Out of 36 producers 36% Producer personally 

transport and sell in the retails market there 
Hence he earns much more than other producer 
because he needs not to pay any commission to 
the middleman. But he had to face loss of total 
production due un-proper packing as well as poor 
and time spending transportation facility. 

3. Out of 36 producers, 13% Producer directly sell 
at farm they earn much more than other producer 
because they need not to engage manpower for 
picking, packing as well as arranging proper 
vehicle for transportation also they didn’t face 
any loss to supply the product up-to the market. 

4. Out of 36 Producer, 38% Producer directly sell to 
a middle man. 

5. No one utilized proper i.e. refrigerated vehicles 
for transportation to improve the shelf life of 
perishable items. 

6. Every one fail to arrange any vehicles 
immediately after packing of the product they 
always wait at least 1 to 2 hrs. for vehicles. 
Because they have not in position to purchase 

and manage own vehicles. Though time saving is 
very important factor for perishable product. 

V. THE SUPPLY CHAIN  

From our finding, the supply chain representing the 
scenario looks like this: 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A simple supply chain as shown above can easily be 
interpreted by planners. 

Its seems that producer carryout the business under 
compulsion without having control over the transaction is 
proved. 

The path from producers to cold storage shows nil 
percentage indicating that lot of produce possible gets 
wasted for lack of storage facilities. 

It is surprising to note that flow form producers to 
wholesalers without middlemen is only 8%. 
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